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CHAPTER

I

DISCORD -BETWEEN DREAM AND DESIGN

Many of the new goals of education are
not new at all.
Some represent such an obvious
need that they have long since become cliches
without ever having become widespread realities.
Individualized instruction and individualized
learning through increased independent study
are two examples.
Optimum assignment of teachers
according to individual competence and talent
is another.

The scheduling and organization of resources in a
school have tended to be unglamorous and routine but un¬
avoidable necessities for most educators.

In fact,

few

educators overall pay any serious attention to the decision¬
making that results in a school schedule or in the school's
oattern of organization; teachers generally assume that the
principal or assistant principal picks up the cross of such
decision-making and mechanical exercise by dint of his
promotion into higher pay.
schedule making•

The wages of promotion is

Without scheduling and organization,

continues the simplistic general assumption,

so

school would

turn into chaos, anarchy, and incredible waste.

Often our

oractices in organization and scheduling develop from just
such a base—in reaction to fear of disorder,
institutional neglect,

fear of

fear of material inefficiency.

1.
Cakford and Allen, "Extracts from the Final Report on
Flexibility for Vocational Education Through Computer
Scheduling," p. 3•
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Stated positively,

the objectives of school organization

and scheduling have tended toward control,

order, and

material efficiency-all from the point of view of main¬
taining the integrity of the ongoing but essentially un¬
changing institution.
Furthermore, most of us educators have worked so long
within such a frame of reference toward such goals that we
believe--most of the time unconsciously--that there is
precious little choice in the matter,

that there is not

much that can be done differently from what is being done
now the way it is being done.

We accept circumstantial or

casual decisions made a century or more ago as unquestioned
parameters in contemporary scheduling and organization,
even though by.our very acceptance of some of those assump¬
tions vie throttle our best aspirations for the schools we
proceed to schedule according to those assumptions.
While our practices and beliefs about scheduling and
organization have accrued almost without challenge over the
past seventy-five years and longer,

entrenching and re¬

inforcing themselves into blind habit, psychologists and
learning theorists and researchers have been quite success¬
fully preaching a different kind of gospel, most of which
also has become a habit of mind,
speech,

for most educators.

instance,

or at least a habit of

We educators believe,

for

in the uniqueness of the individual and believe

we should place his quest for his own identity as a primary
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concern in our dealings with him.
variety within the abilities,

We see almost infinite

interests, and needs of any

group of people at any given moment.

We believe that

physical surroundings and pedagogical practices—school
environment, atmosphere, and tone-influence a learner’s
attitudes probably as much as,

if not more than,

the cogni¬

tive content of whatever "lessons" he is "being taught" in
that school.

We believe that the needs a learner feels at

any moment and the mood he may be in can determine whether
or not he will learn and what it is he will learn at that
moment.

We believe that active involvement leads to greater

learning than passive reception of information.

We believe

--and our researchers offer convincing doc urn ent a tion--that
positive reinforcement is far more effective than negative
criticism in effecting change or growth or development in a
human being.

We believe in joy over punishment,

in creativity

over repression.
Somehow, we spite our own beliefs in the implementation.
Despite our dreams of systematically individualizing lear¬
ning in our school programs,
by the systems we produce.

individuals are lost within and
Some are dropouts,

some become

gifted escapees, most simply are quietly acquiescent,
resigned, patient, persevering.

It is difficult to find

villains among the people who design and staff our schools,
including those in top leadership positions.

No one pur¬

posely sets out to thwart the educational goal of individual-
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izing

school experience for every person who comes to that

school.

Most hope to encourage development of the freely

operating,

intelligent,

self-integrated individual capable of

negotiating constructively in a society, and capable of
moving comfortably and with reasonable security through
natural environment.
Unfortunately,

the c/irt erion of efficiency which we

have adopted in our school planning and practice has usually
been applied toward meeting institutional and organizational
priorities, accepted through unchallenged habits and con¬
ventions, rather that toward accommodating the implementation
of what we know and believe about individuals and the learn¬
ing processes which work for them.

We individualize in¬

struct ion- -by assigning each student his own seat and his
own copy of the textbook in a classroom of thirty identical
seats and thirty identical textbooks.

We meet each student

where he is at the moment—so long as he is in English class
at 10:50 writing about his "most exciting day last summer,"
so long as he and thirty-four classmates are discussing the
culture of sphagnum moss in biology at 1:32.

We encourage

his active involvement—by giving "extra credit" for "class
participation"

(raising his hand as often as possible and

sayiiig the "right" things when he is called on), and by
dolinm out blanket required homework assignments to batches
of fifty or seventy-five youngsters.

And so on.

In short,

vie pretend to aim for individualized learning without paying
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systematic attention to designing and building the in¬
stitutional boxes—-if boxes must result--in which that
learning is to take place.

Then we excuse our failure to

meet priorities that would facilitate individualized learning
on the grounds that the institutional boxes in which we
operate will not allow us to make a more valiant and cogent
effort than we are now making.
While overt villainy is all but impossible to find in
American education,

certain critics have suggested a kind

of unconscious villainy at work in our habits of mind,
certain scholastic conventions,

in

in many popular attitudes,

and even in our record of legal decisions and mandates.

Nor

are the general public support systems which underlie
American education without their own measure of responsibility
for our school systems’

failure to facilitate iiidividual-

ized learning to a greater extent than has been evident or
possible until now.

So long as school years are legislated

at 180 or 185 or 190 days or whatever number of days;

so

long as school officials are held legally responsible for
doing what no parent can do-—that is, account for a young
person’s every move through a six or seven-hour segment of
every day in a five-day week,
even for his presence;

for his safety and well-being,

so long as certain subjects are

arbitrarily held necessary for all children, and then those
children certified not by their achievement or ability but
by the number of minutes of their ”exposure” to that subject
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through a year or a number of years;

so long as public

attitudes and public laws remain couched in terms that deny
what we know about the infinite vagaries of individuality
and what we believe about the sacredness of individuality
in a democratic society—to just that extent we share in the
unconscious villainy that maintains a frustrating system
of schools.
While we tend to think of school scheduling and or¬
ganization as coming first in our picture and understanding
of a school,

they should probably come last.

imagine opening school in September,

for instance, without

a clear and detailed plan of how every pupil,
every room,

We can hardly

every teacher,

every time slot will be utilized or acco^nociatea

every hour of operation.

It is perhaps just that expec¬

tation, that frame of reference which at once represents and
stultifies the school program.
learning,

If we are to individualize

the individual’s pattern of learning should come

first in our consideration,

the requirements the pattern will

make on our resources second, an inventory of our resources
third, and eventually a school schedule and pattern of or¬
ganization once all patterns for all individuals to be
served have been so considered.

Historically, matters of

scheduling and organization were among the last items to
develop in our educational process.

Before there were

schools there was learning, after all—entirely individualized
by the mere fact of the learner's development in the absence
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of any formal educational institution.

Thus,

scheduling and

organization came into being as education became an in¬
stitution in itself.

It might

even be said that scheduling

and organization are responsible for making education
primarily an institution rather than a pursuit of learning.
It is in the institutionalization of the process,

ironically,

that individuals, whom education was formalized to serve,
have been ignored or compromised or rejected or repulsed.
With computerized flexible scheduling,

of course,

and with systematic attempts to organize non-graded programs,
learning packages based on performance criteria,

continuous

progress and independent study projects in certain schools,
conventional frames of reference about school organization
and scheduling-are not only being challenged, but viable
alternatives in implementation are being proposed and tried.
However,

the promise of new technology and the zeal of the

various reformers behind such attempts have had rather
modest effect at best, when measured against the potential
of their efforts and dreams and the capabilities from which
they design their innovations.

Quoting John C-oodlad,

“It is

dangerous to generalize about something as large, complex,
and presumably diverse as schooling in the United States,
even about the first four years of it.

or

As far as our sample

of schools is concerned, however, we are forced to conclude
that much of the so-called educational reform movement has
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been blunted on the classroom door."
One of the major areas of responsibility for the
practical short-circuiting of such zeal and capability lies
with the scheduling and organization of schools—even in
schools where that area has received some systematic re¬
examination and retooling (through introduction of computer*
ized flexible scheduling,

for instance).

Within that area,

it is possible to identify at least two reasons for such
shortcoming:
■ (1)

the compromise that has usually developed between
(a) the traditional frame of reference

about scheduling and organization, and
(b) the challenge and thrust of what we
believe about the processes of individualized learning and
the major concessions they require of the institution
responsible for the scheduling and organization.

Briefly

and oversimply, most "innovative" schools have merely
tried to adapt or modify the traditional; they have not
begun their reform from a uaoula rasa, nor even to any ^recit
extent from what they believe aoout the processes and
characteristics of individualized learning.
(2)
reasons,

.

2

the failure or reluctance,

for any number of

of most members of the educational institution,

John I. Goodlad,

"The Schools vs. Education,

p.

61.

or
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school,

to understand and accept the possibilities inherent

ih hew frames of reference, new base-lines, new points of
departure now available to them in the decision-making and
planning that will result in new patterns of school or¬
ganization and scheduling.

In short,

teachers,

students,

parents—and administrators, are ill-equipped and psycho¬
logically unready, more often than not,

to accept and use

capabilities now available.
In summary,

then,

there is apparently no argument that

organization and administration of schools are means, not
ends in themselves.

But,

oh, what happens to that common

agreement in translation,

especially when we as educators

claim individualization of the learning process to be our
major professional intent.
the frustrations,
making:

The shortcomings,

the failures,

the problems seem to be largely of our own

course conflicts within

the schedules of individual

students; personality conflicts between students and the
teachers to whom tney are assigned, severo 1 imitax-ions in une
educational experiences we can offer students as contrasted
with what they need and want; dilemmas in grouping; the
creation of categories
maladjusted,

(gifted,

slow learners, retarded,

etc.) that simply but eloquently reveal the

failure of our system to accommodate individuals in the
Dosture and orientation and ability which they bring with
them into our schools; acknowledgment that the vast majority
of reading difficulties are the result of educational short-
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comings rather than of any inherent disabilities within in¬
dividual learners.
To what extent might school scheduling and organization
reflect priorities required for individualized learning
programs?
follows,

The question,

to be considered in the material that

is aimed at classroom teachers as much as toward any

other identifiable category of members or participants in
institutional education,

for teachers still represent a

major link between learner and those learning resources the
school is especially commissioned to safeguard, develop, and
provide.

Parents, administrators, taxpayers,

students should

be equally interested in the investigation which follows,
for each of us holds a stake in our pluralistic society and
its schools.

We can simply hope to develop rather specific

rationale and procedures by which decision-making aoout
school organization can reflect what we believe and know
about individualised learning.
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C H A P T E R

II

IMPERATIVE FOR THE PRESENT

But the education scene today remains
confusing.
Put on one pair of glasses and
the schools appear to be moving; posthaste
toward becoming centers of intense, ex¬
citing learning, marked by concern for the
individual.
Put on another, and they appear
to be mired in tradition, insensitive to
pressing social problems, and inadequate
to the demands of learning.3

Because there is hardly an educator in the country who
does not claim that he and his colleagues are already in¬
dividualizing instruction to one degree or another,

it is

not difficult to explain the reluctance of many educators,
parents, and even students to see the irrational position
and shortsighted implementation of the concept that our
schools typically represent.

It is at once amusing and

A NPA&aVM

frustrating to note again^in the literature of educationl
administration the illogical leap from general stated ob¬
jective_individualized learning--!© first steps in building
school schedules.
predictable.

The typical pattern of thought is quite

First,

there is the time-honored statement

of obeisance to the most common goal of American education:
the encouragement and development of individuals through
systematic learning based on whatever needs and abilities

3.

Ibid., p. 59.
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they bring to the school.

Then,

immediately tne nitty grioty

procedures for scheduling the school are introduced in some
such direction as "The first step is to collect the course
requests from all students and begin tabulating one numbe±
of students who have requested each course."
learned according to course format,

If individuals

if individuals1

learning

were restricted to the five or six broad subjects they are
allowed to list on their course requests,

if there were some

clear direction and reason to many of the; .experiences

orat

will be accumulated within any one "course” ins Lean pf one
imprecision and even whimsy that ofoen govern une consent
of a "course," if the value oi a given course reoted mox e
surely in the labelled content and less in tne persou.cil
charisma or unique ability (or lack of such qualities) in
whatever teacher is responsible for whichever section of
whatever course,

if people learned only within batches of

twenty-five or thirty—if there were any clear relationship
at all between the stated objective of meeting individual
differences among students and the basic organizational
procedure of collecting course requests from students,

the

gap would not be at once so amusing and frustrating, nor
would we hold a fresh approach to the entire problem to be
the profound imperative it now is.

Tne situauion is noo

unlike the well-meaning host who continually and jovially
implores his several guests to "go ahead and help yourself
to whatever you want, whatever you need, as much as you
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want,

in any style that you ‘want it," when there is in fact

nothing on the plate but a few bare bones on a cold carcass.
The typical suggested forms by which the procedure of
course requesting is intiated list only routine personal in¬
formation and, as stated above,

severely limited student

choices from the few broad subjects usually available:
student’s name,

sex (for some reason—proper assignment to

physical education locker rooms, probably), grade, homeroom,
present schedule, required subjects requested,
subjects requested,

elective

initials of teacher or advisor,

of parent or guardian.

signature

Such information, after being taou-

lated in the office for all students,

is used to fill a six

or seven or eight period day with groupings of twenty-five
or thirty or thirty-five pupils per teacher per class period.
And thus we typically organize and schedule "for individualized
learning, meeting; students where they are, assessing their
separate needs and desires,

seeing them firs o as sacred,

unique individuals" rather than ciphers and dots on an or¬
ganizational chare.

Lest the point be not clear enough, notice

how often in all of this initial data collection the students
"are" exactly where we put them, and where we put them is
rather irrelevant to where they really are psychologically
and physically and emotionally and intellectually.
information we request of them,

Of the

their own names are about the

only item over which they have any significant measure of
control.

Maybe that accounts why so often "Judith" turns up
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"Judy'1 to her friends and "Judi" on her papers,
Oliver Shultz,

or "Jeffrey

Jr.," becomes "josh," or "Bob Wiggins"

signs himself "F. Robert Wiggins III, Esq."

The other in¬

formation requested is not only drawn from items largely
beyond their control;

it is rather far removed both as ab¬

straction and in essence from the ongoing, unpredictable,
ever-developing,

often convoluting,

infinitely varied, un-

categorical moment to moment experience known as everyday
life,

of which learning is an integral thread with or

without schools.
Cnee a school program is thus scheduled,

it remains for

classroom teachers to salvage what they can_ of the dream of
individualized learning.

It is obvious that teachers and

counselors who do make legitimate attempts at individualizing
instruction do so largely by subverting, circumventing,
compromising the system rather than by using what

or

it offers in

that direction—or, rather, by giving in to what it does not
offer in that direction.

Little wonder that many students

and teachers simply resign themselves to playing the system*s
game with no pretense of enjoying systematic individualized
learning.

Homogeneous grouping, ability grouping in

elementary grades,
oer year,

one or two elective courses per soudeiiu

free play periods occasionally in the very early

trades--these are the best attempts our typical system of
school organization and scheduling offer as regular structural
comoonents toward accomodating the diiierences a,mong in—
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dividual students.

Little wonder that practical commitment

of individual teachers to individualized learning usually
ends up with a sincere but abrupt statement like “Yes,

that’s

nice, all this attention to individual differences, and in¬
dividualized instruction, and all that, but I have thirty
kids to meet each of five periods per day, and a study hall
of 150 the sixth period.

I'm lucty to learn all their names

by the end of the first semester.11

The situation seems so

bleak that proponents of a thoroughly individualized learn¬
ing program for each student are sometimes ready to declare
victory with the simple acknowledgment by teachers and ad¬
ministrators that there are such things as individual
differences among pupils and that they as professional
educators will at least pay lip service to accommodating
those differences or recognizing them, whether or not the
institutional boxes allow any significant degree of imple¬
mentation.

Yet,

find the educator who does not claim to

be individualizing instruction in his school.
It is obvious, then, that there are degrees and kinds of
individualization within our scnools.

it snould be equally

obvious by now’ that the individualization named in the first
paragraphs of most books on school administration,

scheduling,

and organization is far removed from the world of the in¬
dividual, who lives his unique life in a wondrous and often
chaotic universe,
able,

infinitely changing,

infinitely complex,

infinitely unpredict¬

through days and nights and years
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that move sporadically, with infinite variety in pacing,
mood, and tone, and content,

in infinite,

inviolable,

naturally endowed privacy—his own thoughts and perceptions
and feelings.

The educator who claims to be individualizing

his learning program may in fact have done nothing more than
offer one student one choice of two different books to read
in a required course.

Cr, he may have helped three students

to work the mathematics problems he assigned in class for a
few minutes after the official dismissal.

Cr,

he might

have allowed an entire class the chance to write on topics
of their own individual choosing or creation for next
Friday's required paper due.

Students,

teachers, principals,

superintendents, parents—who-among them thinks to place
responsibility for much of the shortcircuiting of attempts
at individualization where that responsibility lies with as
much primacy as anywhere else--in the unquestioned parameters
of seven-period days,
offerings,

thirty-seat classrooms,

limited course

the organizational boxes in which education is

now generally instituted?
In addressing the problem of organizing, administering,
and scheduling the American school experience,

it is ap¬

parently too easy to lose sight of individual learners,
reason for it all.

the

Like the saber-toothed tiger or the

peacock, we forget what we are about in evolving our in¬
stitutional trappings, and soon we develop feathers that do
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not help us to fly and teeth that render us vulnerable to
every foul breath that comes along to choke us.

It remains

for our critics to remind us periodically of what we are
supposed to be all about in organizing and scheduling
schools.

Obvious as it may sound, we are about people in

those activities.

While we have never been allowed to for¬

get that fact, we may now be on the technological threshold
of being able to do more about it in our schools.

The

chances of humanizing the school are increased in proportion
to allowing alternatives in organizational modification and
variety.

Structural or organizational innovation needs no

further justification than that.

If it can allow alterna¬

tives, options, and responsible deviations to be scheduled
and legitimized within school programs,

it will have given

us the opportunity of meeting individuals to a greater
degree, with greater frequency than all the alteration and
manipulation of the traditional curriculum that has accumu¬
lated since 1957 and the political shock of a Russian space
triumph.

With Professor Ragman we might ask,

11 Has not the

time now come for examining in the light of the contemporary
tasks of education organizational patterns which, in keeping,
with new insights into the nature of the individual and his
learning, might carry to better advantage the educational
undertaking in a democratic society?"

4.

4

The time has indeed

Harlan L. Ragman, Administration of Elementary Schools,
p. 64.
..
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come',

for we now have the technological capabilities in

computers and in the mass media devices,

the physical

capabilities in our transportation and extensive community
facilities, and the imperatives of our own best interests
as perennial dreamers of a better life for all men,

so that

we can now "carry to better advantage the educational under¬
taking in (our) democratic society."
There remains a major barrier, however:
In keeping with advancing knowledge in the
area of child development, the . . • school may be
expected to develop more adequate means for indi¬
vidualizing learning opportunities.
This is not a
new concept, and the need for attending to indi¬
vidual differences is recited over and over again.
Yet, proposals for individualizing instruction have
never received wide acceptance, and because most
plans of that kind offered only quantitative dif¬
ferentials the proposals failed to meet the real
need for'which individualization of school ex¬
periences should be planned.5
If we are to go about implementing the design of our best
dreams, the mandate is upon us:

a fresh base, a fresh set

of criteria, a fresh inventory of parameters, a fresh state¬
ment of priorities.

The problems with school organization

up till now have already been stated or implied:
happenstance,

historical

organization expediency, habits of mind,

con¬

fusion of ends and means--these have frustrated our dreams
of individualized learning in our schools. Efficiency has
been applied to institutional priorities of order,

5.

Ibid., p. 331

control,
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dollar economy,

and other factors extrinsic to the learning

of individuals.

Can we now build a case entirely on the

premise that schools are in business to serve individual
students in their individual learning, and can we give that
premise prime priority?

Can we structure schools, now,

personal involvement of each individual,

for

for active par¬

ticipation by each individual, with reward given preference
over punishment, with joy, variety, responsioility, and
creativity not merely as stated goals,
accepted,

ever-present,

school experience?

but as commonly

constantly pursued elements of the

Gan we now build schedules to reflect

the nature of the learning process rather than the severely
limited content specialties of various traditional subjects ■
or equally distributed teacher leads, room densities, and
the like?

Can we build for student service rather than

teacher control?
structures?

Can we build with units other than course

Can we evaluate the efficiency of our programs

by their ability to meet the individual needs of students
rather than by dividing the total number of rooms or teachers
by the total number of times we have used them during the
da,y?

Can we accumulate such a variety and wealth of ex¬

periences in every school in the country that mobility of
our population will not mean such traumatic experience for
so many transferring students so often in their school
careers as they shuttle from monolithic program to monolithic
program in various localities along their paths?
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Let us no longer cite the Carnegie unit,
lated 180-day school year,
day,

the legis¬

the mandated six or seven-hour

the misapplication and misinterpretation of standard¬

ized and subject-oriented,
aminations,

socially biased national ex¬

the threat of archaic compulsory education laws,

the illogical requirements of school attendance by chrono¬
logical age,
levels,

the irrelevant and irrational system of grade

the myth of completing one's education in twelve

or sixteen or twenty years—let us call on none of these as
reasons why we can do little but what we have done up to
now in organizing our schools.
tained the Carnegie unit,

We have created and main¬

the laws,

the limitations.

We

have reduced our own capabilities to the standardized ex¬
amination.

We have convinced ourselves that school has to

do primarily with drably institutional classrooms for pre¬
scribed portions of each day within a set number of months
per year to be undergone according to birthdays rather than
according to the requisites of the learning process.
none of these limitations to anyone but ourselves,

We owe
for we

develop them, maintain them, and permit them to stifle not
only our dreams,

but our better knowledge of how things ought

to be.
The imperative for the present is clear if we are to
approach the realization of our educational dream,
directions are developing.
centages

the

We must stop settling for per¬

(as in ’’This program is deemed successful and will
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'be adopted for all because the mean reading level of its
participants rose 3*2 months, with 52/3 of the sample popu¬
lation registering significant gain, 32/^ no significant
gain or loss, and only 16% significant loss,” which is a
statistical way of saying, at best,
lost;

nWe won more than we

some of the program probably worked well for some of

the students some of the time."),
excellence and success for the
the individual, not simply of him.

lie must begin demanding
individual--for
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CHAPTER

III

THE INDIVIDUAL AS PRIME INTEGRATOR
Sixteen or more years of schooling should
educate teachers and others for self-re¬
newal --and this frequently is the case.
But
the general failure to do so for large num¬
bers of people constitutes the greatest
failure of our educational system.
In the
colleges as well as in the lower schools,
the processes and fruits of human experience
are so cut up in the curriculum and so ob¬
fuscated by detail that cohesiveness,
relationships, and relevance are obscured.

,

The phrase "individualized learning" is a redundancy,
for there can be no other kind of learning.

There are in¬

dividuals and they live and learn as individuals, if by no
other proof than by the obvious biological fact that the
nerve ends, muscle tones, and impulses of no two individuals
are shared nor wired to the same grey mass of brain.

The

only educational alternative to individualized learning
would have to be some form of mindless group conditioning,
and humanists, at least, would argue that such conditioning
dehumanizes rather than educates.
Thus, the issues and disputes that surround "individu¬
alized learning" are arguments not over whether or not there
should be such a thing, but rather how it should be effected,
and to what ends.

6.

The arguments tend to revolve around

John I. Goodlad, Co. cit., p. 6l.
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source and degree of control and the orientation of indivi¬
dual human lives.

They involve the question of who should

be chiefly responsible for shaping the lifestyle or world¬
view of the individual--hims elf or others.

In short, who

should be prime integrator of experience for the individual?
Is the capacity for such integration naturally inborn, as
Romantics oelieve,

or divinely endowed by super-human in¬

telligence, as many religious believe,

or assimilated un¬

consciously as experience accumulates and repetition
develops into patterns, as some behaviorists might believe?
Cr,

must the capacity be trained into a person?

Or,

is the

capacity simply unavailable to some people, and thus any
inue6racion of experience11 must be developed for them and
imposed on them?
raised,

In homelier terms, must children be

or should they be allowed to grow?

There is little that is new in the term 11 individualized
learning."

If anything has been added to its meaning in

recent decades,

the additions lie in interpretations,

in

nuances, in connotations influenced by developments in the
sciences of human behavior,
flueuual»ions

01

in the political and social

tne Western wor 1 cl, and in she severe com¬

promise of formal,

orthodox Western religions.

In day-to-day

educational language and context,
We have known for many years that the learn¬
er operates as a total organism, attacking each new
experience with mind, muscle, and gland. ~He is not
an English learner at 10 a.m., a history learner at
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.

10:45.. He is a total person whose make-up as a whole
conditions his readiness for each new experience.
Life and real problems are not divided into subjects,
either.
It is only in schools that these artificial
divisions into subjects occur; and in most school
systems, it is only the senior high school that is
so fractioned into separate periods that a related
approach to learning is impossible.?

If we could be as sure as Faunce implies that “it is only
the senior high school that is so fractionated," the problems
that beset attempts to facilitate formally organized programs
for individualized learning would not seem so urgent,
dire.

even

A popular magazine, Time, reports:
A child cannot be forced to develop und erst anding any
faster than the rate at which his powers mature to
their full potential, and there is a limit to what
over-eager parents and teachers can achieve.
At the
same time, a child who does not get the chance to
apply his developing abilities and test their limi¬
tations may never reach his full intellectual capacity.
Thus programs aimed at the disadvantaged, like Opera¬
tion Head Start, may greatly increase a child’s
chance of attanning that potential.8

If only we could recognize fully the depth of potential in
proper timing for the individual learner—potential for
realizing impossible dream as well as for irreparable
damage--and translate that recognition construetively into
school orogram.

Where then would be the defense of the

typica.1 school schedule of fifteen-minute reading groups,
ten-minute group recesses,

7.
8.

or six fifty-minute periods,

or

or

Roland C. Faunce, Secondary School Administration, p. 300,
’’Jean Fiaget:
Happing the Growing Hind," p. 61.
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seven forty-five-minute periods per day, or prescribed
periods at all?
i

Of grouping, Professor Ragman writes:
Of course, in actuality, there can be no
group purpose as such.
Purpose is an individual
matter and only as individuals composing a group are
animated by purposes which are much alike can the
group be said to have a common purpose.
Perhaps with
the exception of some mob actions, a common goal
for members of a group is always accompanied by
individual goa,ls toward which individuals hope to
make progress through the action directed at the
group goal.9
There seems to be little choice about the question of
who plays the role of prime integrator.
learner is it, no

The individual

matter how we cut the question, and there

is at last no role-playing about it. Ihere

is either ac¬

ceptance of the uncomfortable truth, or the pursuit of
highly sophisticated, sometimes brilliant dodges around the
truth.

Brooding over the acceptance could turn one totally

pessimistic, defeatist, nihilistic about any ’worthwhile
perpetuation of school system, especially as school systems
generally exist in America toaay--unless one also accepts
that formal education must include the bending and breaking
of individual will under collective priority, or unless one
seeks viable alternatives in educational approach that
capitalize on the individual as prime integrator.

If one

begins to build an institution that will serve the individual
first, the most commonly accepted bulk of 11 schooling"--its

9.

Harlan L. Hagman, Op. cit., p. 23.
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curriculum full of bodies of knowledge and subject disciplines--is the hardest component of traditional schooling
i

to defend.

The typical catalogue of course offerings is

built of gross categories which, no matter how commonly

ex

accepted, remain gross and quite extrinsic to the essential
individual who might split his own world into far different
categories from those listed in the usual course of study.
Indeed, let an individual cross those gross categories in
his own startling way, let him mix astrophysics and mytho¬
logy, as in the space program, or molecular structure and
the patterns of the universe, as in science fiction, or sex
and metaphysics, as in the poetry of John Donne, and vie
proclaim the discovery of genius, the mystery of metaphor,
the flourish of creativity, progress, and invention.
While it would seem possible to make such connections,
to bring two dissimilars into new but sensible union, then
to lead students to the acceptance of that novelty, one
questions whether such strategy leads to what can properly
be called learning, or whether it simply exhibits salesman¬
ship on the part of the teacher.

Perhaps "great teaching"

has been essentially highly effective salesmanship and per¬
suasion.

Admirable as such accomplishment might be, it is

not learning; learning is something else, and it occurs in
individuals, not to them.

If the student, on the other hand,

were to make the connection himself, there would be little
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question about the legitimacy of the "learning,n

Questions

between teacher and learner might arise in disagreement
about the world-as-seen, about the connection of whatever
specific dissimilars, if the student sees or connects
differently from the teacher and if either teacher or learn¬
er has some sort of practical authority over the other.

If

disagreement does arise, the teacher might even "win" on a
certain level--through a grading system, the practice of
passing or failing, conventional acquiescence of students
to institutional authority, etc.

But, learning takes place

immediately within the student nonetheless—whatever is
learned:

the world-as-seen, a new connection, the in¬

transigence of a certain teacher, the consequences of
authority system, strong-arm techniques in human relation¬
ships , whatever.
At any rate, vie can argue against Professor Faunce1 s
position on literal grounds because of the absoluteness of
the language, but the message he brings is much closer to the
truth than the absoluteness of the language is extravagant:
"The subject-matter curriculum does not encourage the unit
approach.

The fractioned high school schedule does not per¬

mit the development of any relationships among separate
subjects."'1'0

The typical curriculum represents a severely

narrow, limited set of categories.

Coupled with the Romantic

notion of individuals creating their own categories, that

10.

Roland C. Faunce, Op. cit., p. 300.
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fact leads us to conclude rather early that scheduling the
typical curriculum is so restrictive overall as to be
largely worthless for most students most of the time.

Sooner

or later, of course, if you were to carry the criticism to
its logical end, you would arrive at the inherent limitation
of all categorization, at the ultimate shortcomings of
language itself, which is but one more highly elaborate,
highly conventionalized system of verbal categories.

But,

on a plane far more practical and immediate to the planning
and organization of schools, it is simply safe to say that
given the present discussion as point of departure, an
elective program of studies might be preferable to a re¬
quired one, but that a uniquely creative one—one created
by the individual student himself—would be best of all,
perhaps, if we may speak in ideal terms.
We have an even more difficult task defending the
usual allocation of time in the typical school day, if we
are to accept the individual as prime integrator and to
facilitate him in that effort.
Typically, schools hold time constant and allow for
varying kinds of achievement of students on a fixed
schedule.
The Winnetka Flan and the Morrison Unit
Plan allow the time spent in a course to vary, but
achievement is held constant—mastery of the same
material is required of all .... The ideal schedule
would aim at neither of these extremes, but at the
appropriate program for each student. Time may be
adjusted and" goals may be adjusted as principal,
teachers, counselor, and student plan together to
design a unique learning prograrn.il

11.

Austin and C-ividen, The High School Principal and Staff
Develoo the Master Schedule, p. 25*

• The simple fact is that no two individuals swing to the same
tick, to the same variations in pace, to the same durations
per task, to the same pattern of repetitions, or frequencies.
One quiet quotation from Piaget devastates the efficacy oi
just about every practical convention that educators hold
in relationship to time allocation and grouping:
It's probably possible to accelerate, but
maximal acceleration is not desirable.
There seems
to be an optimal time [for learning a certain thing}.
What this optimal time is will surely depend upon
each individual and on the subject matter. We
still need a great deal of research, to know what the
optimal time would be.^
James Curtin broadens the general notion:
Perhaps the most dramatic effect upon supervision
has been the discrediting of the mental discipline
theory of learning. While there are still teachers
who teach as though practice and perseverance are
the keys to good instruction, their number is di¬
minishing steadily, and in their places are in¬
structors who reject rigid and narrow approaches to
learning. ...
». . . If the mind is not like a muscle,
simply amenable to exercise, and if children vary
markedly in their capacities for learning, industry,
susceptibility to motivation, experiences, and
intelligence, supervisors and teachers are driven
to change from instructional programs that merely
tolerate these conditions to programs which capi¬
talize on them. ^
There are already certain practices in use or under
serious development even in many traditionally scheduled

12.
13.

Prank G. Jennings, "Jean Piaget:
Notes on Learning", p
James Curtin, Supervision in Today1s Elementary Schools
pp. 6, 7.
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schools that attempt to move 'the learner organizationally
toward the center of his ovrn learning program.

Arranged

here somewhat by the extent of possibilities of each for
divergence from traditional curriculum and approach, and for
proportionately increased exercise of personal initiative,
freedom, and responsibility by students, they include:
(1)

tutoring
(a) initiated by the teacher with the student
(b) initiated by the student with the teacher
(c) initiated by the student with another student

(2)

learning "packages”
(a) developed by the teacher and accepted by

the student
(b) .developed by the student and approved by
the teacher
(3)

learning "contracts"
(a) developed by the teacher and accepted by

the student
(b) developed by the student and accepted oy
the teacher
(A)

student choice of optional approaches or materials

developed by the teacher or another professional
(5)

learning experiences created and developed pri¬

marily by the student and monitored and certified by the
teacher.
Still, the presence of the professional is felt in ever^/
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approach listed, as if we are willing to grant the student
,

I

what is already his, the role of prime integrator, but
equally as if we do not trust him in the role, nor trust
ourselves in granting him what is already his.

We also

typically certify or accept only those experiences or
activities which occur in territories we professionals
recognize as legitimate, and that almost always means one
corner or another of the typical narrow curriculum cut along
traditional lines.only.
Such anxiety—distrust, fear, uncertainty, defensiveness
--can easily be placed into larger context as one more of the
earth-shaking anxieties that dominate our age.

Many of us

are easily threatened or at least jarred by the destruction
or displacement of conventional absolutes, by the shock of
recognizing that some of our "eternal verities" are at last
nothing more than "common assumptions"

When the surest of

all eternal verities seems threatened, the one still
popularly romanticized as a little red schoolhouse, symbol¬
ized by a handball, lap slate, and inkwell, held as the
fountain of reading, writing,

1 rithme/tic", and heavenly

wisdom rather than the hotbed of riot, rampage, and re¬
vulsion that is tearing at its walls—when we can no longer
count on the school to reinforce the reverential memory of
our own childhood experience of school as a refuge irom
life, the planets seem misaligned, and time itself becomes
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•an issue of confusion.
If the panic is as real and as pervasive in con¬
temporary culture as some obervers claim—and there is
little reason to believe otherwise--if "lives are really
discontinuous moments of experience held together with
various kinds of ideological paste," as Northrop Erve wrote
in "The Ethics of Change," it behooves educators all the
more urgently to look into the mission of their schools and
to help those individuals--or allow them to--understand,
accept, and nurture the sobering but exciting responsibility
and adventure of serving as prime integrators of their own
experiences.
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CHAPTER

IV

BREAKS, CP LATE, IN THE BINDINGS
Britain, said Lord Hailsham (Mr. Quintin Hogg)
when, as Minister of Science, he opened a new
science block at a grammar school, is moving
from a society based on privilege and wealth
to one based on technology and qualification.^

Certain educational programs and practices, some
using the computer, some not, represent alternatives to
traditional approaches by acknowledging and attempting to
solve some of the educational ills catalogued to this
point and other problems not catalogued here.

Among those

which can be considered basically organizational, or which
build with strong organizational overtones or implications,
are non-graded schooling, computerized flexible, or modular
scheduling, neighborhood learning or discovery centers,
performance criteria, work-study plans, travel options,
team teaching, social action for credit, various models of
applied research, the open campus, open school plant, in¬
terest and activity centers, learning packages, learning
contracts, programmed instruction, computer-assisted in¬
struction, and offsite learning activities.

Various local¬

ized programs combine elements to one degree or another of
several of these alternatives and become known, by their own
local identities:

lA.

the Philadelphia Park-way Project,

W. 0. Lester Smith, Government in Education, p. 36.

Karlem Prep, the Leicestershire experience, the Metro
program in Chicago.
One rather typical notion of the "new school day”
that results with implementation of a few such innovations
can be gathered from this summary:
A promising trend is the movement toward tne ilexiole
class grouping usually inherent in team teacning.
Students may be grouped in sections of 75-100.for
lectures, televised instruction, or other media,
of mass communication; in groups of l5-25.2(pr ^s~_
cussion; in groups of 3-5 Mr project activity; and
singly for remedial work, independent study, and
counseling.
The increased use of programmed instruc¬
tion and other forms of independent study suggest
the efficacy of a class size of one student.
In
other words, the nature of the learning activity,
determines the class size, whicn can Vary tnrougn—
out the school week• • • .^-5
While these various attempts at organizational re¬
shuffling, at reallocation of resources, and at redesign of
strategies for instruction are still very much in iormative
stages overall, many of them quite untempered and shakily
executed, some seen as promising by the propnet and vjor un¬
less by the oracle next-door, certain hopes seem to be
common among their designers, however unfulxilled ohose
hooes might remain in actual implementation of programs.
(1)

masteryof concepts or skills over coveia^e oi

material.
(2)

ability of the participating student over his

credentiailing in due time or upon completion of customary
ritual.
15.

Willard S. Slsbree, et al., elementary School Mministration
and Supervision, p. 125.
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(3) definition of function to be served before the
specification of form in which that service is to be
accommodated.
(4) availability of options rather than advocacy of
single means of instruction.
(5) variety within the scheduled school day, variety
in group size, composition, and purpose, in time allotment,
and in allocation of space, resources, facilities, and
sometimes personnel.
(6) extension of the usual hierarchy of authority,
with major professional decisionmaking shared by administra¬
tor with instructor, and with limited personal decision¬
making available to the student in his exercise of options.
(7) substantially increased student responsibility.
(8) desire for accommodation of selected individual
differences (i.e., reading levels or speed of comprehension
or of concept formation, and the like) among students
rather than unilateral acquiescence to group standards or
impersonal authority.
(9) professional verbalization of rather specific,
impersonal instructional goals to be announced to and
personally and systematically pursued by students0

0o) constructive professional recognition, if not
warm embrace, of technology as instructional tool.
(II)

school administration as service to instruction

rather than classroom instruction as subordinate to in¬
stitutional order.
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(12)

some professional or disciplinary introspection

by staff members.
Attempting to evaluate with certainty and precision
such organizational innovations as those listed is quite as
difficult as attempting to define them.

We can hardly be

sure when a schedule is "flexible" and when it is "non-flexible," yet everyone who has worked with the concept knows
as a hard truth that there are degrees of "schedule flex¬
ibility" that become rather evident within the program of the
school-that is "flexibly scheduled."

A school district

practices "non-gradedness" in its elementary schools,

then,

because of political problems or philosophical differences
within the total district staff, moves students into a
traditionally graded junior or senior high school.

How

can the "non-graded" part of the total schooling be evalu¬
ated?

We find fifteen or twenty strikingly different models

of team teaching going on in fifteen or twenty strikingly
different settings.

How can we then judge "team teaching"?

The claims of some proponents for particular innova¬
tions are extravagant ;

the claims of others are too moo.es o.

The attack of this critic stems from prejudice;
from ignorance;

of that one

of a third from legitiamte doubt.

measure the new against the old?

Do you

How have wTe measui ed tne

old, and has that measurement been valid and reliable?

Do

you use criteria and rules from tne old game to decide
whether or not the new game is worth playing, or are new
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rules and new criteria needed?

Suppose the two games are

up to different purposes from each other.

How true is it

that the "objective observer" still tends to see what he
wants to see, whether he recognize^ his bias or not?

Or,

with Allan Glatthorn, we can .easily lapse into "evaluation"
. . . in the style of the game called "Conjugations"
developed by Bertrand Russell, we can say:
I endorse significant change.
You advocate an interesting innovation.
He pushes a foolish fad.16

.

Tne intent here

Js w,OT

to disparage nor to discourage

systematic evaluation; the intent is simply to try to soften
any "hard facts" and hopefully any hard heads and hard hearts
that so often seem to push such "hard facts" the hardest
no less on the various edges of educational innovation
than in any other area of education.

The closest we can

come to the truth is to repeat that old admonition that the
only rule to which there is apparently
there is an exception to every rule.

210

exception is that

Such structural and

organizational innovations as tnose listed above tend to be
so local and diverse in implementation, so inclusive or
ambiguous or protean as generic terms, and so dependent on
such an imponderable complexity of factors, that attempting
"hard" evaluation of any of them is a task that would likely
have stymied even Hercules.

16.

Allan Glatthorn,

"Fads."

It is probably safe to conclude
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that none has succeeded and none has failed, though legitimate
successes and failures have developed within. them, because of
them, through no fault of their own, in spite of them, and,
in their various names.
In monitoring reports from professionals who have been
involved in some of the alternatives under consideration
here, it is interesting to note how consistently they tend
to comment on factors not usually held especially paramount
in traditional frames of educational reference.

Administrat¬

ors begin talking about group relationships more often and
with more excitement than about density of room use.
Teachers begin talking about educational climate, about
accommodation of student individualities, and about schoolcommunity relationships, as well as about academic achieve¬
ment by specific subject area.

Students become sophisticated

in recognizing varying instructional strategies, in identify¬
ing and analyzing different teaching styles, in recognizing
some of the problems inherent in trying to match institu¬
tional resource with individual request.
perhaps the most important' generalization that can be
made in favor of some of the instructional and organiza¬
tional alternatives named here is that they have been tried
at various places and the world has not ended because of
those attempts.

Small triumph, some will snort, but in

many ways it is more significant and immediate than the
victory for scientific and navigational modernity when the
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ships of Magellan and Columbus and the others did indeed
sail into new horiz.ons, however erringly at times, without
tumbling off the edge of a mythical flat earth.
general observation somewhat follows.

A second

Without getting into

arguments about whose educational earth is flat and whose
is spherical or spiral or topsy-turvy or whatever,

it has

been demonstrated again and again that the traditional and
the innovative can coexist—sometimes within a single
classroom,

often within a single school, usually within an

entire district, and certainly within a nation as vast and
diverse as our own.

Frustrating as that coexistence is to

those who would push further into innovation and openness,
threatening as it sometimes seems to those who would hold
all lines where they have been firmly established,

it in

fact is possible and quite viable.
There is certainly promise in at least some of the
organizational innovations--if on no other grounds than
«« change for the sake of variety or diversion. "

Better than

such promise is "change for the sake of perspective"--for
the forced questioning that introduction of innovative programs often leads to, questioning of much of whatever we
have brought largely unchallenged into contemporary education
from past habits,
outgrown.

the origins of which vie have forgotten or

Most hooefully of all, more and more educai/Oj. s

each year seem willing to recognize that alternatives are
possible, and to staxe at least part of their progressions!

►
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reputations and resources in facilitating or demonstrating
the expanding repertoire of educational experiences latent
i

»

within those possibilities.
Hovi much promise lies in the future with some of these
developments?

Obviously, no one can tell for sure, but as

for applying computer technology through flexible scheduling,
the Oakford-Allen report at the end of the five-year Stanford
study approaches rhapsody in its potentially predictive sum
mation:
Thus, though the project has been a formal
success insofar as it has persuaded schools to adopt
new schedules, success falls xar snort of^
ul¬
timate goal of interesting schools in curriculum
chan-“. When the shift to nodular scheduling is not
accompanied by a recognition that the curriculum ana
school organization are not adequate to the demands
of contemoorary education, it can oe worse than a
failure if it only entrenches a new ortnodoxy.
Where the staffs of project schools are deeply com¬
mitted to new educational objectives, these schools
stand on the threshold of significant progress,
it
trnniri be safe to say that even in tnese scnools,
however, 99 per cent of the possible alternatives
permitted by modular scheduling have yet to be
tried.
Sven without holding to the "99 per cent," if other structural innovations represent a similar measure of untapped
potential in the eyes of their begetters, the changes have
hardly begun.
Yet, in this statement from Oakford and Allen and in
similar reports and conclusions from other sources, certain
barriers to further realization of potential are clearly
spelled out, often by direct statement, as in the quailfi-

17.

Oakford and Allen, Cp. crt., p.

/**•♦
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cations carried in the Oakford-Allen summary, or by implication

at times unrecognized as barriers by the reporters

themselves.

That formal education must be structured with

the course as basic building block is a highly debatable
point, especially since most educators still think of courses
as time-basea rather than performance- or achievement- based.
Perhaps massive "effectiveness" of scheduling for individual
instruction will come only with the dissolution of course
structures as a basic frame of reference.

If individual

learning styles or patterns were to replace course as the
basic building block of a schedule, the 99% untapped po¬
tential seen by Oakford, and Allen might rapidly be de¬
veloped.
The content of those courses, the traditional subject
areas, has been proliferating, expanding, specializing for
three-quarters oi a century.

Still, all additional subjects

have been crammed customarily into the same old limited
school organization and schedule, and most of the total
course of study for the typical student remains the in¬
domitable big four mandated in the early 18901s:
mathematics, science, and social studies.

English,

Approached from

a different direction, consider the impossibility of offering
a course in every field known to man--even those fields
common to North American man—in this last third of the
century.
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Virtually every serious educational innovator points
to still another plague:
•

label-changing.

Then, the material

i

insufficiency of many local school districts; the common
penchant to interpret school improvement as more and faster
--more times, more months, more teachers, faster pacing and
movement through standard linear curricula, earlier readers,
earlier exposure to later subjects; the ineligibility of so
many alternative programs and procedures to certify learning
among the learners (May television’s Sesame Street issue
report cards, and, if so, what schools will honor them?)-these are discouraging if not stifling to responsible attempts
at change.

Disagreements as to practical definitions of

"student responsibility" and of the term "individualization"
itself lead to frustration, confusion, and suspicion.

Further¬

more, it is so terribly common for those interested in
educational innovation to accept the status quo as starting
point, to believe that there is no way into alternatives
than by taking a first step from yeaterday’s stance.
us restructure education," such people say.

"Let

"We will begin

with the central administration office"--which assumes so
much about basic structure and authority and purpose and
uhilosophy that the project is almost doomed from the outset
to produce nothing significantly new.

In almost all the

literature on school organization and administration, whether
it talks about alternative or traditional, the flagrant, un¬
questioned use of the definite article is startling to one
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who looks for novelty and innovation:

the guidance program,

the English course,, the required subjects, the program for
for exceptional children, etc., assuming that all present
known elements are de facto necessities or desirables in
whatever program will be planned.
Of course, if we were to build an educational program
based on the individual differences among students rather
than simply one by which we try to be cognizant and toleratnt
of such differences, we would need to question the assumption
that underlies most of what has been outlined so far in this
entire discussion--including the bulk of innovations listed
in this chapter.

We would simply need to point out that

virtually all proposals to date have been teacher-centered,
and if we are to place learning foremost, that teacher will
simply need to move to other than prime position in the
educational process.
Heretic?
Hardly.

Sensationalist?

Iconoclast?

Turncoat?

It just seems rather futile to pretend to radical

departures when much of the breast-thumping of 1970‘s edu¬
cational critics and prophets simply echoes observations
made in years long-gone-by.

We simply need to see if we can

produce a viable rationale by which we can structure and
implement schools that exist for learners rather than for
educators.

We need to break the conditioned set by which

we have made travesties of our best intentions and empty
gestures of our professional efforts.

If we are to pursue
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individualization in the schools, we need to ask "Individuali¬
zation to what end?

to learning?

to a way of life?

to

fulfillment of the individual?11 We need to develop a rational
base on which largely irrational events and people and
situations may be seen to accrue into some sort of system
or order.

CHAPTER

V

EVERYMAN AS SYSTEM UNTO HIMSELF

Upon human similarities, upon the
information identifiable with relation
to subject-matter fields, and upon the
characteristics of a given culture schools
have justifiably built curricula.
Though
it is appropriate that curricula be broad¬
ly constructed on similarity and heritage,
it is the authors1 contention that schools
have not given sufficient attention to the
personal nature of the learning process.
What are the personal relationships be¬
tween teacher and individual student
necessary for better understanding the
learning power and needs of the student?
• « • What relationships between teacher
and student are bgst to stimulate the
desire to learn?

Nothing masks as truth so quickly as categories
commonly accepted.

Yet,

if we were to recognize listening

and looking rather than telling and testing as the foremost
components of effective educational leadership, we might
discover how many of our own educational truths — our- common¬
ly accepted categories—.are challenged by the perceptions
of those around us,
to serve.

even those learners we are in business

Instead, we typically close not only our own ears

and eyes to those who are our learners; we close their
minds—or confound them--more often than we open them, most
likely.

18.

Austin and Giv^den, Co.

cit., p. 20.
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During a recent televised program for pre-schoolers,
the youngsters were' shown four objects—a hat, a pair of
gloves, a shoe,

and a fish—and asked which one did not

belong with the others.

Two or three chose "fish," but one

little girl just as confidently picked "hat,"
was glossed over quickly but politely,

Her response

then swamped and lost

in the effusive verbal reward that reinforced the "correct
answers" of the several youngsters who had said "fish,"
the lesson, as most group lessons do, went on its way.

And,
But,

confusion remained for several moments on the face of the
little girl who had chosen "hat" as her answer.
The devil among more sophisticated adult viewers--those
who could figure out the "lesson plan" or "instructional
strategy" behind the entire sequence--could wreak unholy
havoc upon the "winners" in that exchange, havoc on behalf
and in revenge of the lost little soul.

Suppose we were to

cut the categorization of those four items not by wearing;
apparel,

but by general outlined shape.

more or less rectangular;

The hat appeared

the other three items more or less

elongated, not unlike the paramecium in silhouette.

Suppose

we were to cut the categorization by substance or basic
material.

We associate many gloves

(the ones shown were

leather), most shoes, and all fish with flesh or skin-"flesh cloth," while we tend to think of most hats as felt-"vegetable or hair cloth."

(The hat shown was felt.)

Or,

4?

suppose we were to seek within the private world of the
individual learner and discover that she has in her room at
home a goldfish, a pair of gloves, and some shoes, but no
man's hat, and thus she chose "hat" as not belonging with
the other items.

And so on.

The argument here is not to play games with categories,
imagination, and free association.

The point is that one

specific moment of institutionalized education--the sixtysecond group exercise in identifying objects,

in categorizing

them, and thus in discriminating among them--might have worked
against its own purposes in at least one of its intended
learners.

No one simply knows, now, what thinking or ex¬

perience or feeling or belief the little girl brought to her
choice of "hat.11

That she "failed"

the exercise, even though

such a feeling of failure or confusion was not at all within
the instructor's intent,

strikingly brings to mind the adage

supposedly adapted from an American Indian proverb:

"Don't

knock me till you've 'walked a mile in my moccasins."

may¬

be there was indeed no reason nor experience nor preference
in her selection of "hat," but maybe there was,

too, and if

"discrimination among objects" and thus the process of
"categorization" were the specific goals of the exercise,
they might have been jeopardized or at least temporarily
stifled by the instructional event as it transpired.
some other teacher,

Later,

or perhaps the same one, will be con¬

vinced that the little girl has at last learned to categorize—
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that is, that she has chosen ’’fish” and thus joined the
majority in cutting- the pie the institutionally approved
way of the moment.

At that point, the teacher will proceed

to try to lead the little girl and her colleagues toward
cutting the pie in alternative ways, when it is quite likely
that the little girl was there long before the series of
lesson plans arrived at the same point.
Obviously, behind this illustration lie some huge
dilemmas, imponderable dilemmas, in organizing for individual
learning, dilemmas that have been cited or implied earlier.
Perhaps the basic problem to be recognized is that external
organization, system, institution are at last obstacles to
extreme, pure individualization.

There is simply a funda¬

mental antithesis between individual and social organization
as pure concepts.

Consider again what any given individual

learner lives and does and learns from moment to moment in
school.

Consider the relativity of time, consider ’’learning

readiness’’ as an infinite variable in each of its dimensions,
consider the illogic and randomness, the whimsy, spontaneity,
complexity, unpredictability within any individual's day.
Place them against the background of our contemporary social
and philosophical challenges to categories of all kinds in
all areas--certainly in the few subject areas that the
typical school schedule carries.

Add the irreplicability of

all moments and things, the uniqueness of what each tick of
the clock, each breath of the moment brings, the inescapable

acknowledgment of things seen in isolation, in singularity,
in minimal context—the hybrids, variations, deviants,
aberrations.

No one is at last normal in very many ways

if any, but if he were he would be nondescript; he would be
in fact no one, the absence of an individual human being.
Darwin, perhaps one oi the most influential categorizers
in history, cut the pie but one way.

There are always a

number of diiferent ways to cut it--given enough data, to
cut and enough individuals to do the cutting, there are an
infinite number of ways to cut the universe, until at last
categorization itself is seen as arbitrary and even impossible.
School subjects as taught in mathematics and science, for
instance, can be precise only within commonly accepted systems
of definition and category, only within certain clearly de¬
fined and articulated frames of reference, and those systems
and frames of reference are at last arbitrary and might be
upset or rejected by people who do not share their common ac¬
ceptance.

Even if "identical pairs" can be found,

they share

only the same characteristics; they do not, cannot share the
same substance.

They can be made of the same kinds of sub¬

stance, perhaps, but not of the same matter, space, or time.
We are individual learners, then, through perceptual
isolation from each other.

Many of us flaunt our individu¬

alities simply as an attitude to which we are persuaded for
one reason or another, but beyond that all of us are unique
individuals by perceptual isolation, and by the physical im-
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possibility of our sharing the same substance, space, and
time.

As developed earlier, the crucial question in or¬

ganizing schools for individuals centers not on whether or
not we should do so.

That question is settled and obvious

and the answer is irrefutable:
other way.

learning takes place in no

Rather, the question that worries many of us is

one of control and standards and values--the basic beliefs
upon which individualization will be facilitated and en¬
couraged,

To put it very mundanely, what if the student de¬

velops in some way that mommy or daddy, or the local school
board, or the broader political state in power, does not
approve?

Cn a different plane, can every individual operate

equally well in a situation close to vacuum?

How close to

vacuum can any given individual operate wionout losing his
own humanity?

It is easy enough to assume individualization

as a goal and as a process, and to curse all system^ there¬
fore.

It is a bit more difficult to argue over defining

that point at which system should move out of the individual's
way.

Perhaps what needs to be done most of all is to justify

and sanctify the individual as an integrated, essential en^-^y

lifs, as a .system, unto hinibelf, and to build an in¬

stitution from there that will accommodate that individual
without jeopardizing or threatening those who are not of his
persuasion nor at his stage of personal development.
Unfortunately,
articulated,

in attempting to address the reality so

most educators have sought only within organi-
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zational frameworks already established and commonly ac¬
cepted.

They have begun their quest within the box called

"classroom" and within the traditional practice of assigning
to onao room what would have to be a universal and inexhaustiole genius known as 11 teacher” to meet with groups of
thirty kids five or six times each day.

Typically,

they

have also assumed as a necessary "given" the traditional
catalogue of subject areas, a practice that needs severe
compromise if everyman is to be accomodated as system unto
himself.
Perhaps one of the basic cultural assumptions being
challenged in all of this has to do with a heritage that is
no longer so viable as it once was.

Perhaps it is a past

error of democratic thinking that aristocratic privileges
are the natural and linear goal of all people, that all of
us sooner or later hope to climb the ladder to power and
leisure and prestige.

That sort of assumption reflects an

earlier linear hierarchy of nobility, not the contemporary
fervor for pluralism.

Yet, in feeling the diversity and

novelty of active pluralism bursting into headlines around
us, many of us assume that they will automatically bring
disorder with them.

Actually, the advent and widening

acceptance of pluralism need not necessarily bring disorder,
though.it might very well mandate a different kind of order
from that one based on the earlier democratic dream of
disseminating aristocratic privilege among all men.

A major
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portion of the new order might lie within the individual
i

i

rather than within the society or within anything else out¬
side the individual.

That is not to say,

in other words,

that the necessity of system will he overcome with the triumph
of the self-sufficient individual.

It is, however,

to recog¬

nize that the United States harbors a far more pluralistic
culture than most democrats imagine,

one that prooably no

aristocrat could tolerate, and certainly one that our schools
barely hint of reflecting or serving.

For a striking and

excellent catalogue of that pluralism,

it is hard to surpass

Campbell,

Cunningham, and HcPhee's sketch in “National Net¬

works of Influence,“ a chapter in The Organization and Control
of American Schools.^

In organizing schools to meet the in¬

dividuality that is the chief beneficiary and ultimate
justification and payoff of such pluralism, we need simply
to accept the compromise or tentaoiveness or perhaps oosolescence of past systems ana irames of cultural reference.
ye need to recognize that values and systems and beliefs
are,

like learning itself,

sacrosanct to the individual, and

that the world is not necessarily going to vaporize from
under us with that acknowledgment.
The point here is that one may view values as
situational and personal without believing that
society should be lawless or cnaotic.
Indeed,

19.

Campbell, et al., The Organization and Control of
American Schools, Chapter 1?.
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observations of children who have learned to be
rationally self-disciplined suggest that value
clarification.approaches, based as they are on
individual responsibility, are more likely to
produce lav/ful and orderly environments than are
approaches for transmitting values, which too
often leave students feeling confused and value¬
less.^
The severity of such challenge is undeniable.
seven Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education.21

The
upon

which two or three generations of educators have teethed
are called into blinding new perspective:
(1)

Health

(2)

Command of fundamental processes

(3)

Worthy home membership

w

Vocation

(5)

Citizenship

(6)

Worthy use of leisure

(7)

Ethical character

Consider the relativity of items 2, 3, 5, 6, 7;

the mul¬

tiplicity of 2 and 4; the efforts of other branches of
government and private enterprise in 1.

Then, we can ask

further if none of the millions of individuals in our plural¬
istic society would add or subtract from the list, and the
rhetorical tone of the question leaves its answer unspoken
but obvious.

20.
21.

Harmin and Simon, "Values and What Teachers Can Do About
Them."
Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education, U. S. Bureau
of Education.
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Let no one doubt the degree of severity in the challenge
that the concept of an individual as system unto himself
brings to our traditional administrative structure for our
schools.

D. Richard Wynn enunciates quite clearly the fear

and the threat to the traditionalist's position:

"The only

alternative to orderly distribution of authority through
well-defined lines of accountability appears to be chaos."

22

Others fearful for reasons or in directions other than
Wynn's,

consider alternatives to traditional organization by

linear hierarchy and fear what often looks like an opposite
pole that is not chaos, but that would bring about destruction
of the ultimate goals of diversity that pluralists themselves
seek.

As Ernest Melby states it,

"I am as opposed to the

destruction of creativity by oppressive collectivism as I
am to destruction by dictatorial administrators."

23

It is not easy to allay fears so well-grounded and
commonly expressed as these,

even though Peter Schrag speaks

for many of us when he points out that the biggest failure
of alternatives has resulted not from schemes and designs,
but from inept or halfhearted or shortcircuited implementation
of those schemes and designs.

His basic plea remains un¬

changed :

22.
23.

D. Richard Wynn, Organization of Public Schools, p.
Ernest 0. Kelby, Administering Community Education,
p. 230o

96.
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The vague oppressiveness of the order demands not
less diversification, not fewer distinctions, but
more:
It is only when the distinctions and the
diversification exist that any genuine humanity
is possible. Almost every sympathetic critic con¬
ceded that what went wrong with Jefferson and Dewey
was not the ideal but the execution:
to be a
democrat and to believe in individual fulfillment
is the very antithesis of being a leveling apostle
of homogenization.^
To recognize the individual as prime integrator of
experience is to recognize individualization as a legitimate-even the sole—process of education.

To recognize the in¬

dividual as potential system unto himself, and to justify the
self-sufficient indiviaua1--se1f-governing might be a more
accurate term, if it is not misinterpreted to mean merely
Iaw-abiding--to justify that individual as a legitimate end
of education is to invite stronger defense of the notion.
was Henry David Thoreau who wrote in the

It

opening paragraph

of "Civil Disobedience" one hundred twenty years ago:
I heartily accept the motto,—"That government is
best which¬ governs least;" and I should like to see
it acted up to more rapidly and systematically.
Carried out , it finally amounts to this, which also
I believe,- -"That government is best which governs
not at all; " and when men are prepared for it, that
will be the kind of government which they will have
Government is at best but an expedient; but most
governments are usually._and all governments are
sometimes, inexpedient.^5
The burgeoning acknowledgment and pursuit of pluralism now
rampant in this country have served at least to undermine a

Peter Schrag, "Dducation * s * Homantic1 Critics," p. 99.
Henry David Thoreau, Miscellanies, p. 131.
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very simplistic habit of mind upon which many of us ha.ve
operated.

Quite simply, we have tended to characterize our

states of civilization and our governmental systems by
single general labels:

Curs is a democracy.

three centuries ago was an aristocracy.
civilization is tribal.

England two or

The American Indian

That habit of labelling can hardly

be avoided if we are to talk about civilizations and his¬
torical periods,

etc.

However, we have gotten ourselves

into tighter intellectual corners when vie have oegun uo re¬
lieve the universal and absolute connotations of sucn laoels.
That is, we have worked ourselves into a bind of terriole
implications when we have indeed believed that the United
States, for instance,

represents nothing but a democracy,

and that all its elements and components and characteristics
are therefore democratic.

What the events of the pent

several decades have demonstrated beyond doubt is that what¬
ever the major label to be applied to a civilization so
infinitely various in its elements as our own,

there are

elements within that civilization which represent every per¬
suasion imaginable, whether sucn element/ is 11 demo era ui c
noto

In other words,

or

our civilization is pluralistic enough

to accommodate a gamut of political, or religious,

or Philo¬

sophical ideals, and to accommodate at least some measure of
the oractice of each one of the various ideals witnin drat
gamut.

Communal man can operate within the American fabric;
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certain successful monastic orders are evidence of the fact*
Likewise,

certain elements of our civilization can be i~

dentified as tribal,
oi

some as aristocratic, and still others,

course, as democratic and pluralistic.

sucn categories,

Using such labels,

to build a spectrum of human systems,

follows .logically that not all men,

it

then, need to have

arrived” beiore a large measure of Thoreau’s extension can
be put into practice.
——

To rephrase his statement, when

ividuals are prepared for that government which

governs not at all, whether or not men around them are pre¬
pared for such individual self-government,

those individuals

should operate and be seen not as outlaws, but,

so to speak,

as not requiring extrinsic law to govern their behavior as
£

civilized, nearly self-sufficient human beings.

If those

individuals nave indeed evolved in their personal states of
development to such a sophisticated level,

they will recog¬

nize more tnan wi11 others their rather unique positions, and
they will recognize, also more than others,

the necessity of

mainGaining au one same time systems by which those not yet
at tne personal stage oi
negotiate comfortably,

individual self—government may

safely, and with dignity and worth.

If one democratic dream o± disseminating aristocratic orivi—

IS

lege among all men^to be replaced with any other dream of
linear development, perhaps the goal to be pursued is the
nurturing of every man's potential for self-government—gov¬
ernment of the individual by the individual,

if you will.
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What we have thus touched upon is a socio-philosophical
framework that hints of historical development,

but which

i

can serve as the basic theory upon which a rationale can be
based.

It will serve eventually as the justification for

organizational criteria and decision-making procedures by
which educational programs might be designed for individuals,
no matter whether the- various designers who use the criteria
and procedures hold the self-governing individual as edu¬
cational goal,

or merely individualization as the only viable

process of education.

That framework, or fundamental myth,

the Spectrum of Human Systems,
which man has developed:

includes six stages through

communal,

tribal, privilege,

democrat!c, pluralistic, and- individualist,

Each of the six

represents an historical era in which it-appears ascendent
or dominant

(the last stage mostly in the future).

stages are also

incremental)

from the next earlier stage.

that is,

The

eacn develops in paru

And, as indicated earlier, as

a spectrum they are all present and elemenual to one exueno
or another in the contemporary suate of man collectively a no.
man individuallyo

However, the proportions of their presence

within the life of any one man vary widely from man to man.
Furthermore,

their proportions within any one man might fluc¬

tuate from time to time and from situation to situation.
That is, a man might be capable of extreme individualism
within one set of circumstances, but operate Quite tribc~lly
under a different set.

That is simply another way of saying
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that a single human being can be as pluralistic as a society
can be.
The six stages differ from one another in any number
of dimensions:

by the source or pattern of authority op¬

erative and dominant within each system; by patterns of
human interaction necessary to maintain whichever system;

oy

basic or common preoccupation within each system that serves
as its base of support and purpose; by the characteristic
role expected of successful participants in each system1s
social order; by sources and targets of responsibility;
necessary roles of government; 'etc.

oy

Nine such dimensions

apeear on the chart that follows, but they are not at all to
be considered exhaustive•

The reader who assumes the oasic

frame of reference and orientation upon which this philosoohical-mythical base and this particular chart are designed
might add dimensions of his own wnicn cj-re enuireljy congruent
with what appears here.

The nine listed, however, serve as

illustrative categories by which the spectrum can oe under¬
stood as a base on which decision-making processes and
organizational structures wi11 oe discussed in later chap¬
ters of this volume.
Within each dimension, a progression or evolution can
be described through the six stages.

Briefly,

for instance,

as man moves either individually or corporately, historically
or momentarily,
state,

from a communal state to an individua1ist

the authority operable in the system by which ne lives
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changes from one that is basically external to him to one that
is basically internal within him.
tend to develop incrementally,

Yet, because the stages

tribal man retains many of the

manifestations and properties of authority that characterize
communal man, privilege man those that characterize tribal
man,

etc.

Thus,

the individualist is at once the epitome

and the culmination of all systems.
Only by the dominant proportion of individualist pro¬
perties or elements is he overwhelmingly characterized properly
as individualist,
Graphically,

the spectrum/might be described like this:

(CHART HERE)

In several ways,

the movement through this spectrum of human

systems is not unlike that rationale by which Thomas More de¬
signs his Utopia; basic physical needs of organic man are
satisfied as quickly and economically as possible—usually
by communal effort—so that the more distinctively human
accomplishments—pleasure, intellectual achievement, music,
etc._can be pursued in greater measure and more often by
individual citizens'exercising free personal choice.
Generally, movement from communal stage through in¬
dividualist is inspired by a somewhat mythical view of the
historical development of mankind.

While each stage might

better be explored and defined according to its character¬
istics seen within -the various dimensions available,

it will
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suffice our present purposes to describe communal man as the
earliest stage of human development, not unlike those simple
animal organisms which thrive in colonies,

but with no

apparent social differentiation or assignment of peculiar
duties or positions among them.

What little distinction

there might be from member to member within the community-sex, perhaps, physical size,

strength, age—the members are

little aware of such distinction, and no one member can be
seen for long or to any great extent as self-sufficient or
even very significant detached from the group,

"Family"

structure is little more than rudimentary #within the colony
or community•

Indeed,

the entire community absorbs what¬

ever psychic sense of family might exist.
Tribal man differs from communal primarily in the
social patterns he establishes according to various dis¬
tinctions evident among members of the group.
recognized by whatever critera:

A chief is

strength, age,

cleverness.

Certain fundamental roles or positions, however unsophis¬
ticated and assigned:

priests, hunters, guards.

the community are basic sub-communities:
occasionally mystical orders.

Within

families, clans,

3y far the overwhelming re¬

sponsibility of the individual member of the community is to
conform to the code developed within tne trice.
basic preoccupation remains physical survival,

Because ohe
the bond of

blood within the tribe is based on acquisition of food and
thus protection or increase of territory belonging to the
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group.

Individual distinctions and peculiarities are sub-

ordinated always to the interests of the group.
The stage of privilege is best illustrated by the feu¬
dal societies of medieval Western Europe and the aristocra¬
cies of the fourteenth through eighteenth centuries.

The

.

social patterns evident in tribal communities are extended,
complicated, and formalized to the point that divinity eventually appears not simply as a suprahuman force to which
all the community falls rather equally on its knees, but as
the special mystical licensing agent of the kings who claim
their socio-political positions by divine right.
organized codes and social patterns,
prevail by strict enforcement.

Highly

simple-but inflexible,

Some individuals, however,

blessed by fate or by custom, are enabled to rise to heights
of humanity beyond the mundane concerns of food-grubbing
and shelter-seeking.
With proliferation of numbers of people and with
sophistication of ski11s and knowledge rooted, strongly in
the privilege

stage, democratic man comes into his own.

Impelled to no small extent by tne urge t-o make an aristo—
crat of every man, he still looks to social orcier for bas i c
authority, but he no longer relegate^ responsioilioy ior tnat
order so largely to the gods as man does in earlier stages,
nor does democratic man depend formally on single individuals
to lead him unless they have assumed leadership either by
personal merit or popular will.

With the growth of industrial
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societies, man for the first time turns more of his creative
efforts toward some pursuit other than merely the pro¬
duction of food.

The relationship between individual member

and society at large is seen as somewhat negotiable rather
than mandated absolutely by collective prerogatives or
necessities.

Conscious efforts toward working together as

single and distinctive human beings are valued more highly
than simple brute coercion within the group, although the
group is still defended by brutality planned and engineered
as group effort against other groups,

brutality that would

never be tolerated among members of the home group.
Much of the political and social shock of the sixties
and seventies in the United States results from America’s
reach for the pluralism that has been a growing fact ever
since the nation was founded.

Developed and dogmatized as

a magnificent experiment in democracy, American civilization
has now evolved, probably through sheer magnitude,

into

recognizing the imponderable diversity of its own people and
sub-groups, a diversity reflected dramatically in the wider
exercise of energy and prerogative that democratic man first
assumed for himself.

The basic 11 larger group" to which the

individual member in a pluralistic system owes his al¬
legiance is seen less often as the nation, and more often
as the human race,

if any "larger group" is seen at all.

In the other direction,

the individual member of a pluralistic

system senses an allegiance to himself and to his own that is
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almost diametrically opposed to the olind devooion to com
munity that characterized commur-al or tribal man.
do one's thing" becomes a byword.

While a single culture

dominates only for the broadest purposes of lav;,
national interest,

10

oruer, ana

sub-cultures proliferate and capture most

of the psychic energy and imaginations of members of the
pluralistic society.

C-ood government is seen as more ei-

fective in knowing when to restrain itself—to keep its
hands off_than in intervention and manipulation and control.
The individualist as indicated in the title of this
chapter and in the spectrum of human systems, approaches
most closely to being a system unto himself.-

At once pro¬

duct of and preeminent over every system which has preceaed
his own, he represents more than simple internalization of
bits of the total heritage of which he is chief beneficiary
and result.

He is the logical end of the entire movement

of man from simple organism to magnifleant creator m his
own right.
In a bit more detail, however brief,

let us examine

the two extreme stages in the spectrum according to the
dimensions by which they have been charted above.

Communal

man seeks and responds to authority that is external to mm.
Such authority might reside in the gods, or in the satis¬
faction of the common basic needs for survived that bind
the community,

or more abstractly in the group as it dominates

almost all the imagination and demands almost all the psychic
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energy of the group members.

The basic preoccupation of

the group, and thus of all members of this group, is survival.
To accomplish survival,

the major role of each member is

uo

blend into the group and its common purpose, and the member
is judged a successful individual to the exoeno that ne merges
himself into the rather anonymous position that group sanctity
requires.

Extensive territory guarantees greater measure of

success in the procurement of food for the group,
will maintain survival.

food that

To secure its own purposes,

the

group depends on almost constant competition, often violent
and physical, with rival groups for territory as well as with
natural elements for basic survival•
In contrast,

the individualist looks to himself for

the responsibility and authority by which he will guide his
life.

Basic survival almost guaranteed with a minimum of

effort by the va.st technological mastery of corporate man
over nature,

the individualist sees himself as creator of a

better life for himself as individual and for mankind at large.
Thus, he particicates actively and almost constantly in tne
support,

elaboration,

extension, and sophistication of dis¬

tinctively human qualities and abilities that we have come to
call culture,

or civilization,

or, most generally, humanity.

He is successful not to the extent by which he becomes non¬
descript within the group, but to the extent by which he feels
and recognizes and enjoys his own identity as a disuincoive
and worthwhile human being.

Because he is able to emerge from
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an anonymous mass, and because he feels a sense of personal
worth because of his uniqueness, he covets a like measure of
such success for everyman, but requires it of no one.

He

recognized that survival depends not so much on wresting
sustenance from the universe and security from rivals;
rather it depends on cooperating with the forces of the
natural universe and in securing the potential benefits of
humanity for every other man as for himself.

Thus, the

basic role of whatever external government he supports is to
restrain itself, as well as recalcitrant individuals or
groups among the governed, from any act which will result
'in harm to anyone or anything.
With enough time and effort, it would be possible to
describe the Spectrum of human Systems in e/en grsa,te.L
detail, listing within each dimension certain specific
earmarks characteristic of each of the six stages.

In

considering the ultimate measure of worth in each stags,
for instance, the foil owing trails, souiewhat developmental
from trait to trait, might be offered as humanity moves
from territory as basic criterion to belief as basic cri¬
terion.
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Stage

Ultimate measure of Worth

Communal

What the group owns

Tribal

What a man's position is
within that group

Privilege

What a man has

Democratic

What a man does

Pluralistic

What a man allows

Individualistic

What a man believes
and is

It is interesting to note, in developing such simplistic
descriptions of historical movement,

that Columbus--somewhere

in the middle of the spectrum, more sophisticated than
medieval, but less than democratic in his historical niche-claimed the territory that was the New World not only for its
territorial or economic potential, but also for the triumph
that the Christian religion would realize in vanning heathen
converts, he thought,

to the Cross.

Neil Armstrong, by

contrast, proclaimed that his was a step for all mankind when
he first touched foot to the moon--an eloquent statement of
belief and almost pure metaphor.

Far cry from a rival pair

among the first aborigines fighting over a single mango
fruit.

Not only have man's physical prerogatives increased;

so has his spiritual perspective.
The nature of common interaction among individuals can
be described by incremental steps in an equally inspirin £
way:
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Stage

Nature of Common Interaction

Communal

to fear another man

Tribal

to revere another man

Privilege
Democratic

to honor another man
to respect another man

Pluralistic

Likewise,

to embrace mankind

Individualist

to live at one with mankind

the basic mandate

(on government) for protecting

(the) governed might be seen as guaranteeing survival no
longer simply against the natural elements, but as guarantee¬
ing survival- of groups and of individual human beings over
the encroachments and potential destruction wreaked by their
fellow human beings as well.

Such latter-day guarantee—or

desire for it--can be seen no less in the thrust for govern¬
mental control against air pollution,

in public campaigns

against personal health hazards, in official programs of
conservation, and the like.

It can be seen less idealistically

and "through the back door," so to speak,

in the refusal of

contemporary governments to call their massive inventories of
the components of warfare for what they are; rather, every
government maintains "a defense capability"--not "war po¬
tential," but "a defense capability."

A victory of euphemism

rather than for peace, perhaps, but a more hopeful sign than
Alexander*s tears over no more countries to subdue.
Within the frame of reference that the spectrum of human
systems represents, all sorts of commentary becomes tempting.
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Granted that all systems are evident to some extent at all
times in the affairs of men.

Is it possible, then, that

open conflict—war, riot, murder--is the result of any attempt
by one system to dominate another, whether the attempt is
conscious or unconscious with the initiator?

Does it then

follow that the individualist as identified on the spectrum,
because he alone as human system incorporates at least some
elements of all other systems, that he alone will be capable
of bringing peace?

What are the social, religious, and

political implications in such a possibility?

Is it possible

that radical groups have been suppressed out of proportion to
their real threat to governmental sanctity at least partly
because our governmental structures, the creation of demo¬
cratic man, are not entirely capable of accommodating the
imponderable diversity and flux of a fully pluralistic
society?

If the individualist, capable of his own self-

government as a human being, can recognize the reason behind
the law that bids drivers to stop their cars at stop signs,
may he then act on that reason rather
signals him to stop?

Probably not.

than on the sign that

However safely and

sanely he might ignore that isolated stop sign for which
there is momentarily and situationally no reason, he is sure
to be arrested let the thoroughly democratically oriented and
trained policeman witness his thoroughly individualist act.
It is tempting to ascribe the "failure" of certain con¬
temporary social systems to inconsistency within the frame of
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reference described here as the spectrum.

How many Communist

governments (communal in almost all dimensions listed) have
found it difficult or even impossible to embrace or encourage
the synthesis that bids for recognition in the creativity
that flourishes best among individualists whose geniuses feed
on peculiarities and tension with the group rather than in
anonymous merger or common subservience to group purposes?
On the other hand, how many self-proclaimed individualists
have superficially adopted certain elements of the spectrum
--situational ethics, for instance—without at the same time
accepting responsibility for the incremental nature of the
entire spectrum?

Or, they have simply used the individualist

label of "doing your own thing" as an excuse for not taking
baths when social decorum plus room temperatures and perspira¬
tion levels dictate baths

0

It is tempting to ascribe much of the contemporary
confusion among young people to their inability to recognize
the spectrum as it is designed, and therefore to confuse
their own ends and means and basic motivations.

Still be¬

lieving they are democratic, many of our young people strive
actively for accommodation of a pluralistic system with no
vision of what lies either behind or beyond--whether that
further range might be comprised of communal elements, or
individualist,--or anarchist, which does not appear in the
spectrum charted earlier.

Such confusion might result in one

of the grossest ironies on the youthful scene today:

hordes
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of boys and girls donning quite predictable hippie-type
uniforms and joining communes, whether based on drugs,
economics,

sex,

or whatever, all to proclaim their own Mindi¬

vidualities ."

To offer a more "legitimate" example of the same

phenomenal confusion,

one from a "straighter" world than that

of the flower children, how many Americans now dutifully and
passionately seek regular participation in group therapy
sessions—not necessarily for the group's benefit,

but to

realize their own individual "self-discovery?"
The individualist on the spectrum, by the way,

is not

to be confused with the anarchist, who would negate all sys¬
tems,

The individualist is self-aware system unto himself,

and the distinction to be made between the two positions is
far more than semantic.

Simple internalization of whatever

exists outside the individual is not enough to qualify the
individualist as system unto himself.

Such simple, inter¬

nalization would deny or make unnecessary the creativity
that characterizes the individualist,

the responsibility

that he accepts for his own actions as well as the partial
responsibility he acknowledges as a human being for the
actions of every other man, and his recognition oi

tne deot

he owes to every other man who has ever lived for the de¬
velopment of every otner system that na^ ever existed.
Simple internalization would not accomplish all that.
internalization, after all,

Simple

could oe accomplished b^ simple

conditioning, and the individualist is as capable of surviving
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•a social vacuum as he is of negotiating well within incredible
»

»

diversityo

Thus, he comes close to self-inspiration,

self-

sufficiency, and self-fulfillment, and he would most likely
exist beyond the domain of those who would simply condition
him—or try to.
While the United States is even now struggling toward
a pluralistic system,

the individualist as system unto himself

stands as the man of the future, as well as the ideal of the
past.

He will be needed as the huge power fabrics of society

become less and less capable of guaranteeing survival for
everyman.

Gigantic electric power complexes bring light and

convenience to every home, but simple short circuits in key
locations render us quite vulnerable to instant darkness,
discomfiture, and even death.

A single postal strike can

bring a nation to a halt within a week.

The means of warfare

have become so impersonal as to rob warfare of whatever human
traits it might once have had.

Kan can no longer depend

solely or even largely on his social constructs.

He needs

now to believe in himself if there is to be faith in anything.
The quality of human life might soon be realized not in
society*s accomplishments—-in moonshots and superhighways
and massive housing developments.
there in most individual lives.

It already is not realized
Rather,

the quality of human

life will have to be realized solely in an individual*s
feeling of his own worth.
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Again,

that is not to say that the individualist exists

in a social vacuum; quite the contrary is true.

He partakes

of the things in society-even more than most men do, perhaps.
He takes pride in the accomplishments of others, and he will
need to be opened up to those accomplishments if he cannot in¬
deed open them up to himself.'

Neither does the individualist

see himself as the Romantic essential core around which a
universe and a society happen to revolve., and which will
corrupt him in his childlike innocence if he doesn1t watch
out.

Rather, he sees himself as the whole—accepting all

things and all men as elements of himself, and treating
them therefore ’with care and concern and sensitivity as with
his ovni life.

For the individualist, while he seeks to

know himself in the context of other people, depends as
little as he can on checks and balances and criteria external
to himself.

Rather, his criteria,

like his fundamental

raison d!etre, are internally synthetic and self-sufficient.
In that sense, he is not merely lav/-abiding; he is selfgoverning.

"Before Abraham was, I am."

(St. John 8:58, New

Testament)

The individualist is at once, agent,

creator, and

creation of the universe and of all mankind.
Let no one confuse the individualist as charted on the
spectrum with either the egomaniac nor the loner.

The in¬

dividualist never finds himself turning into an Adolf Hitler,
however malevolently or benevolently,

for he is too close to

self-sufficiency to require the many external gestures toward
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his own preeminence that Hitler required of his "subjects,"
whether he saw then as budding Nazi youth, rejuvenated
German citizens,

or suojegated non-Aryans.

The individualist

needs no mass of upraised arms among his supporters, nor
shallow common graves among his victims to be aware of his own
worth and beauty and sanctity as a human being.
individualist,

indeed,

The ideal

can probably be found in no traditional

position of leadership within our society.

He simply lives

a bit beyond the limitations that the governmental office
imposes on its holder,

symbolic as that office is of one of

the earlier systems—tribal, privilege, democratic.

Perhaps

the closest position that the individulist holds to top
governing offices within our human systems is the role of
advisor—as Thomas More,
visor to Henry VIII.

for instance,

served well as ad¬

As a human being, More remains a man

for all seasons, to borrow the title of Robert Bolt’s
biographical drama about More.

He remains that man e-

ventually at the cost not only of his advisory position
but of his life.

To extend the example,

if More had approached

the individualist position in his religious practice to the
extent that he approached it in his political role, he might
have become sainted in the cause of the individualist rather
than within the Church and its trappings and structure of
systematic privilege.
There are other factors in his total composition that
make humility and perspective two of the ideal individualist’s
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strongest traits, despite his proximity to self-sufficiency
and his ability at -self-government.

First, he recognizes

the presence of all six stages of human development within
the human drama at any one moment.

Ke understands their

necessity within the imponderable diversity of humanity as
it can be experienced through the various fabrics of in¬
numerable social structures.

Second, he recognizes with equal

clarity the presence within himself at any one moment of the
six stages of human development,
Again,

or manifestations of them.

the individualist is not an exclusive creature; by

the incremental nature of the spectrum, he is inclusive.
He has evolved further than simple recognition of his
brotherhood with every other man,

or even with all mankind.

Bather, all mankind is part of him, at least insofar as his
lifestyle and frames of reference are concerned.
That is not to allow him complete accommodation with
every other man; he probably finds himself at odds with other
human beings more often than if he were merely pluralistic,
for instance,

or democratic.

He certainly does not resign

himself to acceptance of every other viewpoint simply be¬
cause he recognizes its validity within his own complex
awareness.

Remember, he is predominantly individualist, and

predominance requires tension, challenge, comlict—witnin tne
spectrum, within each system, within himself as individualist.
He simply is aware of the presence of every other human system
within him to the extent that humility is not just a pleasant
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virtue;

it is a prerequisite to his own survival and identity

as an individualist,

for it allows him to smother life in no

other human being simply because of a conflict of systems
within the spectrum.

Were he to deny any other human being,

or to destroy him, he would in effect be denying or destroying
part of himself, and he would thus become the less magnificant.
If he chooses to withdraw temporarily from conflict,
the individuality action must be seen not as the "copout11
of the loner or the fearful or the introvert or the selfish,
but as his own simple negotiation to forestall extreme
cloture

(murder, war,

forced silencing)in his relations with

whomever he is at the moment in open conflict.

He is thus

no isolate nor escapist, though he may withdraw from social
interaction, perhaps regularly, certainly in times of great¬
est interhuman stress,

even as Christ entered the Garden of

Gethsemane to pray at the very moment his betrayer was
leading his enemies to arrest him for eventual
The individualist seeks no Gross,

crucifixion.

just as Christ at that

moment prayed that the cup might pass from him.
hopes and works for no man's destruction,
own.

Rather, he

least oi all his

The line of critical contention which he must nego¬

tiate in his own individualism is the extent to which he can
tactfully withdraw without losing his own position--and thus
that Dortion of every other man's position "which he in¬
corporates—by default or by his own destruction.

<»
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We need yet to point out the pattern of individual
development by which every individual human being attains
his humanity,

then to cross it with the spectrum of human

systems, and the mythical base on which to build the ensuing
proposals about school structures will be rather complete,
briefly, while the spectrum described earlier is inspired by
a mythically historical viewpoint,

the pattern of individual

human development is inspired neither by history nor entirely
social constructs.

Rather,

it reflects that miracle by

which simple biological evidence evolves into metaphysics
and mystery--from slime to sublime,, if you will.
Quite succinctly, everyman develops through four stages
in his own life.

He begins life as organism and remains an

organism throughout what we recognize as his physical life.
In fact,

our habits of talking about "life" are based almost

entirely on the biological facts of man as organism who,
all intents and purposes,
death.

ceases to exist at his physical

The second stage, perceptual man,

finds the organism

able to sense and become aware of the world around him.
linguistic development,

for

With

the third stage, man begins not only

to represent the things of the world in words, but to com¬
municate with fellow human beings, and tnus to inioiaoe the

26.

Puller description of these four stages as a basic myth
personal at least to the author can be found in Chapter V
of Education and the Personal Quest, by Lloyd W. Kline,
to be published in early 1971 by Charles E. Merrill.
Publishing Company, Columbus, Ohio.
The author claims no
originality in describing the stages nor in using them as
a'personal basic myth upon which to build rationale or
lifestyle.
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systems of human development that are described earlier in
,

I

the 'spectrum and that culminate in that spectrum in the in¬
dividualist.

Thus, the fourth stage of individual development,

human!tyt coincides to such an extent with the development of
the spectrum and in such an imponderable number of ways that
it becomes rather unnecessary to distinguish too nicely be¬
tween the two.
At the risk of oversimplification, a graphic representa¬
tion of the frame of reference upon which proposals for school
organization will follow is offered here:

♦

(CHABT H2RE)

Note that the human band in the chart appears as the critical
one at which individual human organism and its social context
merge most completely, although language is seen also and
partially as a social construct, however individualistic its
character within each person, based as its character is on
man1s physical and thus perceptual isolation from other men.
What the chart does not communicate at all well is the
juncture and extensive merging in certain lives of individualist
as system unto himself socially, and human as stage of in¬
dividual development.

Such juncture and merging is the heart

of the entire myth.
Could we work from such a basic frame of reference at
least to hint at the ideal curriculum that might result if we
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were to try to build a shcool program-from the myth as
starting point?

Gould we attempt to identify common elements

across the spectrum of human systems and thus arrive at a
common curriculum,

one that ought to be shared by all people?

Could we then define the best way by which such curriculum
might be approached within any one life as that life de¬
velops from organism to fully human?

Is not negotiation

in its broadest sense certainly one of the common human needs

mos t evident in the entire specIrum?

if development ox

one

individualist is indeed the goal of mankind, its greater
manifest destiny,

can we not with our own strongest, sell -

assurance identify exposure to alternative systems as one of
the common needs of mankind—not forced immersion in al¬
ternative systems, but exposure to them?

Judgment, or

evaluation in its broadest sense, might oid strong for recog¬
nition as a common need across the spectrum, and thus in tne
life of everymaiio
Probably, developing a curriculum xrom sucn a spring¬
board would produce no goal that man somewnere ao sometime
has not already recognized as debiraole, even necessary#
However,

if those goals are developed within the frame of

reference described here,

one in which the individualist is

seen as culmination of the entire numan process, at least the
individualist will be freed in ways and for reasons he has
rarely if ever been freed by social institutions up till now,
certainly never by most schools*

Thoreau’s individual mignt
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yet be encouraged to march to a different drum by the in¬
stitutions created to serve him^*-not merely tolerated in his
erratic but unique cadence, but encouraged*

Yet,

our present

concern is the description of rationale by which schools can
be organized to facilitate that individual, whatever the
curricular substance of those schools*

In tne oelief that

such school structures wi^l accommodate every other man and
every other system as it can that individual who is capable
of being system unto himself, vie are ready now to consider
not just a man for all seasons, but a design for all seasons.
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CHAPTER

VI

DESIGN FOR ALL SEASONS--REQUESTIVE SCHOOLING

Each generation gives new form to
the aspirations that shape education in
its time.2?

Based on the criterion of any given individual and his
learning patterns, needs, abilities, desires, goals,
petencies,

com¬

lifestyles, pyschological, philosophical, physio-

logical makeup, etc., it is difficult if not impossible to
identify an existing education system that does not demand
huge measures of resignation, capitulation,
that individual.

or compromise of

Typically, programs developed in schools

fall so far short of the ideal of individualized learning
as hardly to justify the massive expense of time, effort, and
money in pursuit of those programs•

Reasons why all this is

so have been offered, developed, or implied throughout
earlier portions of this volumes

We have also seen tnat

perhaps the central problem in designing an organizational
scheme lies in the fact that organization connotes system
and logic, while so much, perhaps most, and some few people
would say all of human experience and human development
seems illogical, asystematic, unpredictable.

Thus, design

would seem futile and self-defeating at the outset•

27.

Jerome, Bruner, The Process of Education, p. 1.
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There are those who recognize the inherent imponderable
just identified and who therefore accept whatever system con¬
fronts them, but they then proceed to maneuver within it
through subversion or circumvention.
probably most people,
with it."

Others,

of course,

simply accept whatever system and "live

Still others turn to destruction of the system,

destruction based on nihilistic impulses, no doubt, or in¬
flamed by sheer frustration.

However,

the thrust of the

proposals developed <in this chapter moves toward fresh design
and organization, but only with alternatives and flexibility
guaranteed within.

Merely to destroy organization, after all,

is to condone chaos, and obviously there is-good available
in man's working together, in-institutions and organizations.
First,

there are the simple efficiency and economy available

in joint efforts, more compellingly evident in the complexity
of contemporary civilization than in the communal imperatives
of the earliest systems in the human spectrum.

Second, if

encouragement and development of the individualist is indeed
a legitimate aim of education, he needs exploration and con¬
sideration of the various systems available within the
spectrum.

As indicated earlier, the individualist is not

isolated from all systems.

Rather, he can be system unto

himself only to the extent that he incorporates more primitive
systems within his own, at the same time dominating them
within himself as an individualist.

Furthermore, we are

talking in ideal terms with such statements.

►

Pragmatically,
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no individualist and certainly no human being exists in
ideal state.
life,

Thus, absence of system is untenable in human

if not unthinkable.

The immediate complaint with existing

educational institutions and organizational patterns or habits
is with the nonsequitors on which they usually depend, and. with
shortsighted compromises between ideal and implementation.
There is no argument, here, against the desire to organize
learning into educational programs.

The present hope is that

we can come up with designs a bit less hypocritical and in¬
consistent and Procrustean than the schemes generally in use
or being proposed in education today.
It might be argued that the individualist, who is
assumed to be chief beneficiary of whatever system can oe
designed from the proposals that follow, needs such system
least of all since he of all men should be capable of negoti¬
ating satisfactorily within the various systems in the human
spectrum.

In response to that argument, we need simply ask

at what cost to his dignity and energy, and eventually his
essence, will such negotiation taxe place?

night not one

authentic individualist be accomplisnirg iar ^reaoer things
with his time and effort than simply negotiating his own
survival and mobility through the intricacies of the various
systems?

Should we not hope ior an educational system that

would not simply permit him to try to exist, but uhat snould
rather accommodate his growth?

we should nope ±or an edu¬

cational design that will help nim rather than hinder him oi

simply tolerate or ignore him.

In fact, hopeless as the

statement might seem, and imponderable as the complexity of
humanity is,

let us try for an educational design that will

be if not all things to all people,

at least something to

each person that he can use and accept constructively in his
life,

something that will facilitate his own worth as a human

being, an organization that simultaneously justifies the
corporate expense of time, money, effort, and resource given
to it by our society.
First, wh^at can an institution (organization, system)
do that is not just as easily done by an isolated individual?
It can provide resources unavailable to the, isolate.

The

incremental nature of the spectrum of human systems supports
such an assumption,
self-evident.
within it

if the statement itself is indeed not

And, by the comparison and contrast of elements

(people as well as things) as a social phenomenon,

it can certify individuals who are served by it.

Even the

ideal individualist who attains system unto himself recognizes
that he is but culmination of all systems.

In less than ideal

state, he recognizes that he does not live in a vacuum.

Simple

acknowledgment of that fact guarantees othemess to himself by
which he will judge and be judged.

Thus,

the institution

provides and certifies.
Elaborating on that basic premise,

the institution can

provide both resources and direction to serve either or both
of two clients-'society or the individual.

There is no
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question that the institution must provide resources;

other¬

wise it has nothing at all by which it can be identified as
an institution.

The learner coming to a resourceless school

would be bringing himself to encounter an absence rather than
a presence.

There is a question, however, about the direction,

if any, an institution should provide.
given school,
individualist,

If an institution—a

for instance—is to accommodate the ideal
it might provide little or no preconceived

direction; further, it might need provide no direction at all
i

since the individualist is to be considered nearly selfsufficient and self-governing.

Direction,

then, or orientation,

or institutional purpose beyond simple provision of resources,
must be considered an option which may or may not be exercised
and defined by any school which determines to organize ac¬
cording to parameters that are suggested in the proposals
that follow.

For purposes of describing those parameters,

however, no such direction snail be assumed ooher tn<m tnao
one which will facilitate accommodation oi tne irdiviG-Ucxlis o
and his development.
In more specific terms, if any designer chooses a more
limited goal for the school he would design, he can still use
the oarameters of the following proposals,
their use toward his own purposes.

out ns will hire^o

That is, if the purpose

of a oarticular school is to prociuce good democrats,
parameters

^ne

will be seen primarily as describing a process

which will be geared and implemented to produce better demo-
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crats.

If a school staff determines that the production of bet¬

ter computer programmers is its major professional goal,

the pa¬

rameters will be exploited toward meeting that distinctive and
well-defined purpose.
By similar logic, we should distinguish between service
that any given school program intends to provide for a social
structure, and service that it intends to provide for whichever
individual comes to it.

If the sponsors of a school determine

that good citizenship is its primary goal and that good citi¬
zenship results from group flag salutes and due ceremonies
and military drills each Veterans Day, it will be able to
schedule such ritual through processes described below.

If no

institutional sense of direction at all is the oasic assumption
of the sponsors of a school,

they,

too, will be aole uo use

the rationale that follows, but they should then pretend to no
institutional purposes, either, when and if there a/re results
unDleasing to them in the outcome.
In exercising either option, then—that one which defines
the purpose of a given school to be something other than ser¬
vice to the individualist, or that one which holds the school
in greater debt to some society than to the individual learn¬
er- -school designers automatically declare that they are
primarily interested in the descriptions that follow as pro¬
cedures and as components of process that can oe used to ends
defined as they define them outside the process itself.
exercising no such option, a school designer accepts the

In
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process and parameters as ends in themselves,
most likely,

that

satisfied,

they will accommodate, perhaps even en¬

courage development of the individualist as chief desire and
necessary next step in the human adventure.

Tri-Modal Learning

Whether learning proceeds linearly or 'not, at least
three distinct strands or modes of learning should be present
at all times and in relatively equal measure in any education¬
al institution that means to provide general or comprehensive
education.

That is,

in any school which is to serve anyone

who comes to it almost at random from the general population,
there should be at least three learning modes in systematic
readiness or operation:

one centered in action and physical

manipulation or sensory exercise; ora centered in verbal
activity; and one centered in non-print media of communication,
Each of the three modes should be granted equal prestige,
weight,

value, and allocation of resource with the others.

All three are open to an individual’s entry or exit at any
point, whatever the nature, ability, need, desire, age,
of the individual.

etc,,

It is the individual who decides on sucn

points of attempted entry or exit as he chooses to make in
any mode, whether on the advice of those around him, against
their advice,

or in the absence of such advice.

possible, in extreme example,

It would be

for a learner within a school

so organized never to move in one or another or even in two
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of the strands or modes as he pursues his education.

A person

might "complete schooling," for instance, never having learned
to read simply because he had encountered no experience in
the verbal activity mode that had brought him to read,

out

we would expect that he had at the same time "compleuea" a
fully legitimate "course of study" in one or both of the al¬
ternative modes.

(Certain traditional terms are carried in

quotation narks here simply because they assume rather nontraditional connotations in the discussion that continues
here.)
The verbal activity mode, by the way,

should be further

divided into oral and literary, the distinction being rather
obvious that while both depend on words, one relies heavily on
print, the other on conversation.

Education for hcLuhan's

post-literate culture, then, might be accomplished within
any of the several non-literary modes available within the
school.

At the same time, no student need fall victim as so

many do in most of our present schools,

to the tyranny of a

school system geared exclusively to the literary mode,

the

sole key to which is reading ability, ana because of whicn
the basic symbol of "education" is held to be "the book."
As prevalent as is the tyranny of the linguistically sophisti¬
cated in our society,

in no situation is that tyranny more

drastically exercised nor painfully effective than in the
typical "reading programs" carried out among collections of
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youngsters "grouped" primarily according to chronological age,
whether they are then sub-grouped by "ability" or not.
tyranny,

Such

effected almost from the moment of the six-year-old1s

entry into the typical school,

is reinforced in self-fulfilling

prophecy and further reduction of options for the individual
learner as he "progresses" through a "graded" program, by
tests based primarily on the literary mode,

then by the intro¬

duction, proliferation, and eventual irreversible and un¬
assailable triumph of the textbook as primary educational
resource.
If, by contrast,

the components of a literary mode of

learning were held as a constant to which individuals might
come rather than the group held more or less constant as
instruction in'the literary mode progresses, we might find
youngsters learning to read in due time, when they are ready
as learners and when the need or the desire arises within
them.

In other words, while it should be possible, as cited

above,

for a student to accomplish a legitimate learning

program and at the same time never learn to read,

it is

rather unlikely that he would do so, and it is rather certain
that whatever program he completed would be seen as somewhat
narrow and restricted in a predominantly literate society.
Such an approach as indicated here is already partially in
practice, as recorded in Yeoman*s description of tne Lei¬
cestershire schools in England:
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Reading and writing are both taught in the
infant school, but on an individual basis.
There
is no "class11' in either.
Children are given letter
and word cards; they have primers, story books, and
reference books at all levels; they read to each
other and to the teacher; they keep diaries and write
stories of their own.
Each has his notebook for new
words and spelling. There are directions to follow,
names to learn, and events to describe.
No one
worries, however, if a child is not reading by the
age of 7, or even 8. Sometimes the parents become
concerned, but the teachers are confident that a
normal child who is not made to feel deficient be¬
cause he has not learned to read when others do,
will do so in his own good time.
It is unusual for
any child not to be reading by the time he goes to
the junior school at late ?, but if they are that late
in learning, they may receive remedial help. Mean¬
while, they have had full days, in which all of their
faculties have been occupied, without the stigma
of being "nonreaders" or "repeaters.
The three distinct modes should be available at every
"level" of education—from simplest to most sophisticated,
earliest to oldest, lowest to highest, whatever terms are
chosen to describe whatever "levels" might be defined.

This

requirement of the system is listed specifically so that no
one Interprets easily what is recommended here as already
having been met in the typical transition of a student from
"play activities" in

nursery and early elementary school,

through "talk" in elementary and secondary schools, to
"schooling by textbook" in intermediate and secondary schools
and beyond, with a few movies and ouher audi^—visual gimmicxs

28.

Edward Yeomans, Education for
bility, pp. 15-16.

Initiative and Responsi¬
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thrown in for occasional breaks or as accessories to the
"real thing"

(book learning only).

traditional frame of reference,
action, manipulation,

To borrow labels from the

the mode of learning by

or sensory exercise should offer a cata¬

logue of potential learning experiences as pregnant, pro¬
lific, active and available at the post-doctoral level as at
the pre-school.

So should 'the mode of non-print media.

A word on the open-endedness of each mode:

Because

of that fact, the reauestive school, as we will call this new
institution is readily accessible to anyone at any age and at
anytime.

There will be no mistaking of "high school gradu¬

ation" as completion of some essential educational program
any more than there will be classes or groups that are be¬
lieved to have moved through similar educational experiences
simply because the members of those groups happen to have
been born within twelve months of each other and to have thus
entered a building called "school" together one Septemoer
morning and crossed its graduation platform together some
uniform number of years later.

The "gifted,11 the "under¬

achiever," the "adult learner," the "dropout"—none of these
will be seen as extraordinary, nor will they require special
programs "after the huge mass of average has been taken care
of," for all such habits of classification will disappear.
Everyman will be held extraordinary in his own peculiar way,
and all will be acconimodated somehow in a system completely
open to free entry and exit by anyone at anytime according to
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• criteria intrinsic in the particular learning experience at
hand.

The six-year-old, the sixteen, the thirty-six, and the

i

sixty can each be exposed to the. same sensitive protrayal
.

of Huckleberry Finn or the same magic of a blacksmith at work
at his Sturbridge Village forge, and each can thus experience
legitimate learning each in his own way.

The six-year-old

who tunes in on the lecture on "Biochemical Manipulation of the
Potentially Mentally Retarded Infant Through Dietary Control,"
however, is not likely to attend the second part of the session,
if he remains through the first five minutes of the introduc¬
tion of the first.

He will nc doubo wait at least, until he

understands the meanings of some of the words in the title.
In fact, he will probably not be drawn to the experience by
its announced title in the first place.

His neighborhood

doctor, however, would probably welcome tne experience, des¬
pite his thirty-six years of general practice in medicine.
So might the young wife about to bear her first chiIcl•
The organizational contortions and tortured professional
rationalizations we now suffer to "meet the needs of the
special learner" at the same time we are "treating one whole
child" of everyman will become largely unnecessary as we
remove the organizational shackles that now typically tie
us to blind and insurmountable walls.

Let us allow the in¬

dividual learner to move through a program that remains
relatively constant, though obviously changing as the total
t

human experience is changing.

•

i

Let us allow him to move free-
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ly as an individual, seeing him placed in a group only by
, *

I

his own will or curiosity, or at least for some reason that
is evident in the educational purpose intrinsic in the en¬
counter between learner and experience at hand.

As schools

are now organized, the individual is first placed into a
group according to factors almost entirely extrinsic to
whatever learning experience is intended, then both group ana
experience are seen to move forward as group and experience,
with little more than lip service and cursory nod of recog¬
nition to the essential individual who is quite often lost
or belabored in the passage.
To extend into its extreme ideal the hope that generally
underlies this description of tri-modal learning as the basic
curricular organization of the requestive school, all phases
of all "programs"—all steps or elements in all that is available to learn totally in the school—would be available
to all learners at all times.
traditional

To use even the most severely

textbook approach as an example, all loO pages

of a textbook would be (are now) available to any student at
anytime.

Only by our organizational habits and instructional

practices do we pretend that all thirty students in our class
should be exposed to only one page at a time, that page ex¬
posed simultaneously to all thirty, and page after page
sequenced and paced exactly the sane for all thirty through¬
out the duration of the course—at the end of which students
are graded.

To pursue the same illustration from the frame

^

9

of reference being proposed, all 160 pages would be availaole
to all thirty students at all times, with advice and guidance
free to all students, but with eventual choice of page, se¬
quencing, entry and exit points, pacing, proportion, purpose,
and duration left to the student.

The traditional habit oi

«tgrading" students at the conclusion of a 11 course11 would
disappear either in the establishment of performance cri Lena,

29

in the full implementation of learning for mastery, in the
serious modification or even demise of "course" as basic struc¬
tural unit for most of a learning program, or in the acceptance
of the four kinds of certification discussed in a section
that follows.
The argument of some critics that certain concepts or
skills in certain subjects must be mastered before certain
other concents or skills can be approached or mastered, in
turn, by a learner is neither denied nor accepted,

it is

simply put to the test of the individual learner by his freely
chosen attempt at whatever concept or skill.

If he succeeds

without having experienced the alleged "prerequisite," the
argument appears invalid at least for him in that speciiic
attempt.

If he fails, fulfilling the prediction with the

argument, he fails, and if he learns nothing else, he learns
at least what one thing is that he cannot do, and, if the

.

29

As described rather clearly by.Robert F. Hager, in
Preoarinm Ins true t i oral Ob,] ectives , and by others.
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desire to do it remains, he seeks the necessary prerequisite
advised by the professional or master custodian of the material
or subject.

Or, if he chooses to seek no professional guid¬

ance or ignore that which is offered, it is he who persists in
trial and error, or even in whimsy and randomness, and thus it
is he who is his own victim.

The school has fulfilled its

obligation by providing more than adequate resource and more
than routine advice.
Holding the learning program "relatively constant,"
then, does not mean that the program of the requestive school
remains unyielding, stagnant, and "classical" in the sense of
being frozen.

Those are faults often charged to a great deal

of the typical traditional school program.

Rather, it means

the total program is open to all at all times.

It is seen as

constant in relation to individuals who bring themselves uo
it by whatever deployment, with whatever expectations and
motivation for whatever length of time, and whenever they
choose as time of entry--as individuals, not necessarily in
groups or classes.

Individual learners, after a.11, are far

more protean, dynamic, subject to momentary variation, etc.,
than programs or systems tend to be.

That does not mean tx.at

techniques of presenting elements of such programs should
not be equally exciting.

Hopefully, programs will be as dy¬

namic, diversified, and attractive as possible in technique
of presentation and exposure no less than in content or
purpose.

It simply means that people are more changeable and
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unpredictable individually and en masse than programs or
systems tend to be.

Furthermore, because individuals are

the prime integrators of experience, and at least potential
systems unto themselves, the relationship between learner
and what is learnable is placed in proper and consistent
order by the general arrangement propsed here.
Programs or experiences offered within each of the
three modes of learning, by the way, might "cover" to a large
extent the same "substance" or "material."
identical curricular purposes.

They might meet

Such tri-modal availaoility,

indeed, is one of the most desirable features of the proposed
arrangement, for it increases options, making speciiic
"learnings" all the more desirable, attractive, and available
to all the more people.

The three modes are identified,

after all, and granted equal stature, imagination, access to
maximum resources, institutional priority,

Decause ohey

represent three distinct ways by which people can learn.

If

there are other major modes to be developed within school
systems that are not essentially sub-modal to the three
oronosed here, they sould be so developed wion as much priority
and energy as has been distributed here among these three.
Finally, while it is tempting to describe tri-modal
learning in the vertically linear metaphor of

ladders,

it

must be oointed out that learning ne.ed not be seen as
necessarily linear within the individual.

Even if it were

seen as linear, it might not be best represented by some
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straight and single arrow.

Hather, its lines might resemble

the. roots of a tree, or its branches.

Or, it might be repre-

t

sented graphically by roots and branches both.

Or, it might

appear spherical or semi-cone, or cubic as roots fill a globe
or flower pot or planter.
roots surround a stone.

Or, it might appear sliperical as
And so forth.

Certainly,

the graohic

representation of an individual1s learning, if such repre¬
sentation were even possible, would be infinitely complex,
entirely unique to that individual learner, and, in fact,
probably many different representations rather than one, de¬
pending on viewpoint, moment of representation, the repre¬
senter, elc.

And, of course, as implied, because learning

is movement, growth, progress, it cannot be adequately
represented by static graphs, at any rate.
Description of the three modes of learning as carried
in this proposal is not particularly new.

In fact, it would

be simple to defend the validity of the manipulative mode
with such statements as the one that follows, concerning the
education of five to seven year olds:
Throughout England these schools for the youngest
children had discovered long ago that children
learn by manipulating objects of many kinds, and
that ideas derived from such immediate experience
are apt to be more accessible than those which
come through verbal channels only.^0
Of the potential for non-print media—or rather of its
presence--Goodla d

30.

writes:

Edward Yeomans, Op. cit., p. 11.
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ma°m™irth t0 high sch001 graduation, today's vounc°r W0Kan spends an average of 15,’000 hours beta
television sets and just over 12,000 hours (1 000
hours each year) in school.31
- urs 11,000

;

And, Gerald Witherspoon, president of Goddard College, asked
the very telling question during an informal discussion of
schools,

"Which has been more influential during the past

decade in influencing the lifestyles and attitudes of American
youth—all the citizenship courses and guidance programs com¬
bined,

or four young men called the Beatles?"

How many of

the "educational limitations" of non-print media have been
limitations only from that point of view that sees "teacher"
and the traditional required curriculum as the center of the
instructional process--a teacher thoroughly immersed in
verbal modes of instruction?

How many of those limitations

would be valid if learners had full access to alternative
modes, and if there were as much investment of time,

energy,

talent by professionals in those modes as there now is in the
verbal mode, as teachers are now typically trained and
thoroughly conventionalized in verbal mode?

Because teacher

is only one of many potential educational resources,

the

sort of organization suggested here.in tri-modal learning
has never been tried to any measurable extent.

Some learners,

after all, might need no "teacher" at all, and where has a
non-teacher learning program been institutionalized by which
a learner could move through a comprehensive program from
31.

John I. Goodlad, Op. cit.. p. 80.
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womb to tomb, as the saying goes, never having encountered a
“teacher"

(speaking in the hypothetical rather than in

practical likelihood)?
Horizontal Index—or Certification
As suggested earlier, tri-modal learning as descrioed
above represents a more or less linear progression, an or¬
ganizational flow by which continuity might be realized or
accommodated in the learning of any individual who paruicipaues
in the school so organized.

Typically, we have tended to

think of such progression or continuity in linear terras.

It

is easy enough for us to visualize learning within the indivual as linear; it is almost that easy to visualize it
within the individual as non-linear—spherical, spiral,
implosive, amorphous, whatever.

However, it is a bit more

difficult to think of organization or system in non-linear
terms.

Therefore, whatever the learning pattern of the

individual who comes to schools based on organizational
parameters sketched here, and whatever the extent of linear
or non-linear dimensions in the programs offered by those
schools, the vocabulary used here to describe such parameters
will be generally linear in its conditions simply for ease
of communication.
We can think of tri-modal orientation, then, as linear,
even as vertical organization within a reauestive school.
A learner moves, if he moves at all, through one or more of
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the three modes described at any point in his program.

It

remains to transect "lines" of movement--learning—with hori¬
zontal indices if the certification function of educational
institutions is to be facilitated.

Tri-modal learning is the

vehicle for bringing resource to learner; certification is the
means of keeping track of the learner in his relationship
to what is_ learnable, if such function is deemed necessary.
Simply stated, most of us want a mechanism by which to tell
where we are at any given point in any given line at any_
given time.

Or, we can say at least that most oi us on

certain occasions want such a mechanism at certain points
on certain lines at certain times.
At least four kinds of certification should be opera¬
tive in the educational system—operative and legitimate
anywhere to anyone at anytime with the tri-modal learning
program.

Any of the four could stand at any point and as

often in an individual's learning career as he chooses to
identify such a point, and,'obviously, in any of the three
modes of learning.

The four:

personal certification, in¬

stitution^ certification, disciplinary: certification, sub¬
stantive certification.

Distinction among them is simple:

Personal certification is granted on the individual
learner's word and requires defense or substantiation by him
alone.

He might experience all that he chooses to so certify

in a particular "school"—through its program.
certification is his to make.

But, the

He is in a real sense self-
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certified, if he chooses.
Institutional' certification is based primarily on time
spent, number of experiences undergone, etc., and the school
serves as primary certification agent, substantiating the
certification largely according to its own records of the
individuals who have been served by it.
Disciplinary certification is based on performance
criteria or their close counterparts, established as suprainstitutional criteria or standards.

Essentially, it indicates

what a person can do through evidence that he can present
anywhere, anytime, to anyone, according to preordained stan¬
dards of behavior.

A specific school might provide the

services which allow the learner to reach a certain level of
performance, but actual certification might occur anywhere
he can perform according to stated criteria.
Substantive certification is similar in form and pro¬
cess to disciplinary certification, but substantive certifi¬
cation is based on what a person knows, essentially on
information that he can recall about any given topic in which
he seeks certification.
It is not at all difficult to find examples in our
present social systems of the last three certification habits.
Most of the tests administered in schools are basically sub¬
stantive, as substantive is described here.

Their limitations

are not nearly so readily acknowledged as their use is commonly
accepted.

Disciplinary certification, of a rudimentary sort,
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is evident in road tests given applicants for drivers'
licenses in most states.
,

Essentially, the examiner does not

i
*

ask who has taught the applicant to drive, where, how, over
what period of time.

Hather, he observes and gauges the skill

of the applicant in driving at the moment of examination be¬
fore he decides to certify or not certify the applicant.
Institutional certification is by far the dominant method
now in practice, the one typically reflected in blanket
diplomas, common academic degrees, semester hours, credits,
Carnegie units, course transcripts, and the like.
Only personal certification stands as rather novel in
this proposal.

Yet, it is by far the one most necessary to

that institution which claims service to the individual as its
primary goal.

It is the only one of the four which formally

and legitimately recognizes the individual as self-governing
system unto himself, for it is the only one where major
responsibility and authority are placed in the individual for
his own certification.

Personal certification is a bit more

sophisticated than the accomplishment of the "self-made man.”
It stands as the self-anointed degree at the college or uni¬
versity level, the simple statement of "I have done it, or
seen it, or felt it, or been it" at whatever level.
It is important to note that from the frame of reference
that inspires the present proposals, certification is not a
one-time or two-time or three-time thing within a person's
life, as it has tended to become in our traditional systems.
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Neither is it an all-or-nothing, once-in-a-lifetime attempt.
A person might accumulate as much certification to whatever
variety, in as much intensity, to whatever extent, among
whatever combinations of personal, institution, disciplinary,
and substantive certification he might desire for whatever
purposes he desires them.

He might gather certifications at

whatever points of whichever learning, programs defined within
whichever or all of the three learning modes described
earlier.

He might attempt certification of whatever kind at

whatever point as often as he chooses.
In a very important sense, then, the school designed
according to parameters described here holds no institutional
requirements of its learners.

Within the immediate underlying-

frame of reference, that is far different from saying tra¬
ditionally,

"Let's have no requirements in our school."

The

difference lies in the source and reasons for requirements.
The man who hopes to earn his living by operating a lathe
in a local machine shop pretty well has an obvious, compellingrequirement laid upon him:

skillful operation of a lathe.

He would be a fool to claim personal certification for the
job if he had indeed never seen a lathe in his life.

His

potential employer would be foolish to hire him as a "trained
employee" if there were not some form of disciplinary cer¬
tification required:

a demonstration of the applicant's

ability on the lathef most likely.

** ■

The prospective tutor
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in the history of England, would be far more likely to appear
as a strong candidate for such a position if she were able .
to cite substantive certification of her knowledge about the
history of England.

The applicant for whatever job who wants

to be judged for what he is as a unique individual will most
likely cite personal certification so that his potential em¬
ployer will,

the applicant would hope, be drawn to what the

applicant wants him to be drawn to within his personality,
ability,

or

or whatever he sees as his strongest, most attractive

qualities.

That person who believes there is value in years

of schooling persevered,

in number of credits accumulated,

etc., will obviously resort to institutional certification.
Note,

too,

o
that certification as propped here tends to

be properly ex cost facto.

Traditionally, we have tended to

"certify" at the beginning of a learning program according to
its announced or inherent or assumed expectations.

We have

then proceeded to deny or reduce the eventual certification
or extent of it as the learner has moved through the ex¬
perience.

"Failure in the course," in other words, has re¬

sulted from the learner's failure to fulfill the initial
expectations, not from his failure to achieve something.
More specifically,

for example, by enrolling in Algebra I, the

learner and all others assume—or pretend to assume—that the
learner will eventually succeed at,

or "complete" Agebra I.

If it develops during the "experience" of Algebra I for that
learner that he will indeed not succe^jcfat it in those terms,
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our traditional grading system allows us to tell the learner
that he will not succeed, and our practice of institutional
certification allows us to ‘'kill him off," so to speak,
at semester's end with a "course failure."

If, by contrast, we were to practice ex post facto
certification, he would embark on certain experiences of a
particularly methematical character.

With each experience he

would attain a potential point for whichever kind of certi¬
fication.

If "Algebra I" were described in performance terms,

he might eventually attain performance certification in
"Algebra I."

Meanwhile, no organizational prerogative will

have gotten in his way to introduce failure into a system
simply as an organizational component intrinsic and necessary
to maintenance ‘of the system rather than to the individual and
his learning.

Furthermore, with tri-modal learning available

to him, there would be no singularly prescribed path to his
eventual acievement.

He will have arrived at whatever point

according to the path that is distinctively his own—whether
with professional advice or not•
Certification according to the present proposal,

then,

comes where it belongs logically—at the end of an experience
or program, ex post facto.

Personal certification can come

by introspection about past experience,

for instance; dis¬

ciplinary certification by demonstration of skills or
behaviors already accomplishedj

suostantive certification by

recall of knowledge already accumulated.

Any critical moment,
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or climactic moment,

in a person's total learning tends to be

seen, ther} as a culmination, rather than as a step achieved
,

I

by the learner simply against an impossibly ideal goal that
will never be reached.

The learning of an individual appears

more like the growth of a volcano in its movement, than like
the climbing of a rope or travelling of a road.
be self-developing,

if you will,

It tends to

in at least two ways:

self

as it refers to individual human being, and self as it refers
to learning as growth and development.

Learning within the

individual builds upon itself, to a large extent—or, rather,
the parameters proposed here allow learning to develop that
way, and, more pertinently,

to be certified that way.

The School Catalogue

It might well be that an educational institution or
system developed along organizational parameters proposed
in the two preceding sections would work best for the bold
individual, the daring, the self-directed,
tivated, the specifically oriented.

the highly mo¬

The argument might then

continue that all citizens who are to be served oy schools
are not so constituted, that there are also ohe meeK, the
directionless, the confused, the lost, etc.
expediency,

then,

To meet the

of satisfying or serving all who come to io,

any one school designed along the line oi

the present proposal

could build into its system a huge component of "professional
human beinms" whose primary job would be to seek and comfort
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and guide and serve those who come to them for help, or wno
ought to do so if the organization is to work for them as
individuals.

It is likely, however, that given the spectrum

of alternatives possible within such an organizational
structure as sketched or implied in this proposal, there would
need be fewer such requests for help than there are now,
fewer failures and less frustration than in our present school
system.

How much of the guidance effort, in its broadest

sense, in our traditional system is spent helping individuals
to stave off their own demise as individuals attempting to
negotiate within the system?

How much of such demise is

threatened by the traditional system itself?

now little of

our traditional energies go to meeting specific needs in¬
trinsic to the individual at hand?

For a blunt example, how

many high school "guidance counselors" find themselves spend¬
ing most of their professional energies matching individual
applicant with appropriate college, time that should be spent
in the basic human activity of inter-personal transaction,
especially with the meek, the directionless, the confused,
the lost?

Consider the traditional organizational mindset

behind "college admission," behind "placement," behind the
various other specific components and efforts of the entire
traditional system.

3eplace the institutional frame oi

reference with one that identifies and implements Itself
with the individual as basic starting point.

"College"

fades as quickly as "course credits" and "subject requirements.
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They fade in favor of an open system that remains relatively
constant, open to all individuals at any time, with category
and classification the prerogative of the individual rather
than of the system.
In developing an organizational rationale for an edu¬
cational system in that society which would accommodate the
individualist as he was described earlier, it seems expedient
if not desirable to include a component by which the demands
or compulsions or needs of society be guaranteed a voice in,
or a portion of the total school program.

Thus, any learning

activity offered by anyone or by any group would be welcomed
within the requestive school designed strictly according to
the present proposal.

Such learning activity could be of¬

fered simply by scheduling it in one or another appropriate
learning mode, or in a combination of modes,

if learners

were given total elective license within the school organi¬
zation, the ultimate ends of participatory democracy could
be entertained quite directly and fully.
any sub-group within

By similar measure,

society-at-large could be represented

within the total school program to the extent it is able
and desirous of representing itself.

The classic argument

over whether a school should lead society or reflect it
would be laid to rest with the possibility that it might
do both simultaneously, with initiation and election of
elements and directions within a particular school made by
individual learners within the school and with contributions
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to it by whoever chooses to contribute.
,
,

Such a policy of open resource, of open contribution
i

to total program, of open opportunity to proffer or partake
within the universal sanction of the completely open school
program, would provide for whatever individual creative
efforts were possible within the entire community as edu¬
cational resource.

It would also encourage the widest
iU

possible number and kind of learning opportunities available
to the individual learners.

Distinction between "teacher" and

"learner" would lapse not by fiat nor by fuzzy-headed egali¬
tarianism, but simply by the potential function of whatever
individual participates in the school and by the eventual
nature of that participation.

In short, let anyone who wants

to offer a learning opportunity do so.

Let anyone who wants

to partake of any learning opportunity do so.

Let anyone who

wants to request a learning opportunity not yet available do
so.

Let anyone who wants to try to fulfill such a request do

so.

The role of school administration then becomes not some

defensive posture, not the perennial justification in behalf
of maintaining the educational institution itself.

Rather,

the role of school administration becomes the widest possible
meshing of specific resources and specific requests into an
ever-resoonsive, ever-responsible total program.
If anyone could place any potential learning experience
into the total "catalogue" of school offerings, and if any
learner could elect any learning experience within the total
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program, either dynamics of the marketplace, the "brute needs
of the human beast," or the divine impulse toward fullest
i

humanity would provide adequate indication of how much in
touch with the needs or wishes of learners any contributing
segment of society happens to be.

For specific example, if

a lesson on "how to operate a voting machine" goes unused
or unelected by learners, several conclusions might be
tested:

(1)

Perhaps the learners prefer not to learn how

to vote by machine.

(2)

Perhaps the lesson or its display

or its advance billing or its technique is unappealing or
obscure or ill-timed or poorly executed.

(3)

Perhaps the

learners simoly already know how to use a voting machine•
(4)

Perhaps the lesson is scheduled against a more pressing,

more immediate, more attractive, more whatever learning ex¬
perience going on simultaneously in the school.

And so iorth

Summary

Overwhelmingly,

the various arguments and points of

view explored in earlier chapters of this volume lead to tne
fundamental burden of the present chapter:

the argument that

schools should be organized according to process and iunction
rather than by substance,

or, worse yet, by such irrelevant,

traditionally institutional features as grade levels,
credits,

etc.

courses

Learning is process to a greater degree than

it is substance, and that greater degree is increasing year

by year.

Traditionally, we have pretended that schools are

organized by substance--by subject areas, disciplines, de-
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partments, and levels of substantive sophistication within
those elements. However, in fact, schools have not been or,
ganized by substance; they have been organized by the extra¬
»

neous:

chronological age of students, numbers of minutes per

meeting, number of meetings per semester, number of months
per year, number of students per group, number of right answers
per final examination, etc.
Very simply, learning is most of all a process sacred
and unique to each individual.

To the extent that the design

proposed here recognizes that belief and attempts to l^y
groundwork for developing specific educational institutions
to accommodate that belief, it will have succeeded as having
undergirded a design for all seasons.
Repeating the general qualifications cited earlier in
the chapter, those who would design their specii±c schools

not so openly toward becoming as nearly as possible all things
to all people, and those who would design their specific
schools not necessarily to facilitate educating the fully
self-governing individualist, might still use the proposed
parameters as a basic organizational rationale.

It is easy

enough to build controls into such an open scheme as this
proposal makes possible.

For instance, one might easily

allow a particular student a certain percentage of "personal
certification," a certain percentage of "disciplinary," etc.
V

One might easily restrict offerings in the "school catalogue
so as to control the potential results of the total school

tl
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enterprise.

One might easily load various kinds of certifi¬

cation with value judgment and connotation.

There are a

thousand controls available for those within the school who
are unwilling to give up control in favor of service, or to
give uo service to particular social constructs rather than
to individuals.

As stated earlier, for those people, the

proposal represents at best an enabling means toward ends
extrinsic to the process.
For those who believe in service to individual learners,
and to development of the individualist as the most fruit±ul
and imperative project of education, that system or school
developed strictly according to parameters described in this
chanter—requestive schooling—might go far in fulfilling
such promise and such human necessity.

To those who would

argue for guaranteed unity and integrity within the in¬
stitution or school program, let us simply hope to devise a
school by which integrity can be recognized not within the
institution itself, but within the individual learner served
by that school.
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CHAPTER
IMPLICATIONS FOR ORGANIZATION

VII

EVERYMAN AS EXCEPTION TO THE RULE

If the end of commitment is the community, the
end of detachment is the individual.
This is not
an antithesis:
the mature individual is mature .
only because he has reached a kind of social adjust¬
ment.
The notion that individual freedom demands
the destruction of all social order recurs in anar¬
chist thought, but with much the same "by and by"
feeling that the Christian has for the end of the
world or the Communist for the withering away of
the state.
Such axioms as "anarchy is order," re¬
cently chalked up on London walls, do not seem to
me any improvement on the "freedom is slavery" slogan
of the police state in 1934. We still need loyally
to something with enough authority to form a com¬
munity but it must be a free authority, something
that fulfills and does not diminish the individual.^
Such an authority can ultimately only be the kind of
authority that education embodies.
The authority of
the logical argument, the repeatable .experiment, the
established fact, the compelling work of art, is^the
only authority that exacts no bows or salutes.
It
is not sacrosanct, for what is true today may be in¬
adequately true tomorrow, but it is what holds
society together for today.^

As stated earlier, by proposing guidelines and para¬
meters such as those described in the last chapter, we are
quite literally trying to come as close as possible to or¬
ganizing education that will provide or accommodate if not
all things to all people, at least something to each person
that he can use and accept constructively in his own life

I
32.

Northrop Frye,

"The Ethics of Change," pp. 7, 3
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an organization that simultaneously justifies the corporate
expense of time,

effort, money, resource already assigned

by our society to its schools.

In terms used at the very

beginning of this volume, what is proposed here is an es¬
sentially evolving institution rather than an essentially
unchanging one.

We seek educational integrity within the

individual rather than require it to be universal within
the many components of an infallible institution.
apply the criteria of control,

And, we

order, and efficiency not

in behalf of the institution, but in behalf of the individual
participant" in whatever program becomes possible within
that institution.
Such a point of departure, if it is ever to develop
beyond rhetoric, demands a frame of reference similar in
terminology but far different in essence from the one within
which most of us now operate.

The similarity in terminology,

indeed, has probably gotten in the way of radically new
departures in educational practice simply because it is ^o
easy to call new dogs old names—just as easy as it is to
call old dogs new names.

From the traditional frame oi

reference, the schools that might result from designs and
rationale proposed here can be described almost in negative
terms that have been mouthed many times,
educational establishment":

even witnin

bne

no courses, no grade levels,

no subject categories, no institutioi^requirements, no ueachers,
no textbooks.

They can be described almost in such nega-
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tives--almost—for obviously every no in the preceding sentence
should be qualified, even within the fresh proposals, in some
manner as "no required courses, necessarily," and then
required would need further qualification, and the qualiiication
further qualification, and on and on until the point were fi¬
nally driven home that the individual is held prime integrator
of experience and potential system unto himseli, and that
"requirements11 will be based in functions, compulsions,
processes operative in his life as an individual rather uhan
in institutional prerogatives.

In other words, anyone who

approaches the hypothetical construct availaole within uhe
proposals under consideration here, and who approaches it
from the frame of reference that includes course, grade
level, subject category, and classroom teacher as necessary,
parameters in educational design simply is not starting
from the proper base line oy which the proposals can oe
seriously considered and discussed.
As implied in various passages earlier in this volume,
one of the major errors that professional educators have made
in the past is that they have raised many of the same im¬
ponderable questions raised by or underlying the present
discussion, but they have then sought answers in short¬
sighted expedients, and allowed expedient to build upon ex>AHP 6RTtit>P(&Y

oedient into orthodoxy^into mandate, and mandate into "truth.
They have required courses by tradition rather than oy need,
and thereby lost or jeopardized whatever necessity might have
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lain originally behind the requirement.

They have sup¬

plemented required courses with electives and thereby weakened
the requirements and glutted the schedule beyond capacity.
They have sought to reestablish authority and quality by
patching on lists of "approved" textbooks,
syllabi,

standard course,

irrelevant time criteria by minutes of instruction

times number of days per school year, mean average scores as
measures of failure or of admission oo the nexi nighei
bitrary level of institution.

ar¬

They have tried to hire mere

and more teachers, aiming at an ideal of 1:1, apparexitly,

in

the unexamined faith that "best quality education" equals one
person assigned to another.

If such an assumpsion were valid,

all that would be needed to make every marriage a utopia
would be proper assignment of partner to partner cy some
impersonal mechanism that controls tnem boLh.
liust "the school" be solely or even primarily responsi¬
ble for cohesiveness, relationships, and relevance,

ohree

qualities mentioned by John Goodlad in the inscription at the
beginning of Chapter III in this volume?

Cannot "the school"

continue to exist if such qualities are allowed,
to develop within the individual "student?"

even encouraged

Placing responsi¬

bility for integrity primarily in the learner rather than in
the institution is simply to establish priority according to
service and needs in the context of that spectrum of human
systems outlined earlier.

It certainly does not negate the

expediency of maintaining institutions, nor does it necessarily
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require those institutions to stand in chaos or degradation.
In the context that rules and institutions, programs,

systems,

tend to be social instruments rather than individual ones,
let us simply hope to develcn schools which view

everyman

as exception to the rule, trusting that the institution will
then work best for the self-governing individual, and that
it will then be most capable of accomodating self-government
in all men when they as individuals are ready for is.

(Again,

refer to the extension of Thoreau1s classic statement in
Chapter V of this volume.)

Rules are then placed in per¬

spective with the individualist.rather than the rule as major
focal point.
One of the most mind-boggling implications of the
present proposal,

of course,

of materials, devices,
activities, programs,

is the incredibly huge catalogue

experiences, projects, opportunities,
courses, non-courses, e i,c.,

etc.,

t-nao

would ideally become the ongoing "program offerings" of any
reauestive school organized according to parameters listed
earlier.

And, ideally, all components of everything offered

should be available to anyone at any time—in other words,
always available.

Further, to welcome anything that anyone

or any group offers to that school, and to try to meet any^
request that anyone makes of that school jars the limits of
one's imagination and numbs the nerve endings of anyone who
has tried to schedule any human activity at all.

Assuming

total community as educational resource only explodes the
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possibilities into a geometric progression of further possi¬
bilities well beyond the range of traditional cataloguing..
Yet,

such use of the community is no longer the cry of edu¬

cational dreamers;

it is an immediate formal goal of more

than one local school administrator—in Amherst, Massachusetts,
for instance, and in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Total community mobilization for education is thus
the task of educational administration.. This means
we must have a concept of education administration
which will enable us" to effect complete use of all
our resources.
Our past administration has been
designed orimarily to mobilize school resources.
It
has taken" little account of the voluntary associational life of the community, of relations with
other governmental agencies, of the press, the radio,
television, the church, or organizations of^labor
and industry.
Fast administration has not been
designed to the use of these groups and agencies as
resources.
Cur new concept must oe so designed.
So designed, and even moreso.
like The New Yorker,

In any given week, a magazine

for instance, catalogues over a dozen

or so pages of small print with "Goings On About Town" and
that weekly catalogue devotes itself simply to The Theatre

>

34

Night Life, Art, Music, Sports, For Children, Ft Alia,
and a highly selected lis L/1

o v* e

But, what of Barron, Wisconsin—a community as highly
desirable in its own way as Mew York is highly desirable in
its own way, but a community with only a fraction of New

33.
34.

Ernest 0. Melby, On. cit., P. 35
These are subheadings in the weekly feature in The New
ii
Yorker called 11 Goings on Abouo Town.
*
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York's "catalogue"?

Is education in Earron to be thus

severely limited in comparison with that available in New
York?

Probably not.

In breadth and variety of offerings,

almost certainly, but in depth and in potential for learning,
no.

Each locality, after all, exists in the same world now,

each peopled by the same kinds of human beings, with the
same general gamut in evidence of attitudes, faults, hopes,
abilities.

And, if education is seen as entirely open-ended

in all its programs, it becomes a lifetime opportunity of
every person.

The crisis

of cramming all formal possibility

into only one-fifth of a person's life span is brought to
nothing.

Surely in a lifetime the curious in either community

will find moments, if they really want them.to sample the
greener grass they might think grows in whichever locality.
And, within the greater society in which, both exist,
there is always the chance to move permanently—from Barron
to New York, if New York looks better, from New York to
Barron, if Barron looks better.

In fact, mobility has already

become a widely documented fact of American life.

Further¬

more, with the steady development of McLuhan's global
village, the isolation or parochial nature of any community
—New York or Barron or Shangri-La--is sanctified only in the
hearts or minds of individuals who choose to try to keep such
H

isolation secure by not tuning on the television set, or by
refusing the travel which becomes more readily availaDle
year by year, or (more pessimistically) who refuse to breathe
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the common air and its pollution,

or face the common Bomb

and its indiscriminate annihilation, or recognize the
burgeoning population of a hungrier and hungrier plant.
The total catalogue of the school--in Barron as easily
as in the metropolis—might be extended in depth with applied
advice from Thoreau and many another romantic prophet:

that

we begin to explore our own backyards, ana as we learn to
open our eyes and ears and minds to what can be found there,
we will discover more than enough universe to keep our lives
in the flood of excitement and wealth.
Lord Tennyson,

Poetically, Alfred,

caught the idea in "Flower in the Crannied

Wall":
Flower in the crannied wall,
I pluck you out of the crannies,
I hold you here, root and all, in my hand,
Little flower—but if I could understand
What you are, root and all, and all in all,
I should know what God and man is.
But such illusions hint, at least, at directions for the idec.1
curriculum,

or for foundatiors of lixestyle or faith

goals and activities school might be about,
humanity.

at what

if it is to serve

Our present concern is organization, to whatever

extent it can be treated separately from curriculum.
Again,

from the traditional frame of reference and in

traditional vocabulary,

it is easy enough to suggest the

elimination of course as the basic building block of school
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program in that school designed primarily for service to
individual learners.

It is easy enough to assume non-graded-

ness, and to try to organize a radically new school program
from there.

In fact, however,

it is probably simplistic to

believe that radical new overall school structures will
result.

As pointed out earlier,

"elimination of course

structure" and "non-gradedness" assume certain elements of
the traditional system while negating certain other elements.
What is needed for the radical school organized according to
present proposals is a new baseline, a new frame of reference,
a tabula rasa,

if you will, that assumes nothing at its -gsz&jpc

initiation other than people,

education in its broadest sense,

and system in its most abstract sense.

What we now recognize

as a "course" might indeed show up in the new school, but
only if the learning experience thus available to individuals
uniquely calls for that structure known as course.

Just as a

sonnet is the unique combination of highly artificial form,
appropriate substance or "stuff," and unique egocentric
thrust of poet and/or reader,

so might a course develop as

such a distinctive and internally consistent phenomenon.

It

is simply difficult to find such a rare combination in the
thousands of "courses" that now clutter what we call formal
education—clutter school programs to the exclusion of millions
of experiences and opportunities that are potentially iar
more "educational."

On the other hand, much of the "stuff"

of present "courses" should be made available to learners by
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some means other than course format, as should many of those
excellent teachers for whom course format is an unfortunate
or inappropriate framework or restraint.
What we now call “non-gradedness“ reflects nothing more
than the modification of only one dimension--the vertical
one_of traditional school organization.

In the requestive

school, no one will talk of non-gradedness simply because
“grade11 as organizational parameter does not exist wiunin
that new school.

Sequential learning might be quite evident.

Levels of sophistication in knowledge or skill or beliei
might be very much in play.

But,

such "gradedness," ii you

insist on the traditional term, is identified as intrinsic
to the specific sequence of skills,

or development of tne

individual learner at hand in one particular skill or dis¬
cipline, not as an entirely arbitrary categorization of
ceople by irrelevant standards like date of birth or numoer
of years spent inside certain buildings known as "schools."
And,

in the new school, neither will anyone be placed into an

“across-the-board" grade, so to speak,

simply because ohe

various factors operative within him average out to some
overall mean index.that is similar to those indexes of a
certain number of other people.

In other words,

the present

proposals do not aim simply at a redefinition of classes
and grades and thus at some intentional reshuffling of indi¬
viduals into new categories.
Forrester,

Rather,

in the words ol Jay
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In the.new organization, an individual would not
be assigned to a superior.
Instead he would nego¬
tiate, as a free individual, a continually changing
structure of relationships with those with whom
he exchanges goods and services.
He would acceot
specific obligations as agreements of limited dura¬
tion.
As these are discharged, he would establish
a new pattern of relationships as he finds more
satisfying and rewarding situations.35
Those who fear anarchy or apathy or chaos or sacrifice
of the learner rather than service to him in such an open
arrangement within school program (Forrester writes, after
all, about corporations), might take some heart in the know¬
ledge that there are already schools operating according to
a limited application of some of the ideas implied or sug¬
gested here:
It is perfectly all right if some children
want to paint all morning [in this Leicestershire
school}, or if others want to read without inter¬
ruption.
Some tend to stick at things longer than
others, as would be expected, but there is so much
variety in the activities that may be chosen, and
so much freedom.of choice, that no one is at a loss
for very long.3°
Of course,

it can be argued that the Leicestershire schools

from which that illustration is drawn retain one of the basic
parameters—the classroom—which the present proposals would
compromise or dismiss.

Behind that argument lies the stronger

and deeper belief that the human beast is basically unlikely

35.
36.

Jay W. Forrester, ,lA Hew Corporate Design,” p. 6.
Edward Yeomans, po. cit., pp. 14, 15.
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to choose self-discipline and order, and along that belief
traditional educators build their rationale for compulsory
schools, required course* highly structured routines and
schedules, and grouping as an assumed necessity throughout.
Eventually, the logic continues, the chaotic individual will
recognize the cage, or borders of living, by having been
forced to live in the simulated cage (school) long enough,
although spokesmen for this point of view never use the word
casre to describe the institution they defend and maintain.

At that point of recognition, their logic continues, the
individual can be granted certain choices that are his to
make in his school program—elective courses, options among
two or three different but basically prescribed curricula
within the school.
Certainly some participants may try oo require some
educational experiences of themselves or of other learners.
Probably most learnerrwill face certain requirements of some
kind.

The soectrum of human systems obviates the need for

highly arbitrary and rigid parameters that some people see
themselves as needing, whether they see the need clearly or
not, or with or without someone else’s observation and ad¬
vice in the matter.

But, the requirements, as stated earlier

are based on functions, compulsions, processes, needs
operative in his own separate life as a unique individual.
To go a bit further in trying to meet the traditional
arguments for institutional control, however arbitrary, is it
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possible that the capacity for free, playful choice that
“governs" the child in the playpen full of toys might lead
eventually to the "age of reason" that is uniquely his,

to

that point in his own life where he could begin to "negotiate
A

ashfree individual," to borrow Forrester's phrase?

A

Much as

we like to think we are always coldly rational in our
decision-making as adults and especially as educators, are
not hume oortions of most of our decisions highly arbitrary,
or intuitive,

or at any rate based on irrational forces or

drives, grounded eventually in any degree of irrationality
from profound article of faith to impulse of the moment?
return to the first question,

To

is it possible that the capacity

for free, playful choice that "governs" the child in the
playpen full of toys might lead him eventually to his own
unique "age of reason" if we did not interfere with that
capacity so brutally and overwhelmingly by imposing the
plethora of arbitrary parale^ters by which his traditional
schooling is organized and maintained from his first day in
the classroom?
It is perhaps a sadder commentary on our conventional
school oractices that many teachers cannot see themselves
operating professionally in a school situation ohau does not
have them grouping youngsters oy mean average teso scores,
assigning each youngster to his own litule cubicle of opace
or corridor of movement, and then thinking up a host of
gimmicks by which to beguile the youngsters into accepting
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lessons,

or if not that,

to maintain order at any cost in

her own self-contained classroom--that is,

order as reflected

in lowest levels of noise (or the sound of silence, to steal
a ohrase from Simon and Garfunkel for a side comment).

To

suggest that the teacher move from the center of the edu¬
cational process as institutionalized is not to demand that
all teachers be fired as unnecessary.

It is to demand that

every teacher identify that which he distinctively offers as
a living, breathing educational resource available to learners
in such degree and to such extent so often as zo justify a
permanent "job" within the total school structure.

It is

also to suggest very, very strongly that the professional
role of an educator is not necessarily, not even primarily
to tell and to test;

such narrow definition might better be

replaced with listening ana lookina* if the new school is to
begin performing at all efficiently in its service to the
individual.
The reader, by the way, who comes to this phase of the
discussion with the notion that "teacher role" is automatically
qualified by such traditional parameters and terminology as
number of students per teacher, number of classes per day,
number of "preparations" per week, and the like, is far,

far

from that frame of reference by which the present proposals
can be intelligently considered.

That person still has not

reached deeo enough into the bedrock of structural foundation
from which the new school will develop.
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Perhaps it would be best simply to drop the word teacher
right out of the educational lexicon, and to consider everyone
a learner.

Better yet, why not use the word participant, for

in the requestive school,.with its open invitation for con¬
tributions to its program as well as its open invitation for
requests to be made of its program, participant catches the
essence of the relationship between individual and institution
far more accurately than does either teacher or learner.

me

present distinction between teacher and learner within the
traditional school, after all, depends almost entirely most
of the time simply on distinctions based in the narrow
structural parameters by which the school has been organized
and maintained.

That is, the teacher is identified as the

one person responsible for controlling the immediate actions
and noises of thirty, or so, other persons—almost always
quite a number of years younger than'he.

Or, the teacher is

the one held to know most about whatever it is he knows most
about, and then to convince others labelled as "his students"
that they should try to know all of whatever that is, too.
The organic-adaptive staff proposed by Michael DeBloois

37

might well provide the basis on which many of those pro¬
fessionals required for full operation of the new scnool migho
be organized.

Beyond the assumptions that underlie his pro¬

posal, however, certainly some roles—especially those m

Kichael L. DeBloois, Beyond Bureaucratic Staffing:An OrganacAdaptive Model for Schools.
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administering the system—are rather clearly implied by the
nature of the organization and the program that is allowed
to develop throughif^Tuch organization.

There is no question

of the need for extensive computer technology,

or its future

counterpart, and thus of the staff to service and feed and
analyze and process the data,

the clients,

the machinery*

So long as institutional, disciplinary, and substantive
certification are held desirable or necessary, there will need
to be recorders and examiners (though much of the traditional
task of recording and examining might also be ’'computerized").
There will certainly be enough demand to keep fulltime
counselors,

facilitators,

in certain attitudes,
fulltime, paid basis.

tutor-specialists in certain skills,

in certain subjects or topics,

on a

Some individuals will ce in such de¬

mand as "educational performers" of one sort or another in
their own distinctive ways that they will justify the same
kinds of contractual consideration now afforded entertainers,
writers, professional athletes, artists.

Private or public

services or associations not directly affiliated with any
particular "local school" will cater to whichever programs or
systems will "buy" their offerings,

just as texobooiv puo-

lishers for years have supplied to local districts what no
local district could supply for itself.

Those private or

public services or associations will need personnel in
numbers now unimaginable.

Certainly, every program or system

will need specialists in evaluation, in remediation of program
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•ana in research and development.
If total community is fully considered educational re¬
source, many of those now teaching in our traditional schools
might find employment in other segments of the society, hut
part of their employment will be instructional,

or con¬

tributory to the education system—whether subsidized by
employer on company time,
personal time,
grams,

or volunteered by employee on his

or realized on his job through apprentice pro¬

or assigned jointly between school and company,

or by

whatever logical arrangement.
At any rate,

one point seems cleari

teacr.er will need

to be redefined drastically from the sense which is now evi¬
dent in the traditional roles and definitions of the worn.
That redefinition will be determined ultimately by the pur¬
poses and special details of structure that the local “school"
establishes as its own "institution."

Ideally,

if the indi¬

vidual is to participate in a school that is designed pri¬
marily to serve individuals,

the word teacher might just

become obsolete as denoting a position.

It might even regain

its original meaning, which has nothing to do witn arbitrary
credential nor assigned or assumed position at all.

Raoxier,

it has to do with sharing, imparting, offering, suggesting,
and_yes_even telling.

But, those abilities belong to any¬

body, whether used well or not.

They belong to anybody so

long as there is someone else with whom to share, or who
wants to receive, or to whom such telling is welcome.

In that
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•sense of the word, everyone is a teacher of something,
,

’

even

»

if nothing more than of his own feeble stamp of identity
in the world.
In effect,

the new school organized rather strictly

according to parameters listed earlier might also remove
failure from the language of education,

failure as traditionally

and commonly used within the traditional frame or reference-failure as used in the following passage:
In summary, it is both desirable and possible
to eliminate subject failure in the junior and senior
high schools if staff, students, and community under¬
stand the purpose of such efforts.
Through adaptation
of instruction to individual needs and aoilities,
through flexibility for changes in.election, and
through orovision of special remedial reIp,^a s^aif
can insure every student a chance to succeed,
Lhen
we once realize the dynamic contribution of success^
as contrasted with the stultifying eixect of^subjecu
failure, it is orobable that tnis unique rind of
failure will tend to disappear from our schools.■>
Of course,there is the possibilty that a given individual
might come up with a categorization of "life" and of "ohe
knowable" that does not coincide with traditional categories
or even with the categories of any contemporary group or of
any other individual, and in that sense it is ludicrous even
to talk of subject as something that can be failed.

Looking

at the program of the requestive school, however, as it is
structured to be ever-available in its every component, the
individual participant might bring himself to any piece oi

38.

Roland C. Faunce, Op*
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the program and discover frustration at that very specific
point.

The openness of allowing the individual to choose

his own exit and entry points in the total program as well as
to determine for himself,

if he so chooses, when to seek

whichever kind of certification at whatever point—such prac¬
tices will allow him to withdraw from a particular experience
with no loss to him of anything.

His tactic of withdrawal

or circumvention upon frustration is but a smaller model of
the ideal individualist’s habit of avoiding showdown or
violent confrontation in order to prevent cloture on whatever
is temporarily at stake.

That is not to deny the presence,

necessity, and valuable use of challenge,
tension,

or frustration,

or failure.

or conflict,

or

Certain frustration

or failure is absolute and inevitable.

One cannot clime

out of his own skin, for instance, then zip himself back
into it when he chooses to do so.

One cannot paint a picture

until sometime after he has learned to hold a brush.

One

cannot stick his finger into a live electric socket and
simultaneously stand in a bathtub full of water without ex¬
pecting quite a physical jolt.
failure for its own sake,

And so forth.

or, worse yet,

However,

for the sake of

maintaining some arbitrary institutional standard, and that
a failure of an individual at the hands of something repre¬
senting the institution created to serve that individual,
simply need not happen in the requestive school if it operates
strictly according to parameters described earlier.
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Projects in the classroom or in student organizations
may not always he successful.
Both individuals and
grouos need a chance to experience this kind of
failure, which is vastly different from receiving
no credit for a year of living.
The school has
a responsibility for helping students to arrive
at a realistic self-appraisal of their own^strengths
and weaknesses.
It is possible to meet and survive
temporary failure of an enterprise if one has chos¬
en the enterprise realistically and if he really
believes he can ultimately find a way.**''
So concluded Roland Faunce in addressing the present school
practice.

So be it in the requestive school.

Neither is testing nor evaluating of individuals held
to be a bad thing per se in the requestive school.

However,

to borrow from James Curtin,
Instead of dealing with central tendencies
(class averages and/or medians) it is far more im¬
portant to deal with test scores in the light of
individual capabilities.
Thus in a real sense the
only standards worth talking about are the abilities
which the children possess.
Viewed in this iasnion, a
child with low ability will be held to a lower stan¬
dard than a child with high ability.'U
Again, the words, standard, high, and low jump up from that
passage like any other vestige of the traditional frame of
reference that intrudes in descriptions of the new, but tne
intent and implication are clear:

individuals are to be

accented where they are at any point; their

education can

proceed only from there.
Grouping will ores out the most visibly ±luctuc*tirg human
deployment of the entire requestive school, no doubt,

for

grouos will come and go, assemble once and break forever,

39.
40.

Ibid., p. 327.
. .
James Curtin, Co. pit., op. 44, 43
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assemble often and break only finally, break and reassemble,
perhaps,

change in size,

frequency.

composition, purpose, duration,

We have long recognized the desirability of

flexible practices in putting two or more students together
for educational purposes, and few would argue against this
fourth of six "considerations" which Otto and Sanders list
as a desirable guideline for grouping:
Grouping of pupils should be related
positively to
curriculum design.
Grouping, aims,
and curriculum design are interwoven,
if the
school's emphasis is somewhat singular in stress¬
ing achievement in the academic fields, achieve¬
ment grouping and subj ects-taught-in-isolation,
with or without departmentalization, make a
harmonious combination.
However, if broader learn¬
ings, unit teaching, cooperative teacher-pupil
planning, larger blocks. of time, the use of mul¬
tiple resources including library and reference
materials and field trips, and competence in
library research and report preparation are con¬
sidered important, a subjects-taught-in-isolation
type of curriculum is inappropriate and.the.appropri¬
ateness of achievement or ability grouping is
questionable n-*However,

if grouping as an organizational practice is to serve

the individual,

the individual will simply have to be held

as the prime consideration, and the implicauion of thaL state¬
ment should be obvious.

Ii not, harlan Hagman offers certain

orientation:
. . . purposes may be regarded as strong or weak
in terms of the activity which is undertaken.
It
would appear that an individual is more.apt to act
in accord with group purposes if a particular pur¬
pose has emotional connotation to rim, if he can
see the purpose clearly and can identify clearly

ZjOL.

Otto and Sanders, Elementary School Organization and
Administration, p. 100.
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his own role in the group activity toward that
purpose, if the purpose is apparently attainable
in the foreseeable future, if activity toward the
purpose can be initiated without delay, and if he
has no other purposes to serve within tne existing
situation.42
If any particular grouping at any point in the ongoing
program of the new school does not match such qualifications
as those just quoted,

or other qualifications in which the

individual participant is the prime criterion,

that par¬

ticular grouping must be held at best questionable.

Groups

will be formed when any participant requests the formation
of a group (with the subsequent voluntary consent of tne
members of such a group), and whenever two or more requests
of the total program are so similar that they can be met at
one activity,

or performance,

or event,

or whatever, to which

the various requesters are then specifically invited.
Scheduling as a practice in the requestive school
will come last in the organizational process, with partici¬
pants' requests properly first,
resources second.

inventory and allocation of

Scheduling itself will be an ongoing

process under daily revision, development, and dissemination.
Much of the total program of the new school will appear as
an unchanging: catalogue or index,

just as the table of

contents of a book need not change until the boox changes.
Any particular learning device or vehicle or activity or
package that can be stored can be so catalogued:

42.

Harlan L. Kagman,

On. cit., pp. 28, 29.
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books, pamphlets, videotapes,
, ’

filmstrips, recordings,

film-

I

loops,

open invitations to ongoing activities, programs,

projects.

or

There might also be such larger, more continuing

resources as learning pavilions, displays,
collections,

exhibits, museums,

learning "automats" and fairs,

computer banks,

package or experience clusters, and the like,

that could

be offered in a relatively stable catalogue--one that might
require major revision only every three or six months,
a year,

or more.

or

Many catalogues or lists could be borrowed

without revision or special adaptation simply from sources
that are not traditionally thought of as "education"--certainly
not as "school."

Program guides and "catalogues" have been

disseminated routinely for years in magazines, nevispapers,
by radio and television stations,
chambers of commerce, museums,

orchestras,

service clubs,

foundations, and on and on.

No reason not to consider them the catalogues of potentially
educational experiences or opportunities that they have always
been.
Beyond catalogued items, what is there to schedule
day-by-day with such an organization as sketched in this
proposal?

What will appear on the daily program, a program

most likely different from day to day as participants' re¬
quests for non-catalogued items of opportunities are brought
into the central computer service and matched with other
reauests and then eventually with resources?

It is rather

obvious that oeonle can be scheduled to perform whatever it
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is they will perform:
» '

lectures,

slide narrations, drama,

*

s'eminars,

concerts,

hearsals,

skits,

demonstrations.

physical exercises, group drills,

conversations, panel discussions,

re¬

skill

It is equally obvious that the daily pro¬

gram will need to notify participants of field trips,

special

films or videotapes, current debates or investigations, per¬
sonal encounters, and other one-time events or opportunities
—those things at least not storable enough for catalogue
treatment.

What can be scheduled?

In short, anything in

any shape or length or frequency or duration, anything tnat
can be called a learning experience by anyone who requests
it,

including what some contributors to one program mi^ht

see as requiring sequences of time,
lessons.

or of operation,

or of

However, unlike the scheduling now in use in just

about every school in the country, the elective nature of
the entire program,

if its/*^pponsors agree to allow such

election as is guaranteed by strict adherence to parameters
laid out earlier in this proposal, will compel no learner to
persevere anything beyond his capacity or desire or need.
Requestive is a better word than elective to describe the
basic nature of the program of the new scnool, because
elective connotes only choice from options provided by otiiexS,
while requestive properly reflects the participatory charac¬
ter on which the program depends, with each participant both
potential contributor and potential recipient in relation to
the program.
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The computer will be fully capable of handling such a
scheduling task as the new school's;

indeed,

the computer

is already capable of handling far more variables and far
greater data loads than most schools are willing to offer or
develop.

It is indeed the computer that allows such a

statement as the following to be made about the proper pri¬
ority suggest above-Computer-generated flexible schedules, the
result of technological development, represent a
.powerful tool that enables schools to offer complex
and appropriate course designs and patterns of re¬
source allocation.
With computerized flexible
scheduling, a school is able to identify its in¬
structional goals and then make the administrative
and physical variables support these goals, rather
than fitting instructional goals into-a precon¬
ceived administrative pattern as now exists.^3
Program goals ar evident if ied,

then resources inventoried and

allocated, with scheduling produced last.

While /hfew schools

even under flexible scheduling have practiced that priority in
their procedures and decisionmaking, there is no reason to
believe that the magnitude, complexitv, and flux of such a
program as the requestive school will typically administer
and provide will stretch beyond the computer's capacity.

The

Oakford and Allen report from Stanford's experiment with
computerized school scheduling states:
At the same time, computer scheduling:
allows educators to survey a much greater number
of alternatives than would otherwise be possible.

43.

Coombs and Kessler,

"Flexible Scheduling by Computer."
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The computer*s capacity to handle a mountainous
volume of data and to be programmed to handle it
in a significant manner at lightning speed largely
accounts for the advanced state of scheduling tech¬
nology today.
The computer based scheduling system
presents administrators in each school with an
opportunity to solve their own unique problems
according to their ovm best judgment.44
Early in the development of the technology for computerized
scheduling, different kinds of programs and demands were al¬
ready being satisfied:
The system’s pSSSS} biggest job to date
has been the scheduling of Marshall High School,
in Portland, Oregon, which enrolls upwards of 2,000
students in a highly experimental program housed in
a conventional building in the central city.
At the
other extreme is the Virgin Valley High School, in
Clark County, Nevada—a rural six year secondary
school with 150 students.
Marshall High fully challenged the
Stanford system.
In the words of the school ad¬
ministration:
"It would be impossible to prepare
schedules manually for all students in a program
such as the one now in use in Marshall High School"
—a program that involves a school day of 21 modules
of 20 minutes each, independent study averaging onethird of each student * s time, instruction divided among
large, medium, and small groups, and.other innova¬
tions.^^
Since those early days, development of the computerized
scheduling technology has advanced considerably to accomodate
an even greater number and variety of variables in the schedul¬
ing requests, and informal reports indicate that within three
or four years,

44.
45.

the technology will make it possible for

Cakford and Allen, Co. cit., p. 2.
Judith Murphy, School Scheduling by Computer—-the Story
of GAS?, pp. 4l742.
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so-called "daily demand" schedules to be generated routinely
vrithin any school that houses a terminal, with the central
computer available to whichever "member" school houses such
a terminal.

Such a sophistication of the technology will

easily accommodate deployment of huge numbers of participants
in groups of widely diverging numbers, widely diverging dura¬
tions, widely diverging frequencies, widely diverging
starting-stopping times,

for widely diverging specific

purposes.
If those traditionally assigned to schedule-making
were to reverse the major frame of reference which they
typically have had to bring to the task, the scheduling
of the requestive school will seem all the more feasiole.
Remember, the traditional parameters have been lifted:
number of rooms, number of teachers, number of minutes per
meeting, number of meetings

per day, number of days per

week, number of courses per student, number of students
per teacher.

All have been lifted, at least ior initial

purposes of scheduling the new school.

Instead, events and

times and places and people will be scheduled according to
the collection of requests that pours into the central agency
everyday--never the same in number and variety and combina¬
tion and character•

Thus,

it will be absolutely necessary

to build from smallest unit to larger, to think first of
what two people or more have requested,

to establish grouping,

of which experience will require the shortest period of time,
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the smallest physical space, the least number of resources.
It is toward such a frame of reference that those who have
best used computerized scheduling within present 11 flexibly
scheduled" schools have moved.

They have tended to identify

the module, or "mod," in smallest dimension rather than
largest, and to begin building from that point:
A module of instruction is not only a unit of time, but
also a unit of class size (fifteen students, thirty
students, etc.) Assuming a basic modular unit of
of ten students meeting for fifteen minutes, multi¬
ples of this basic unit would include forty students
meeting for one hour, one hundred students meeting
for one-half hour, two hundred students meeting for
one hour, etc.
Among several other factors, expense has been an un¬
deniable barrier to wider use of computerized flexible
scheduling up till now.

The hitherto limited (albeit ex¬

panding) capabilities of computer programs have not been a
significant stumbling block, for as some of its proponents
.are quoted elsewhere in this volume, the computer's potential
already available has gone 99% untapped.

However, several

other factors will tend to decrease such costs within the
few years before any of the new school as proposed herein
will become viable.

First, it is likely that as the tech¬

nology continually grows in sophistication and as its use
proliferates, it will become a cheaper commodity.

Seco>id,

there are already certain rudimentary cooperative arrangements

46.

Coombs and Kessler, Op. cit.
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in operation

by which major costs of certain expensive ser¬

vices are shared by equitable distribution among participat¬
ing school districts, who then share in the services made
available by the cooperative service agency.

Third, there

is a certain element of illogic in the expense argument as
already heard.

Some school officers maintain that a £3,000

annual scheduling bill for a computerized flexible schedule
in their school is extravagant.

They choose rather to con¬

tinue demanding that an ^13,000 per year administrator or
assistant spend a quarter of his year, or more, producing
far less variable and productive scheduling results while
thereby denying increased opportunity for him to be about
more professional, more human pursuits within the program.
Certainly, the requestive school, as the term has been
used here, will need to guard carefully against development
of its own neo-orthodoxy.

Thus, guidelines and parameters

have been proposed in rather open terms—open to inter¬
pretation, open to varying applications.

There is organization

al process and there are even certain organizational parameters
within which the process can take place, but the reader who
reads these designs - and their implications for the new school,
who then sees but one school shaping up within those designs,
and who believes that there is but one school model that

^7.

The author knows of two such arrangements--the CBSA pro¬
grams in Wisconsin and BCCSS in New York. There are
doubtless others in operation elsewhere.
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every other reader will see as he sees it—that reader is
deluded.

The genius of the new school as it develops from

proposals here must be like the genius of Leicestershire
that Yeomans describes:
The genius of Leicestershire, it seems to
me, is that they have so far avoided formulae, systems,
and conformity. They are not out to prove one theory
called "learning by doing," or another called "the
ungraded primary," or a third called "programmed instruc¬
tion."
Instead, they have studied all theories, and have
drawn upon those that seemed relevant to their situa¬
tion, with classroom teachers’ being the judges of
what is relevant.
It is this key role of the teacher,
aided by the Advisory Center, that is unique in Lei¬
cestershire.
Cur Progressives never achieved the
Integrated Day in the elementary grades, partly because
we did not have the many structural aids to learning
that are available now, and partly because we have
been fascinated by methods of grouping children for
optimum learning. Having the former and being less
constrained by the latter, the people of Leicester¬
shire have discovered that learning is enhanced when
there is individual, rather than group inititative
and responsibility, and that genuine choice of activity
is accompanied by genuine involvement in activity.
This is not only the doctrine of Proebel and
Piaget; it comes close, if I understand it, to the
doctrine of Marshall KcLuhan as well. There is little
conflict for children in the Leicestershire schools
between the media of communication inside of and out¬
side of school.
Both provide a full range of oppor¬
tunities for absorption and inventiveness.
There is
room in both for emotional life, for fantasy, for
speculation, and for art, as well as for intellectual
discipline.
There are few boundaries that separate
one kind of experience from another, authority from
observer, work from olay, child from adult, or school
from life

48.

Edward Yeomans, Op.

cit., pp. 25, 26.
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Hopefully, the major implication of the openness of the
,

I

present proposals in the structure and organization of the
new school is the prevention of neo-orthodoxy within the
system, and of the integration within the individual par¬
ticipant of what Yeoman sees in the integration of the school
day at Leicestershire.

Such prevention is built into the

present proposals through the contributory-recipient nature
of the ongoing program.

If the system moves into neo-ortho¬

doxy, the fault will lie squarely with the failure of its
participants to participate well.
will fail in such a way.

No individualist, however,

He will so welcome the integration

of experience within himself rather than within some in¬
stitution (if integration is possible there, to any great
extent) that he will work to keep the new school working well.
Probably the most controversial implication of school
organization as proposed here lies in the issue of political
control of education.

Local control of education is some¬

what of a myth, but a myth in two senses of the word:

First,

in a negative sense, that local control of factors likely to
lead to radically new departures from traditional education
is pretty much a fantasy--that most local school boards do
not primarily concern themselves with those factors, and that
even if they did, the factors that influence local educational
programs most profoundly are not normally within the pro¬
vince or resourcefulness of the local district.

Second, in

a positive sense, that local control of education is based on
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a fundamental belief that is wholly within the JeffersonThoreauvian tradition that a responsible individual should be
free to operate for himself, and that the concentric circles
of government surrounding him (local, state, federal, in
their day) should come into play only as he cannot fend for
himself.

In a sense, the present proposals bypass the

question of who will control the school politically, and
move the general area of concern into the issue of what there
is to control (program) and how it can best be facilitated
(organization).

The bypass is Effected through the openness

of the program to whatever individual or group would con¬
tribute whatever learning opportunity to the ongoing program
of offerings.

Thus, the school system itself, as proposed,

tends to be apolitical as an organizational framework,
as it tends to be amoral.

just

Whatever "politics'1 o£ "morality"

or "value" it produces, generally, is the result primarily
of extrinsic purposes or controls built into it by its
immediate sponsors.

If no such purposes or controls are

built into it, the closest that the system as proposed will
come to disseminating or propounding any particular political,
moral, or ethical persuasion is that implied or outlined in
the description of the individualist that concludes the
passage on the spectrum of human systems as explored in
Chapter V.
A separate reason might be offered here for wanting to
rid education of political control, even of political over¬
tones :
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One reason why there are more people who
want education kept free of politics is that today
more are conscious of the harm that can be done when
schools get involved in party strife, or are made to
serve some dubious political purpose.
Never before
has it been sc generally appreciated that schools and
youth organizations can be used and exploited.
Time
has not obliterated the memory of how Hitler and
Mussolini geared their nations for battle by in¬
doctrinating the young with expansionist dreams and
the worship of military prowess. But much has hap¬
pened since then to demonstrate still further how
ready some governments are to use education to mould
opinion:
we have seen it in different countries
enmeshed in controversial politics with racial,
sectarian, lingual, or other divisive features.^9
From the point of view of the present proposals,

it is

more pertinent to consider the question of political control
of education as such control has traditionally been the
source and set the pattern of financial support of the schools,
or, in the broader sense,

of providing educational resources.

While it was not written in the context of proposals like
those under consideration here,

the following passage may

offer the first criterion by which such support can be
organised for the new school:
The ultimate test of a school district1s
adequacy lies in its ability to maintain a program
sufficient in scope and quality to meet the educa¬
tional needs of its clientele.
A school district
able to attract and retain a competent faculty, em¬
ploy capable'administrative and supervisory personnel
in sufficient number, offer an educational program
that enables students to become worthy members. of
society, satisfy a wide variety of student interests
and abilities, provide adequate buildings and instruc¬
tional materials, and maintain effective relations
with the community is an adequate school district.^u

49.
50.

W. 0. Lester Smith, Op. cit., p. 89.
D. Hichard. Wynn, Op. cit., p. 13.
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The pattern of resourcefulness, then, that might ouila out¬
ward from the central core of the individual can easily be
described if school district in the passage just; quoted is
replaced with an x quantity.

For instance, She ultimate test,

of an individual's educational adequacy lies in his aoility
to maintain a program sufficient in scope and quality to meet
his own educational needs.

At whichever point he faces inade¬

quacy in providing his own educational resources, he looks
to a larger circle of resource, which then is subjected „o
basically the same criterion:

'The ultimate test, of the group's.

adequacy lies in its ability to maintain a program sufficient
in scope and quality to meet its own educational needs.—in
that sense, the needs of the individual who has joined with
others to form a group.

At whichever point the group faces

inadequacy in providing its own educational resource for
whatever specific purpose, it looks to a larger circle oj.
resourcefulness—the locality, perhaps-which is then sub¬
jected to basically the same criterion,
state,

then the region,

the section of the country, etc.—always returning

eventually to the individual as prime criterion,
ing

the

self-govern¬

practicing ultimate decisions over his own participation

in the process by which resources are made available to him.
Graphically:

( CHART HERE)
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Each circle, however, does not represent a single source.
The provision of resources (which is the same as saying the
provision of potential components for learning within the
total system or program) can come from at least three different
kinds of source:

(1) institutional—from what we can label

school system itself in whichever circle;

(2) entreoreneural

_from educational agencies or sources not organized within
school systems, but available to service them in many different
ways;

(3) occasional--from agencies, organizations, whatever,

that are not basically educational in'their own purposes, but
which are nonetheless potential sources of educational ex¬
periences or opportunity.

In simpler terms, there are some

educational experiences which the individual participant can
accomplish satisfactorily (according to one or more of the
four kinds of certification) by drawing simply upon his own
resources.

There are certain other accomplishments available

only through drawing•on resources greater than his immdecLiate
control or his own self-provision.

Perhaps by joining with

several other participants, such resources become available
to him.

Still other accomplishments are available only by

drawing on a wider base of support--the community in which
he lives, for instance, maybe simply his neighborhood.

And

so on, as costs increase and resources requireo. for accomplish¬
ment p*row
in magnitude and comlexity from the individual’s
o
point of view.

No local school district, for instance,
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would have been able to land astronauts on the moon,

if sucn

a landing had been one educational goal of one of its
students.
At the same time,

institutional education itself

the

requestive school, under present proposals—need not assume
complete responsibility for providing all and the only re¬
sources of education as schools have traditionally tended to
do.'

We have long passed that day—if we ever knew it at

all—when a local school district can provide the talent xt
needs in quantity and quality sufficient to meet the needs of
those students it is in business to serve.

That limitation

within the parameters of a basically limited and compulsory
curriculum.

If the open requestive program of the new school

is to be brought even to a mild degree of realization, no
local school district will he even close to self-sufficiency,
from the point of view of all the participants it will serve.
Recognizing and utilizing total community—expanding the
notion eventually to world and universe as total community—
as educational resource available to everyman simply opens up
educational legitimacy and priority to what already in fact
has been quite necessary and educational—those programs,
agencies,

services,

etc., without which local schools already

would be out of business.

Unlimited expansion of such en¬

trepreneurs! services as textbook and audio-visual producers
have long supplied to schools would see curriculum packages,
mobile "classrooms," educational road shows, professional
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training, whatever the imagination can produce, become inte¬
gral and fully legitimate resources upon which the individual
participant might draw.

Apprentice programs, work study

projects, technical schooling,

field trips to business and

industry as well as to cultural centers already have been
accepted supplementary or "fringe" components of many school
programs.

Expand such legitimacy with the voluntary con¬

tribution of whatever community resource is available, and
provide for proper certification of the participant, and the
school is for the first time enabled to approach comprehehensiveness (and greater measures of relevance, no douot)
for its students or participants in fact as well as m veroal
claim.
Graphically, then,

the basic provision of resources

available at anytime to participants in tne new school draws
generally from such a frame of reference as this one:

( CHART HERE )

Within the new frame of reference, then,
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cast in a new role and a new perspective by the proposal
for the new school as we are designing guidelines here.
In other words,

the term need not leave our vocabulary, but

the assignment to such an entity as a local school district
of universal control and responsibility for

comprehensive-

education of a substantial number of all people who happen
to live within

its certain geographical boundaries would

impose serious limitations on the implementation of the
proposals now under consideration in this volume.
Within traditional practice, there are educational
agencies and organizations that transcend or subordinate the
local district.

There are professional associations,

supervisory offices,

state certification bureaus,

commissions and disbursement offices.
publishers,

counLy

federal

There are textbook

standardized examination agencies, equipment

producers and distributors, private consuloaxius, and the
like.

All of them, however, have been created to serve the

local district or the local scnool ratner than the individual
participant in those schools—called "student11 in the tra¬
ditional system.

Such supra-local agencies and organizations

have been created as entities unto themselves, generally,
their spiders therefore tend to defend their presence as
an agency unto itself.

Structurally,

such a system to which

they and their organizations are mewbert loses si&kt by
its very organization of the individual every component of
the system is supposed to be serving, ultimately.

Let the
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frame of reference be reversed:

let no agency or organization

be formed on any level until need arises, need generated
solely from the requests of individuals, requests tnao cannot
be met by any potential source of lesser magnitude or o±
smaller latent resourcefulness or support.

In simpler terms,

whatever one level of participation cannot provide for itself,
let the next larger level provide.
sophical premise alluded to earlier,

Or,

to repeat the philo¬

let the responsible in¬

dividual free to operate for himself, and let the concentric
circles of resourcefulness surrounding him come into play
only as he cannot

fend for himself.

It is quite possible,

finally,

for the individual par¬

ticipant in requestive schooling to be drawing at any one
point in his life from many different levels of resource ana
from all three of the different kinds.

He is the prime

integrator of educational experience and potential system
unto himself by which integrity will be realized.
How much the implementation of the new scnool might
cost overall is unknown.

There is no reason to believe that

total cost would exceed total expenses now devoted to edu¬
cation.

If investment and gain were seen in terms not solely

of dollar outlay, but in terms of personal investment and
reward of energy and fulfillment for participants,
requestive schooling might be at once ridiculously economical
and magnificently priceless.

The more immediate dollar question

is one of allocation and reallocation.

In a traditional
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society that has cursed increased local property taxes as a
financial resource, then looked to federal tax money for
relief from those local taxes,

it seems rather insane to

attempt to talk rationally of financial responsibility and
reallocation.

Tax money is tax money, and it happens to come

from my; pocket whether the feds lift it or the locals.

That

is not to speak in favor of or against local property taxes
or federal taxes of various sorts.
on taxes as a financial resource.

It is not even to comment
It is to indicate that

fogging educational issues with polioical—economic prejudices
is to jeopardize education, to whichever taxpayer's or nontaxpayer's detriment.

On a very simplistic level, it is

honest enough to point out that any society whicn aifords
billions per year in the business of systeniauically maiming
and destroying fellow human beings,

or planning and preparing,

for such action, all in the name of securing freedom and the
blessings of individual human fulfillment,

should easily

afford such billions to the same end, but through different
means—through something called education.
billions are now delivered unto deauh•
channels open toward life.

Ask how tne

Let similai

financial
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CHAPTER

VIII

THE INVETERATE I AS CRITERION

A good school program ought not only to
accept the fact of individual differences among
the children to be educated by the school but
should foster each child’s individuality as a
good thing in itself.
Through years under the
guidance of teachers and others, each child
should learn how to live with others in harmony,
how to make necessary adjustments in his own
living to provide for cooperative and mutually
beneficial activity among members of the groups
in which he is a participant.
But he will be
led to make his greatest contribution as a person
to his society, if the values of his uniqueness
are secured in the greatest measure possible.51

The entire notion of evaluation raises questions of
suitable criteria,
be employed.

of targets to be evaluated,

of means to

Efficiency is certainly one of the elements of

scheduling and organization that ought to be measured—efficiency
in matching request with resource, in the context of whatever
new schools might develop according to parameters proposed
in this volume.

Traditionally,

criteria for measuring organi¬

zational and scheduling efficiency have included the use of
available space and resources, usually figured in density of
room use and in densities of teacher and pupil time within the
prescribed school day.

They have almost always included learn¬

ing gains made by pupils within the school.

And,

they have

claimed satisfaction of desires and goals of individual

51.

Harlan,L. Ragman, Op. cit., pp. 166,

16?.
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students as a major criterion.

There is always the still more

general measure of “taxpayer efficiency11—the achievement or
service or whatever, per dollar spent.
If vie are to develop a new school devoted primarily to
the service of individuals as such service and such schools
have been suggested in the preceding sections of this volume,
it seems rather obvious that the most appropriate criterion
is none of those traditional ones, except perhaps the sat¬
isfaction of desires and goals of individual students.

As

a matter of fact, that is the only criterion of those listed
above that could be adopted, and the only hesitation in
borrowing it directly is the distrust that arises in realization
of how that criterion has been interpreted in many traditional
schools.

Often, it has simply meant,

“Plow many course requests

from the approved list of requirements and electives have been
granted?"

The best means of testing the new school might

simply be to follow a single participant through a specified
time span and see what he accomplishes, how efficiently he does
so, by what means, with what proportion of frustration or
accommodation, under which sources of frustration or accommo¬
dation, and with what demand upon the system.

At the same time

that vie try such a hypothetical "dry run" through the system,
we wi11 oerhaos smooth out rough insights into the possicilities
as well as the pitfalls that are potential within the requestive school.
However, even before we take that step, it is fruitful
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and somewhat rewarding to read the proposals that underlie the
requestive school, and to read them against the background of
,

i

certain principles and criteria already stated for educational
organization.

Remember that the burden of the first'chapter

upon which this volume has built is that the goals and ob¬
jectives,

the principles and dreams of educational organiza¬

tion are not so much suspect or faulty; that in fact they are
quite laudable.

Rather,

the gap, the inconsistency,

the dis¬

cord between dream and design are most unfortunate in our schools.
Three sets of organizational criteria follow,
different sources,

from three

simply to offer to the reader the oppor¬

tunity to see how closely the requestive school as enabled by
rationale described in this volume comes to meeting educational
* goals that have long been held, but little realized up till
now.

The first set lists ten "principles of organization" and

is abridged from about five pages of material prepared by
Professor Harlan Ragman:

1.

52

An organization is a fluid thing of process

and effort.
2.
Organizations deteriorate if not used to¬
ward the purposes for which they were created.
3.

Organizational arrangements tend to persist.

4.
Organizations function best if individuals
in the organization see the purposes clearly a..d desir^
to serve them.
5.
Organizations need recharging periodically
in terms of reaffirmation or redefinition or purpose.
6.

52.

Organization is desirably integrated in

Ibid., pp. 77-31
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in terms of operations which can be observed in their
entirety from beginning to end.
,

i

7.
Organizations work best if individuals
are free to act within them.

8.

Roles of individuals in an organization
tend to become emotionalized.
9.
New organizational arrangements cannot be
brought about entirely by appeal to reason since people
typically cling to the familiar and reject the unfamiliar.
10. Evaluation of an organization must be in
terms of both outcome and process.
Of the ten, at least five seem to be followed rather closely
by the requestive school—numbers 1, 4, 6, 7, and 8.

Item

3 might be somewhat antithetical to uhe present proposals,
depending on the interpretation given to arrangements and
•persist.

Number

9 undoubtedly points to one of the problems

that needs to be met before the requestive school—or any
other innovation—can be initiated.

Items 2 and 5 seem rather

like advice that should easily be accepted and taken to heart
by the soonsors of any new program developed within
cosed parameters of the requestive school.
course, rather wide open.

uhe

Item 10 is,

proof

If the development or at least

accommodation of the individualist is accepted as primary
goal of the requestive school as outlined in the proposals
and as individualist is defined within the specurum of
human systems,

then one would need to count the number of

individualists produced, apparently.

But, since the casic

premise underlying the proposals is by open admission a
mythical-philosophical base, and since it is rauher unlikely
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that any individualist exists except as an ideal,

the feasi¬

bility of item 10 is rather marginal as a profound criterion
by which the requestive school might be evaluated.
Slsbree, KcNally, and Wynn “regard these principles of
school organization as consistent with present day-educational
53
philosophy.They then elaborate on each of the statements,
which are presented here without that elaboration:
1.
The organization should facilitate in¬
timate knowledge of the pupils by the teachers through
extended association.
2.
The organization should provide for the
grouping of children in relation to the educational
objectives to be sought.
3.
The organization should be designed to
attain greater flexibility in the use of time, space,
staff, and field resources.
4.
The organization should promote unity and
continuity of the learning program.
5.
The organization should be in harmony with
known principles of psychology, mental hygiene, and
child development.

6.

The organization should be simple and
administratively feasible.
7.
The organization should be consistent with
democratic principles and processes, and should
facilitate the learning and operation of them.

8.

The organization should be sensibly and
efficiently related to local conditions.
None of the eight seems entirely or even mostly incompatible
or impossible within the frame of reference that supports the
requestive school.

"Unity and continuity of the learning-

program"

is by definition to be

53.

(number 4)

Elsbree,

et al., Op. cit. , pp. 134-136.

realized ideally
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within the individual participant, but that ideal does not
rule out unity and continuity within components of the pro¬
gram to be presented at any time in the requestive school.
Whether or not the new school develops as "simple and ad¬
ministratively feasible" remains to be seen.
however,

It is likely,

that it will in fact be at least as simple and

administratively feasible as the traditional school; it might
not look so from the traditional frame of reference in which
most of us operate, whether or not we have absorbed the pro¬
posals and parameters by which the requestive school can be
developed.
There is no reason, by the way, for jeopardy within the
requestive school of the first principle listed by Elsbree,
McNally, and Wynn.

Extended association and facilitation

of intimate knowledge will be quite as possible—probably
far more possible—within an open program than within the
tight and crowded organizational boxes within whichare used
to working in traditional schools.
Morphet, Johns, and Heller list seven "organizational
guidelines," though they claim neither exhaustiveness,
prehensiveness , nor universality for them.
each of the seven in a paragraph or two.

/s
statement^ of each guideline

com¬

They expand
Only the first

.

5/4,

quoted here:

1.
The value of any organizational plan must
be determined fundamentally in terms 01 tne opportunity
that it provides for the development of the desired
educational program.
^TjT

Morphet, et al.,
Educational Administration—Concepts,
Practices, and Issues, pp. 266-26V*
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2.
The organizational units need to be under¬
stood as instrumentts through which more adequate
provisions can be made for caring for individual dif¬
ferences.
3.
The plan of organization involving the
various schools must provide for the continuous
educational development of children and youth.
4.
The organizational plan must be continuously
or periodically re-examined in a constructive manner
with a view to assisting schools to meet educational^
purposes in a more effective manner or to provide a ca^ie
for modifying the plan.
5o
The school should be large enough to make
available necessary specialized competencies and ser¬
vices at a reasonable cost; it should be small^ enough
to be comprehensible to the student and to. facilitate
the recognition of and the provisions for individual
differences.

6.

In large schools some of the advantages of
the smaller unit can be attained through the organiza¬
tion of "schools within the school."
’7.
The school should be characterized by both
homogeneity and hetero^eity •
While these seven items were obviously developed with the
frame of reference that underlies traditional ^cnool or¬
ganization,

the requestive school appears all tne stronger

than the traditional school in meeting the criteria, and the
criteria at the same time thus appear all tne more valid,
pertinent, and compelling.
Generally,
five criteria,

if the requestive school rates well against

it might well justify its wholehearted support,

development, and use by sponsors and participants.
1.

To what extent does it have the capacity to reflec>

all elements and persuasions evident in the spectrum of human
systems?
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2. To what extent does it have the capacity to in¬
corporate the full spectrum of instructional modes and
techniques now available to mankind?
3* How responsive is it as an institution or mechanism
to whatever demands or expectations individual participants
bring to it?
4, How responsive is it to changes in society,
of knowledge,

in articles of faith,

in p.odies

in any_ new demands or

challenges that transcend the limits of individual lives?

5„ How responsive is it to those requirements that are
intrinsic to social constructs and social imperatives?
Certainly,

it will be possible in time to develop more

specific criteria by which the overall system can be evaluated.
It is with a touch of envy that we can read such criteria as
those held out to traditional schoolmen and schedule makers:
that they should,

for instance,

expect 9 OP utilization of

space in a junior high school, and about &0p in a senior
high school, and that if the total enrollment of a school
is 540 puoils and there are ($25 stations (or spaces for
puoils) in the school, the enrollment can be said to be 86>/o •
Perhaps in time,

such computational precision might be turned

around within the requestive school sysoem in an attempt to
determine efficiency or potential modification or pattern for
development of one component of the system.

We mi^ht ask, Is

this particular facility used 9Op of the time by participants?

.
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Austin and Gividen,

Op. cit.

l6l

If it is not,

can it be reduced or eliminated or replaced or

modified so as to make it all the more pertinent to meeting
the requests of individual participants?
Hagman already offers a list of criteria developed from
the persoective of the individual student, albeit within a
somewhat traditional frame of reference.

.5^

He reports:

The list of questions designed to be pointed
toward specific activities in the school in terms of
the development of individual children might be in
this form.
1.
Does, or did, this activity contribute
importantly to his, or her, understanding of the world
about him?

.

Does, or did, this activity contribute
importantly to his, or her, ability to work with others?

2

Does, or did, this activity contribute^
3.
importantly to his, or her, ability to communicate ideas
4.
Does, or did, this activity contribute
importantly to his, or her, satisfaction in good work
done?

5.

Does, or did, this activity contribute
importantly to his, or her, appreciation of beauty?

6. Does, or did, this activity contribute
importantly to his, or her, developing skill in funaamental processes?
7.
Does, or did, this activity contribute
importantly to his, or her, ability to meet new
situations capably and without fear?

8.

Does, or did, this activity contribute
importantly to his, or her, acceptance of personal
responsibility?

56.

Harlan L. Hagman, On. cit,., pp. 37, 38-
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9. Does, or did, this activity contribute
importantly to his, or her, development of understanding
and practice of good health habits?

his,

10.
Does, or did, this activity grow out of
or her, felt needs and interests?

11.
Does, or did, this activity carry over
into other phases of his, or her, life?
12.
Does, or did, this activity have evident
value which is inherent in it in terms of his, or her,
development?
To move further into requestive schooling from the point
of view7 of an individual participant,

let us now follow one

hypothetical boy—Andy Anyman--through a typical day of
activity.
At 7:^5 a.m., with his younger sister, he watches The
C-ood Ship News on the television set at home.
minute show is

The fifteen-

produced by a local television staff,

is

aimed at eight to twelve-year-olds, and has won an award
within the television industry for specialized journalism.
Although he is a bit over the age of twelve, Andy likes the
show in part because it does offer a quick review of the
day's news, because it often includes a historical sketch
based on a current event,

on some famous person's anniversary,

or the like, and because it has become a habit with him and
it is touched with just a trace of nostalgia for the days
when he was eight or nine and understanding the show for
the first time.

His three-year-old brother will want to

watch Sesame Street later in the morning, but by then Andy
will have been long gone on his own day's program.
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At 8:05 a.m., he and his sister leave their home to¬
gether, but his sister stops off at the neighborhood auto¬
learning center maintained by the local school system.

She

habitually makes that center her first stop after watching
The Good Ship News, for there is always a computerized
ten-point current events quiz available there based on video¬
tapes of The Good Ship News broadcasts, and she likes the
feeling of accomplishment she gets in recalling the sub¬
stance of any one show.

She hopes to enter a current events

contest being sponsored next month by the League of Women
Voters for youngsters between the ages of eight and ten.
By 8:15 a.m., Andy is watching a fifteen-minute
demonstration at Union Hall on the care and use of hand and
power tools.

Such demonstrations are scheduled for each day

at 8:15, 11:15, and 2:15, and a program guide is available to
announce the specific tool or technique to oe demonstrated
at any of the scheduled times.

The demonstrations are

sponsored and staffed by the local carpenters' union with the
cooperation of a major tool distributor.

Some of the people

that Andy has met at these or similar sessions in Union Hall
are planning to seek disciplinary certification in the use
of various tools.

Host of them range in age from about ten

to nineteen, although housewives occasionally show up at the
sessions, as do a number of men for various reasons—hobbies,
and the like.

Every two weeks, representatives from the

local trades council, the city board of inspectors, and the
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contractors1 association offer certification sessions at which
novices can earn various credentials based on the skills they
can demonstrate according to carefully specified performance
criteria.

Andy, however,

is not particularly interested in

seeking such certification, which might lead eventually to
employment as a carpenter.

He simply wants to pick up enough

skill to be able to lead a Boy Scout renovation project
which his troop is undertaking in their club room.
Prom S:30 until 10:15, Andy works
project in the hall.

on a woodworking

Because of crowded facilities, no

participant may build anything larger than a chair in Union
Kail, and Andy happens to be working on a doll cradle for his
sister.

Larger projects are available to participants in

a warehouse nearby.

Andy decides to clean up from nis wor^

at 10:15 not only because he has other things he wants to do,
but also because he has promised a friend that he will help
him in general

•

Ke met tne boy one day durin&

a Union Kali session when the other boy was apparently heaving
a bit of personality clash witn one of the union instructors
„

gp'gx’oci. by the boy* s having measured a ooara

a

half inch

too short for the particular project he was working on.

The

clash between instructor and boy was eventually resolved,
but the friendship and interest between Andy and the boy
I

remained, and led them substantively beyond simple mect^ure—
ment into interests that traditional educators would identify
as geometry.

Andy regularly checks out geometry texts irom
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the library, and he and his friend often work some of the
problems they find there, with Andy taking the lead because
of the ease with which he seems to work with the proolems.
His friend has become interested enough in geometry that he
•has considered sitting in on the lectures and demonstrations
that are often scheduled in g^oemetry at the general educatiOxC
center.
By 11:15, Andy has arrived at the Boy Scout club room
where he assists two den mothers in their Cub Scout meeting.
It so happens that today’s meeting features a lunch capered
by a group of Senior Girl Scouts as a project in their regu¬
lar weekly cooking class.

The teacher of that cooning class

insists on a regular basis of meeting, not only because she
likes the security of a routine schedule, but also because
she can better plan a strictly cooking: class with such a
routine,

she feels.

She herself does all the buying for the

class, for instance, because she has carefully specified to
•potential participants before the series of classes began
that they would concentrate on cooking skills, not on buying,
or table-setting, or any of the other closely allied skills.
Such restriction was geared rather directly at building a
selectivity into the series of meetings, for it was announced
before the course began that it would prepare it& participants
eventually to earn the general cooking certificate advocated
by the local council of home economists with the support
of the advisory council of the restaurant managers* association
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as a minimum requirement for any person hoping to gam em¬
ployment as a short order cook at a lunch counter,

nany of

the Girl Scouts who enrolled are hoping to fill parttime jobs
at such lunch counters, although others simply took the course
because they were interested in it.
Andy's particular contribution to the Cub Scout luncheon
is to give a short demonstration talk on model plane ouilaing-a hobby at which he excels.

He had been ecouraged to

share his talents in this way because he had taken a per¬
sonality inventory a year or two earlier which indicated that
his interests might tend to turn him into an introvert,

ne

had, in turn, been advised to take the inventory after he had
complained to his parents a number of times of feeling some¬
what depressed at not having enough friends.
At 1:30 p.m., Andy goes to the general educational
center and checks first with a computer to see what nas
happened to his most recent program request.

He learns that

the class he had requested in the use of the slide rule
meets only on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays at 8:15,
and that itbuilt on a cycle of four weeks—that is, that
the class begins anew each four weeks and repeats essentially
the same ground that it covered the previous four weeks.
He learns also that this restriction is caused by the fact
that the only instructor presently available for the course
is a gentleman "on loan" to the school program from a local
architectural firm.

He learns further that there are
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several alternative instructional routes to learning slide
rule use, and he immediately goes to the central materials
storage room to check out one of them—a learning kit manu¬
factured by Edu-do-it Corporation,

"Introduction to Slide

Rule," and catalogued and stored by the local school system.
Andy then picks up a three-day program guide mimeo¬
graphed on a regular basis by the school system, and notes
that a dramatization of the need for general conservation
called "Wilderness Trail" is to be presented by a group that
has been meeting in the drama center for several months.

The

presentation is scheduled for two days from now, and Andy
marks the time and place on his note pad.

He is himself

interested in the program, but he wants to remind his father
about the program, for his father has held a longtime interest
in conservation.
Andy next registers a formal request for a scheduling
of a film series on "Hand Tools of Colonial Days" which is
not available in the local storage of materials, but which
is available through

the inter-state school service.

He

knows that as soon as enough requests are registered locally,
the new film series—which is still limited in numcer of
prints available—will be scheduled for local snowing, and
he and some of his friends are therefore requesting the
series all within a few days of each other so that they can
increase ,the chances of seeing the series soon.
Andv converses for about fifteen minutes with counselor
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Edward Barker, who has been helping him keep track of the
number of learning kits he has checked out.

As soon as he

accumulates a certain number of such credits, Andy will be
given an institutional certificate, and he likes to see
tangible evidence of progress or advance, however meaningless
the evidence might be to someone else.

He used to count the

steps as he climbed a long set of them for much the same
"kick" he gets from earning an institutional certificate for
"learning kits checked out."

In the process, of course,

he and Edward Barker talk of many things of greater sig¬
nificance--the contents of the kit, Andy1s interest and
motivation, the criteria by which Andy chooses the various
kits, and the like.

In fact, the two have gotten to know

each other quite well as individuals through such conversa¬
tions, and if Andy were to need help in negotiating through
the requestive school system, there is no doubt that he
would seek such help first from Edward Barker.
At 2:30 p.m., Andy joins a group to see a visiting
troupe perform a stage adaptation of "Winnie the Pooh."

The

subject seems a bit too "juvenile" for an adolescent like
Andy, but his main interest is in the stagecraft being used.
He is fascinated by the effects that stage designers can
get simoly from canvas on wooden frames, and he is even more
personally interested in "hammer ano. nail" aspects of building
stage scenery.

And, frankly, he simply feels like relaxing

this afternoon, and this production of "Winnie the Pooh"
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just might be the most "mind-blowing11 experience immediately
available to him.
There are others in the audience who are mostly inter¬
ested in things other than the drama itself.
students specializing in play direction;
critical student-reviewers.

Five are drama

they are present as

At the lighting control panel

is an apprentice undergoing the experience by which he hopes
to gain desciplinary certification in lighting under the
guidance and evaluation of a craft guild supervisor.
of the audience, however,

Host

is made up of youngsters who are

there simply to enjoy the play.
At 4:00 p.m., Andy joins a cross-interest discussion
group.

He has begun participating in this group on the ad¬

vice of Edward Barker,

to broaden the number of Andy’s

personal interests, hopefully.

Host of the other members

of the group are there for the same purpose, although
each tends to represent a different set of narrow interests
from the rest.

In fact,

on that basis the group was put

together in the first place.

Although she does not know it,

because Andy has never told anyone,

one girl in the group

has almost convinced Andy that he ought to try serious
reading of more books than he has up till now.

She has long

been hooked on poetry, herself.
One of the other participants is there for an al¬
together different reason.

She is a student of group

dynamics, and she moderates and analyzes each meeting,

then
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reports back to a specialist with whom she has been training
to become a certified group facilitator.

Eventually,

she

hopes to specialize in group therapy.
At 5:00 p.m., Andy tops off his visit to the educational
center by lifting weights in a special room designed for suchpersonal physical exercise and staffed by competent physical
education specialists.

Andy often stops off here before he

heads home for the evening meal with his family, because he
likes to work up an appetite (Ke wants to play fullback in
the interneighborhood football league next fall and needs to
gain some weight), and because he simply likes the relaxation
that he gets from challenging his muscles at the end of a
busy day.

Whenever he stops off at the weight-lifting room,

he never fails to say hello to another regular patron—a
middleaged business executive who has taken a liking to
Andy, but who stops in to lift weights simply to keep him¬
self in shape.
Not every day is so full of formal activity for Andy.
Some days he and friends simply play a pickup game of softball.

Occasionally, Andy and his family go as a group to

one or another learning fair or trade exhibit or museum for
the entire day.

At least once a week, Andy takes off strict¬

ly by himself for a quiet hour or two of thought under an
open sky,

or sitting and looking on a park bench,

or playing

the drums in a soundproof practice room at the music center.
But,

if you were to compute the moments of frustration and
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the moments of fulfillment that Andy,

or anyone else, meets

in any such program -of requestive schooling,

it is certain

that little of that frustration or fulfillment would be in¬
stitutional oer se.
fulfillment,

That is, where there is frustration and

it is evident in and intrinsic to the particular

moment or experience and the individual who is living that
moment or experience.

Where institution frustrates—in its

failure to offer the slide rule class at a time suitable to
Andy,

for instance--institution also provides alternatives

that are equally or more attractive to that individual.
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CHAPTER

IX

SIDEWALKS AND SYNERGY

It is my personal hope that school will be successful
in^breaking out of its cocoon, in becoming the unifying force among all those educational agencies
essential to the total educational community envisioned
here.
The school, with all of its shorcomings, is
the institution charged above all others with responsi¬
bility for humanizing the content of man’s experience
and for developing those skills of disciplined in-^
quiry deemed essential to a self-renewing society. (

It is quite likely that reouestive schooling will be
confused in discussion with permissiveness, with open license,
even with anarchy, and it should be confused with none of
those.

Rather,

the only challenge it should present philo¬

sophically is that challenge which is inherent in the spectrum
of human systems.

Generally, requestive schooling as pro¬

posed herein simply aims at logical priority in decision¬
making if the decisionmakers within a school "system" are to
be serious•in implementing actions toward the goals and
beliefs they have long tended to proclaim about individualized
learning programs.

That priority simply requires that an

individual’s extremely complex pattern of learning be con¬
sidered foremost, and that such consideration be consciously
maintained as an integral base in any decisionmaking or

57.

John I. Goodlad,

"School Organization.”
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organizational process that develops by which that individual's
learning may be enhanced or facilitated.
not rule out testing,

Such a baseline does

in the best sense of the word, nor

interaction, nor the concept of man as a social being.
does tend to rule out,

It

in its purest interpretation, any

control or restriction of that individual simply for purposes
of maintaining the institution known as school.
statement,
of schools.

in turn,

And,

that

certainly does not rule out the existence

It does, however,

in its purest interpretation,

pretty much rule out school as a single,

compulsory social

habit composed and maintained in arbitrary and severely
limited categorizations of people,

subject areas, and

political geography--the fundamental state of traditional
schools in traditional local school districts.
The objective testing of an individual, as such testing
can aid him in getting a fix on his own abilities,

is

balanced in the happiest realization of requestive schooling
with his own development of introspection.

Hopefully, a

personal journal might become as respectable and legitimate
as a school transcript; in fact,

it might become openly

recognized by society as more legitimate, more respectable,
and certainly more significant than institutional records
in reflecting the "education" of that individual.

Certainly,

every requestive school program would be staffed in part by
professionals skilled in helping other participants to de¬
velop their own capacities for self-evaluation and intro-
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spection.

Without such traits in an individual, his self-

government could develop into nothing more than rote ac¬
quiescence to superficial social norms.

True self-government

_self-government in the sense that the individualist
practices it (see Chapter V)—is far more profoundly creative
than mere practice of rote forms imposed from without,

Tl .
whether imoosed with consent of the prac^ioner or no •
From that prime consideration, then,
and his unique pattern of learning,

of the individual

educational system can

be initiated through requests which he and others make
of themselves,
the locality,

then, of those immediately around them,
etc.,

xirst,
then of

only t^hen and if they find that their

requests call for resources beyond their immediate means.
The "institution"

fadministration might be a better word)

that results in the collection and analysis of such requests
will then inventory the resources available, attempt to
attract or develop those resources not at hand, or channel
requests to a still larger circle of resources—the region,
the state,

the section of the country, whatever.

It is also

the responsibility of the "institution" or school to allocate
those resources which it does attract,

turning down no re¬

quest whatsoever, but simply seeking to facilitate it in the
most efficient and economical means possible,

so long as

those means are consistent with proper service to the in¬
dividual participant who initiated the request.
point can a "school schedule" be developed

Cnly at that

a published or
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■at

,

broadcast or computerized listing of all the activities,
»

programs,

experiences,

etc., available on any one day.

In a slightly different sense,

the school,

then,

is

charged with asking what is common among individual needs.
What is uncommon among them?

What function follows from

those answers for the schools?
function?

But,

What form follows from such

in asking those questions,

the school never

can arrive at any final or even lasting answer that can be
reflected in a relatively unchanging schedule.

Instead,

it

will forever ask those questions and its response in form
will be ever-changing, ever-responding to the needs and re¬
quests of its many participants.

Simple words, broad

generalities, and much the same questions that educators
have asked traditionally for years, but requestive schooling
does not assume the narrow parameters of school structure
that traditionalists have assumed in arriving at their
answers:

classrooms, teachers, groups,

subject disciplines,

etc.
Freedom is not the ultimate goal of requestive school¬
ing,

just as freedom is not the ultimate goal of the in¬

dividualist in the spectrum of human systems.
freedom is the means toward other goals.

Rather,

We can talk about

a, moal only m a conte^ff uhar is not free,

m v^eaom

connotes, almost insures variety within any social construct.
It brings the facility,

the malleaoilit^y within tnat social

construct by which the structural goal of individualized
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learning in the schools can be achieved.

But, as indicated

in several different places within this volume,

that

structural goal of individualized learning can be channeled
toward goals extrinsic to the process and extrinsic to the
structure,

if the sponsors of a school program so elect to •

channel it.

Once such channeling enters into the design,

reauestive schooling as proposed herein becomes defined by
degree rather than by essence, and,

obviously, a particular

school might enjoy a very low degree of requestive schooling
within its program,

just as another school might enjoy an

extremely high degree of requestive£ness--to the extent, iMitn
which either implements practices and parameters described
in Chapter VI.
The present proposal for requestive schooling,
not a simpleminded,
own thing."

then,

is

irresponsible junket into "doing your

Much to the contrary.

It is extremely socially

responsible in its orientation, and ethical in its basic
character, however much it might seem to swing with the
"radical anxiety" which Northrop Frye describes:
The ethics of change is a phrase which
suggests an attempt to think about something that
has°already gone ahead of thought, like a.car
driver applying brakes in a skid.
In socieoj
there is normally a conflict between two kinds of
anxiety:
a conservative, or leu.s-be-careiulabout-1osing-what-we ve-got, anxiety, an^^ .
radical
or let1s-clear-out-all-this-stuii-a. ahave-a-fresh-breeze-blow-through, anxiety.
iJhen
one anxiety dominates the other, change is thought
of as itself an ethical process, gooa n the
radical anxiety is dominant, bad if the conserva¬
tive one is.
In our day vie are passing through
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a period of dominant radical anxiety, because we feel
that we have already created the conditions of a
different kind of society from the one vie are living
in. 5?'
Requestive schooling forces no one into a situation in which
he would be so uncomfortable as to be rendered inoperative.
Those whom educational radicals and change agents now identify
as "recalcitrant teachers" or "conditioned kids" are quite as
able to request doing things their traditional way in the
requestive school—with the major exception that they cannot
compel. through the system or the institution, others to
become inoperative or uncomfortable for someone else's sake.
Others might indeed respond to the requests that ohe

tra¬

ditionalists" feed into the system, but for their own unique
reasons or needs, and the tactic of unpunished withdrawal
is available always to avoid cloture—whether cloture by
killing or cloture by someone's acquiescence to stronger
authority.

Requestive schooling, indeed, while it most lively

brings greater visibility of differences and diversity within
and among its participants and its program, requires no
polarization as polarization has typically been held to be
an immediate prelude to showdown.

Rather, it allows par¬

ticipants to avoid polarization to the point of cloture.
Hopefully, its administrators seek not to control, to quell,
to repress, but simply to allow and to facilitate until ex¬
haustion of resources at hand-at which point requests are

58.

Northrop Frye, Op. cit., p. ^
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funneled to still other administrators or institutions at
other levels of resourcefulness.
i

We have traditionally looked to our schools in part as
a clinic in which to cure o^least to treat our s£6ial ills,
and requestive schooling is no less open to such use and ex¬
pectation.

It might, as a matter of fact,

offer greater

chance for such connection or immediacy to develop between
"school" and "life" within a participant.

One of the chief

hopes that inspires this proposal for requestive schooling is
that institution might be developed as more immediately
accessible,

facilitative, responsive in the integration of

various components of life and society, both within an in¬
dividual participant and within social constructs themselves.
Requestive schooling seeks to cut down on the lag and the
waste in such a pursuit that are now built into the traditional
school structure.
Immediacy might well become the basic characteristic of
the requestive school,
proposal quite well.

for it catches the desire behind the
Let the educational experience be

immediate to life-as-lived.

Let the institution be immediate

to the individual participant,
function,

the form be immediate to the

the institution be immediate to social needs as

reflected through requests and contributions,

the society be

immediate to the individual and vice-versa.
Requestive schooling is proposed, too, as a comprehensive
system in that sense of the word as used traditionally in the
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phrase, the comprehensive school.
for'general use by all people.

That is,

it is designed

Rather obviously, requestive

schooling incorporates every moment of all of life as po¬
tential "educational component," so it can hardly be anything
but comprehensive.

That fact does not rule out, again,

the

possible use of degrees of requestiveness in more narrowly
specialized programs or pursuits, but as the requestive
school has been generally proposed and
volume,

outlined in this

it has been proposed to take the place of the tra¬

ditional comprehensive school system.

Indeed,

there may be

no other fruitful way by which to organize an educational
system per se than as a comprehensive system, if we are to
avoid fragmentation that could result in no formal education
except through separate, highly specialized training programs
for narrowly defined social or vocational roles.
tainly ,

And,

cer¬

to hear the psychologists and learning tneorists

develop endless pieces of evidence that numan diversity
rapidly approaches infinity, within individuals as much as
among them,

is simply to recognize the needed compromise

between system and individual which underlies this entire
proposal--a compromise best served by the comprehensive
school.
Piaget reports that children seem to learn in certain
stages, but obviously not every individual learns with like
proportion or timing among the stages, and there is always
doubt that every person goes through every stage.

Or,
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another researcher reports that his findings apply only to
a certain percentage of the people he has studied or ob¬
served, and that even his total sample of people represents
but a minuscule portion of the general population.

Even

if he could conclude his studies with a comprehensive
statement — "All people drink water"—pacing, degree,
quency,

fre¬

situation would be different among those people.

Read Skinner and become convinced that people learn best
through behavioral management,

Bruner and believe in spiral

learning, Rogers and convert to learning as becoming.
soon,

Very

in tasting the several persuasions available ao any

moment, you draw the c one lu s i on- - e v en simply, oy mat cuing
percentages and samples and noting the inevitable overlaps
and mismatches—that differences among individuals are the
only constant, and that even within an individual,

one mi^ht

observe varying patterns in varying degrees and varying
kinds at varying times•
variety always.

Nothing is constant bat utuei

If such variety is not random or chaotic

or infinite at any moment,

it so rapidly approaches random¬

ness or chaos or infinity that any single school which is
organized according- to any one or even several learning
theories alone will automatically be effective only for a
certain percentage of people and then only for a certain
percentage of each learner's time.

We soon approach the

point of diminishing returns in such organization,

just as

surely as an exclusively phonics approach to teaching reading
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in a traditional first grade is bound to fail with some of
, *

t

the youngsters as inevitably as an exclusively sight reading
approach will fail with certain others or some of the same
youngsters.

The relativity of such traditional concepts as

jq_indeed, the biochemical remediation of mental retardation
which is already being tried in this country

only tends to

support comprehensive schools as the continuing pattern ±or
the future.
Thus,

the organization of the requesuive school sooner

or later is based not on a particular learning theory,
primarily.

It is based on a recognition of the iniinite

variety of the human experience and on a desire to accommodate
that variety.

It is based equally on the acceptance of

change as a constant in the human experience.

And, it is

based on the various persuasions and beliefs held within
the spectrum of human systems described earlier.

If we are

ever to begin to approach individual learning in any effi¬
cient manner, yet to retain our own humanity in the process,
there seems no more sensible way than requestive schooling.
In several different ways, the requestive school seems
more likely to develop synergy than any other school or¬
ganization proposed or practiced, especially as each element
of an educational program might be seen as a uniquely pro¬
portioned blend of all elements, or as a component with other
elements that aggregate into a whole that transcends m
value and essence the simple accumulation of those simpler
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elements.

Certainly such a creative effect should result

through the synthesis expected within the individual learner
as he participates in his program.

It should be rather common

within participants to experience that serendipity that some
can now recall when they first realized the meanings of words
that they had mouthed rotely for years--in common songs,
instance.

for

Such a revelation it was one cold winter day to

discover on your own that 11 Wee three kingsuv oree en tar"
really meant,

"We three kings are from the East."

Or,

that

"I shall dwell in the house of the Lord forever" might be
interpreted syntactically in at least two legitimate wa;ys
"dwell forever"

or Lord forever"--and that each interpre¬

tation carries starkly divergent and profound implications
in faith and metaphysics.

If the requestive school's in¬

sistence or encouragement of educational integrity within the
individual participant carries no other hope, such intro¬
spection, personal inquiry,
worthwhile.

inner awareness should make it

It certainly seems more attractive than the rote

game-playing and test-passing for extrinsic or arbitrary
"rewards" that characterize so much of the traditionally or¬
ganized school.
A second thrust toward synergistic effect should develop
in the increased utilization of total community as educational
resource.

Together with the release of creative energy and

potential within the individual,

similar releases within

social institutions can be expected as normal consequences
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of requestive schooling.

•

And, finally, as Dwight Allen has described it in

various lectures and conversations at the University of
Massachusetts and elsewhere,

the "hourglass effect" might

unfortunately he in evidence within the requestive school to
a like or greater degree than it has been in evidence in
schools which have tried such earlier innovations as flexi¬
ble scheduling, performance curriculum, and differentiated
staffing.

Quite briefly,

if each of three components of the

school—curriculum, behavior,

structure—is capable oi

modification or change, the total change effect or iesult
is limited to the dimensions of that component which has
changed least, or which has retained narrowest restriction.
If,

for instance, one opens the organizational structure oi

the school schedule almost to infinity, allowing all sizes
and shapes of patterns of course structure, ana if one alters
or replaces the traditional staffing pattern and dramatically
widens the repertoire of teaching behaviors at play within
the school, but retains the traditional limited subject
discipline approach to curriculum,

the total effect of change

within the school will tend to be limited to little more than
was realized traditionally.
shatters,

Because requestive schooling

or at least challenges, even such categories as

"curriculum,

structure, and teaching behavior," and because

it calls everything up for question or request and ful¬
fillment almost continually, the positive aopc.cts that
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.countermand. Allen's "hourglass effect" should be in constant
play within the requestive school.
Overall,

the individualist feels himself responsible

for the world even as he is responsive to it.

Control is a

partnership between the world and the individualist at any
one moment.

So, too,

the requestive school is responsible

for the world and for educational service to the individuals
in that world even as it is responsive to them both.

Control

is a partnership among the participants in the school—not
by bureaucratic fiat or delegation or representative election
or consensus, but by organizational structure itself,

hith

such a definition and practice of control, development of
synergy is insured to the depth and extent of participation
in the school by whoever participates.

That brings entirely

new significance to the platitude "X is what you make it."
(Let X read school,

or life, or whatever you will.)

If

synergy indeed develops through the practice of requestive
schooling, a second old platitude is significantly extended:
No longer will you simply "get out of it what you put into
it."

Rather, you will most likely get more out of it than

you put into it.

In the context of our having lost faith

in institutions—a loss reflected no less in the inspiration
for initiating the present proposal than in the diatrioes
and wailings of the "destructionists" now rampant in this
country-such extension of an old saw is optimism indeed.
Yet,

it is not simply visionary;

indeed, it looks forward no
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•more than it looks backward; it seeks utopia no more than
it s'eeks restoration of belief and bedrock affirmed in the
past:
it is becoming clearer that social institutions
are in a sense, projected from what man knows or
imagines or wants to know, and which are his.ar s
and°sciences. The driving power of the continuity
of social institutions is the continui y
,
ledge and of the learning process, and in a time
v,ben social projections no longer command loyaltj ,
we can only return to their source.J?
Returning there via new roads of requestive schooling has
been the burden of this volume.
There are those who will cry "Utopia!" at the proposals
for requestive schooling—"Utopia" in the sense oi
headed,"

"dreamy," "naive."

in that sense.

"empty-

Perhaps the proposal is utopian

However, it is also true that charges of

"fuzzy-headed utopianism" often emanate first and loudest
from those who do not want to contemplate change, let alone
participate in it or help bring it about.

A far more practical

concern for the educator seriously considering the proposal
is the question of how much longer he is willing to put how
much energy into maintaining a traditi&l or semi-traditional
educational institution that no longer does what it claims
to be doing.

If requestive schooling is to him utopian

(in the better sense of the word), and if reaching for that
utopia seems like the more sensible tack for him to be on,
he will either reach for utopia or live the rest of his pro-

59.
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fess,tonal life in full recognition that he is his own worst
professional adversary in the rational pursuit of fulfilling
his best educational dreans.
In many respects, an institution, especially a school,
is much like a sidewalk in its initiation and subsequent
evolution.

First conceived and laid down primarily as a

service to people,
mud;

it helps them keep their feet out of the

it is based on the rather valid assumption that most

people would choose to walk on blacktop or concrete rather
than up to their ankles in mud.
logically,

is to serve.

The first purpose, chrono¬

However,

once established as an

institution or custom, and once accepted as common and
eventually believed to be necessary—even to the point of
being funded publicly and required of property owners—the
sidewalk becomes a device to guide people as well as to
serve them.

Paths can be shaped,

extra steps very suotly

required of those people for whom the sidewalks were origi¬
nally established simply to serve.

It is then not too

difficult to make the sidewalks into a control device, and
once used for control,

it is quite simple to turn the devic.

into a restrictor, and indeed to prevent people from going
their own ways as they would go, given their own impulses
and desires and designs

and purposes.

And,

if the side¬

walk itself falters in its restrictive purpose,

fences can

be erected beside it, KEEP OF? THE GRASS signs placed

18?

around it, and dogs.can be unleashed to every area but the
sidewalk.
Perhaps requestive schooling as designed and proposed
herein sketches a reinstitution of the school as a side¬
walk built to serve man,

to facilitate his taking steps that,

are of his own volition in his own freely chosen direction.
If so, the intent behind the development of the proposal has
been partially fulfilled, and only implementation lies ahead.
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